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Abstract
My master thesis concerns how to design a user interface for a home automa-
tion product to manage energy consumption in Italian households that have 
solar panels to produce photovoltaic energy. The aim is to research what the 
desired way to manage consumption is, particularly to the end-user, but also to 
other stakeholders, my client There Corporation and the partners in Italy.

The book introduces the topic, the client, the brief and the basics of 
producing photovoltaic energy in Italian households. I also outline different 
approaches to user-centred design and co-design in literature, explaining the 
motive for my research. The diary is the biggest section, describing the design 
project, i.e. my work at There Corporation, week by week. Along the project, I 
briefly analyse my learnings, reflecting my experiences to the design literary. In 
the end, I sum up my learnings from the project.

Key words

usability, user-centred design, co-design, service design, user interface, photo-
voltaic energy, microgeneration, home automation
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1.1 Topic
In my thesis project, my brief is to design a user interface for a new home auto-
mation product that helps households to manage their use of the photovoltaic 
energy in a desired way to gain economical savings, add comfort and help be 
environmental friendly. The user interface is planned to be on a computer, tablet 
and smart phone displays. The photovoltaic power is generated with the help of 
a solar panel owned by the household. The users live in Italy.

My client is a Finnish company, There Corporation, that provides serv-
ices for energy management at homes.

The project answers to the question of ‘how to design a feasible user 
interface for a photovoltaic energy management service for Italian homes?’. The 
objective has two parts: designing the concept and analysing the process. My 
aim is to explain my suggestions for the client how to carry out the design work, 
describe what was really done, and afterwards consider if the chosen ways were 
successful and what I learned from it. I describe the process in a form of diary.
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1.2 My client, There Corporation
The client, There Corporation is a young clean technology company, established 
in 2009. There provides services for energy management at homes. They offer 
their partners ‘sustainable future proof solutions and services to be offered to 
their clients’, as they describe their products on their website. Practically, this 
means services like real-time energy monitoring and optimisation. There has 
its roots in Nokia where developing ‘a system to control home appliances easily 
using mobile phone’ was started. The customers of There are energy companies 
and service providers in Europe. (There Corporation, 2011)

Offices, in Finland, are located in Vallila, Vaasa and Tampere, most of 
the employees (including me) working in Vallila. There are all together about 
20 employers.

According to a discussion in There (January 2013), There wants to of-
fer the most popular controlling system for photovoltaic energy produced in 
European homes. Conquering Italian markets is an important stage in that goal. 
My work can help There succeed.
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1.3 Stakeholders
Smartdhome is an Italian partner company of There, providing the service, 
Virtuoso Photovoltaic Package, for an Italian renewable energy corporation Enel 
Green Power. The service is part of a wider product family called EcoDHome. 
The service will be sold, assumably in most cases with the panels, for end-users 
in the shops of Enel Green Power representatives. Smarthome also educates in-
stallers of the service. The installers, on the other hand, can be independent or 
work for Enel Green Power. (Discussions at There, 2013)

The installers have a big role in the service because they finally need to 
be able to set the automatic appliance control to gain savings and comfort for 
the end-users. In addition, as several times discussed at There during the project, 
Smartdhome has to convince the installers the service is worth studying and 
learning, meaning that also installers have to believe they are dealing with a 
successful product that customers (users) want to buy. Otherwise, the installers 
may even refuse training.

Most devices or components of the services are provided by several 
subcontractors, such as Liteon and Remotec (Taiwanese), Aeon Labs (Chinese), 
NorthQ (Denish) and Danfoss (Denish).

There provides the Central Unit and the software with the user interface.
Italian Government sets the energy policy for residential buildings. GSE  

(Gestore Servizi Energetici) supports and promotes renewable energy sources 
in Italy (GSE, 2012 a) by e.g. managing the support schemes in accordance with 
the legislation (GSE, 2012 b) and offering information about the incentives 
(GSE, 2012 c).

In addition, according to a discussion at Finpro (in Milan, April 2013), 
smaller city councils set local policies for energy consumption.

Finally, the end-users of the product are panel owners and those who live 
in the same house, assumably the family. The owner has the panel and Virtuoso 
PV as an additional product. Virtuoso can be installed to a house anytime, but 
most likely it will be sold with the panels, according to discussions at There.

I explain more about the assumed needs and benefits of the end-users 
and Enel, in the chapter ‘Brief ’.

Italian/City 
Government
Sets energy 
policy

Users

Produce,
consume,
sell & buy 
energy

Parents,
children & 
other family 
members

Enel GP
Installers
Sales persons

Sells panels with 
Virtuoso PV

Smartdhome
Provides Virtuoso
Educates installers

There
Software
UI & Design

3rd parties
Devices

Pic.	1.	Stakeholders	
and	their	roles	in	the	
service.
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1.4 Brief

1.4.1 Needs & benefits of the users and the energy 
company

Italian energy consumers have a relatively big energy bill. The price of electric-
ity in households, in Italy in November 2012, was 0.22 € per kWh (compare 
to Finland, 0.16 € per kWh) (Europe’s Energy Portal, 2013), and even 0,30 € 
per kWh, according to some Italian interviewees (spring 2013). Gas is another 
remarkable energy source in heating and, according to discussions in There and 
interviews in Milan (April and June 2013), considered cheaper than electricity. 
Because of the great energy bill, it is assumed, in There, that the users want to 
decrease it easily with the help of photovoltaic system and home automation.

Virtuoso PV (Photovoltaic) service is supposed to add comfort, as well, 
setting pleasing room temperatures automatically.

Virtuoso PV controls the photovoltaic energy provided by the users’ 
solar panels, which assumably have been bought because of the expensive grid 
energy and to support environmental friendly production. Typically, in pro-
duction, there is a peak during the midday, when users are not at home using 
appliances. The energy surplus is fed into the grid, usually with some incentive 
(amount varies). By contrast, in the evening, there is more energy demand than 
production, which makes the user buy from the grid. This current way is not 
the best way to utilise the panels (unless the feed-in tariff is very competitive). 
Virtuoso is supposed to control the energy surplus in the way that the user 
automatically gets the best benefit in money and comfort.

In addition, users are interested in knowing what is going on with the 
production and consumption (balance situation). This kind of information can 
influence the consumption behaviour of the user and give a feeling of confidence 
as the ‘self-made’ production of the panels becomes visible. (Keirstead, J., 2007) 
Virtuoso PV is able display the current balance situation and a history view of it. 

During the project I am supposed to research what, precisely, are the 
ways to offer comfort and economical values, for the user, and which one of 
those to emphasis. In addition, it is assumed that most users are not willing 
to put much effort on adjusting the system by themselves and constantly. The 
balance of adequate amount of functions and ease of use and interest needs to 
be found.
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Energy company (in the case of this project, Enel) wants to support the 
local use of microproduction because the current electricity grid cannot handle 
the energy peaks caused by high amount of energy surplus in the middle of 
the day.

As Virtuoso PV improves energy efficiency of a household with solar 
production, it can decrease the payback time of the panels. Virtuoso PV, with 
its optimising and monitoring features, helps energy companies sell solar panels 
to their consumers.

Competition for customers drives energy companies to offer ways to 
save energy. Virtuoso PV is there to help Enel in this race.

In addition, from the users’ households Virtuoso PV provides lots of 
consumption and production data that the energy company probably can utilise.

1.4.2 The level of the design

The level of the design will be conceptual: I will not design finished graphics 
with all details but instead, keep the focus on the content, considering what is 
feasible with the available platform and HTML5 or HTML, which is used in the 
service.

The user interface should be appropriate for smart phones, tablets and 
computer. Precisely, there are no different versions of the user interface to these 
devices. However, the elements, on the UI, scale and transform, to some extend, 
to the different sizes of displays.

The product is new, but in design, I need to consider how features are 
implemented in current There products. This is because utilising existing solu-
tions eases configuration work. In addition, most solutions in Virtuoso PV user 
interface should be exploitable in other products, according to software devel-
opers. Hence, Virtuoso PV is not a completely separate, independent product. 
(Picture 2)

Pic.	2.	An	example	
of	an	existing	
user	interface	of	a	
EcoDHome	product.	
This	version	is	under	
development	and	is	
still	partly	in	Finnish.
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1.4.3 Appliances in the concept

Appliances, reasonable to control, are air conditioners i.e. heat pumps (HVAC), 
hot water boilers and other appliances with a simple on-off-connections like 
electrical heaters. Assumably radiator thermostats are included in the concept 
as they have a big role in heating and energy consumption. They should operate 
in a reasonable way with other appliances. Hence, Virtuoso PV is planned to be 
a holistic home energy management system that doesn’t simply concentrate on 
photovoltaic production. (Picture 3)

1.4.4 Aims in sales

When starting the project, There aims at start selling Virtuoso PV in the stores 
of Enel Green Power in the spring season 2013. In R&D, this aim of timing 
means that the user interface and the product specification (detailed description 
of how the software should work) needs to be ready by the end of February. (See 
the schedule plan, Picture 4.)

Later, There may want to go with the concept to other markets where 
design requirements are different (e.g. feed-in tariffs, user behaviour, appliances 
in the system). Hence, it is useful to be aware of those possible differences when 
designing Virtuoso PV for the Italian.

1.4.5 Other products on market

There are several companies on the market offering products for visualising 
photovoltaic production and consumption on smart phone, tablet, computer 
or separate display. In addition, some companies offer products for home au-
tomation, i.e. automatic appliance control. Companies providing products of 
this kinds, in Europe, are e.g.: 4-noks, Asema, Domotica in Casa, Ensto, Fibaro, 

Pic.	3.	The	demo	set	
(used	in	exhibitions)	

describes	how	
Virtuoso	Photovoltaic	

Package	works	and	
what	physical	objects	
are	needed.	The	user	
interface	is	not	in	the	

picture,	though.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Interviews & other background info in There

Literature about researches & methods

Benchmark

Study PV usage

User profiles > needs

Defining use cases / scenarios

Sketching UI ideas

Searching users

User interviews with testing prototypes

> Findings

Piloting with (test) users

> Feedback & improvements UI

Documenting

Book layout

Presentation layout

P
M

P

M Milestone

M

Launching the 
service in Italy

P
M

Tasks I 
will likely 
suggest

Pic.	4.	Schedule	for	
the	project,	in	January	
2013,	just	before	
starting.

Kiwigrid, Mi Casa Verde and Solar-Log. However, it seems none of these is 
providing products for controlling photovoltaic energy automatically.
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1.5 Photovoltaic energy as a form of 
microgeneration in Italy

1.5.1 How it is produced

Photovoltaic energy is produced as solar photovoltaics (PV), i.e. solar panel 
electricity systems convert sunlight into energy with the help of photovoltaic 
cells (Energy Saving Trust, 2013 and WiseGEEK, 2013). Photovoltaic energy is 
renewable and it can be produced in domestic context. This kind of small-scaled, 
distributed production of electricity (also done by small businesses) is called 
microgeneration. Microgeneration technologies are low carbon. (Micropower 
Council, 2010) 

Photovoltaic cells form a module, and modules form the panel i.e. array. 
In a household, photovoltaic panel is often installed on the top of roofs, but it is 
possible to locate it separately from the building, as well.

In the case of Virtuoso PV, the houses can also utilise the energy from 
the grid (power lines), when there is not enough photovoltaic energy to cover 
consumption. During overproduction, in turn, the energy surplus is fed into 
the grid. Some customers get compensation for the energy fed into the grid. 
The amount of compensation depends of the feed-in tariff. A panel owner may 

Pic	5.	A	house	with	
a	solar	panel	(Solar	

Living,	2013).	
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also get other kinds of incentives, set by government. A panel that is not grid-
connected is called stand-alone. (Picture 6)

The amount of energy produced depends on the amount of irradiation 
absorbed, the size and the quality of the panel. How much the panel absorbs, 
depends, in turn, on its angle to the sun and the cloudiness. ‘Rated output’ or 
‘rated capacity’ describes the power (in watts) that a PV system can produce 
from a certain, standardised amount of sunshine (1 000 W per m2 surface area), 
which is close to the maximum amount possible, on Earth. The rated capacity 
can also be referred to as the peak capacity (Wp). (CAT, 2012 a)

According to a calculator provided by National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL 2012), photovoltaic systems produce significantly more 
in summer than in winter, in Italy. For instance, a panel of 3 kWp in Torino 
(northern Italy) would produce 376 kWh during July, whereas in December, 
the total production would be only 131 kWh, by estimation. The total energy 
production from a year would be 3 068 kWh. Naturally, the amount of solar 
irradiation varies according to the geological location. Similar panel of 3 kWp 
would produce 3 953 kWh per year, in Palermo, in the south of Italy.

When designing Virtuoso PV, also Finnish potential users are consid-
ered. An annual production of a panel of 3 kWh would be around 2 330 kWh, 
in Tampere. In the north, winter season is the most problematic: because of the 
small amounts of irradiation during short days, the panel would give only 18 kWh 
during January, when the consumption is the most needed (1 000 - 2 500 kWh 
per month, depending on the energy sources, in a common town house, ac-
cording to different discussions), particularly for heating. To compare with 
Italy, a relatively big town house would consume approximately 500-600 kWh 
per month in the winter, according to the data from the home of a pilot user, 
in Milan.

The amount of required roof area depends on factors, like the inclination 
of the panel, the selected material (monocrystalline cells require more than cells 
made of polycrystalline) and the geographical location. According to Bee Solar 

Pic.	6.	Photovoltaic	
energy	system	
connected	to	the	
grid.	When	there	is	no	
production	enough	to	
cover	the	consumption,	
electricity	is	taken	from	
the	grid.	Production	
surplus,	in	turn,	is	fed	
into	the	grid.

Panel

Appliances

Inverter	(converts	DC	
electricity	into	AC	
electricity)

Main	electricity	board,	includes	
electricity	metre

Grid

Production	metre
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Pic	7.	Global	horizontal	
irradiation	in	Europe.	
The	map	shows	how	

the	average	annual	
sum	of	irradiation	

varies	according	to	the	
location.	Geologically,	

Italy	has	a	good	
location	in	Europe.	

(Detail	from	the	map	
by	GeoModel	Solar,	

2013)

Power (Bee Solar Power 2013), a general rule of thumb is 10 m2 per 1 kWp, 
while a typical 2 kWp system demands an area of around 16 m2, by estimation.

1.5.2 Solar thermal and photovoltaics

Houses that are suitable for photovoltaic production often utilise solar thermal 
i.e. solar water heating, which is used for heating domestic hot water. Also 
the solar thermal system has a panel, often located similarly as a photovoltaic 
panel, but it doesn’t produce electricity. According to Centre of Alternative 
Technology, for creating hot water, it is more economical to use solar thermal 
as the panel is cheaper and takes less roof space than a PV panel to produce the 
same amount of hot water (CAT, 2012 b). Virtuoso PV, however, doesn’t control 
solar thermal production.

1.5.3 Who provides equipment for the end-users

Enel Green Power is an example of the retailers who sell solar panels. On the 
other hand, Virtuoso PV will be compatible with panels provided by other com-
panies, as well. Enel Green Power has physical stores for selling their services in 
cities around Italy. They also have wide webpages with information about their 
products. (Enel Green Power, 2011)
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1.5.4 Price of the photovoltaic system 

The prices of the panel installations vary, but according to an interview (April 
2013), done in this project, a Milanese owner paid 9 600 euros in year 2012 for 
an installation of 3 kWp. Another estimation given by the Italian partner of 
There (February 2013) is around 2 000 euros per each kWp and 8 000 - 9 000 
euros per a common installation of 3 kWh.

In Italy, different incentives are offered to PV producers to support the 
PV industry, renewable, low-carbon energy sources and local self-sufficiency. 
According to the user interviews and Gestore Servizi Energetici (GSE, 2012 c), 
users can get financial incentives from selling energy surplus into the grid or 
consuming the locally produced photovoltaic energy, or he/she can deduct a 
part of the costs from the taxes. During a few last year, the models of incentives 
have changed a lot. According to the interviews, a common estimation for a 
payback time varies from 7 to 10 years. Loans are used to fund the investments.

According to Centre of Alternative Technology, the life expectancy of a 
panel is 20 (or sometimes 25) years, meaning that it is typically guaranteed that 
panels produce at least 80 percent of the initial rated power after 20 years. The 
lifetime is, anyway, difficult to estimate because only few panels have been used 
for long enough. (CAT, 2012 c)

1.5.5 Significance of photovoltaic energy and 
microgeneration

Italy is a remarkable market in Europe (EPIA 2013 a, 24). According to European 
Photovoltaic Industry Association (EPIA 2013 b, 18), only Germany produced 
more, in 2012 (398 W / habitant), than Italy (273 W / habitant, while Finland 
produced only 0.2 W / habitant).

Pic.	8.	Photovoltaic	
panels	(G-Trapper	&	
Partners,	2013).
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Watson suggests that distributed generation, i.e. decentralised energy 
production, and microgeneration are expected to grow during next few decades 
as a result of industrial restructuring, development of competitive markets, 
development of technology and increasing emphasis on environmental impacts 
(Watson 2004, 1981). European Union has committed a target of reducing 
Europe’s greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95 percent below 1990 by the year 
2050 (European Commission, 2013 a). According to European Commission, 
this should be done with the help of efficient, low carbon technology (European 
Commission, 2013 b).

According to EPIA, Photovoltaic energy plays a key role in the new 
European ‘electricity mix’. In the bravest scenarios, photovoltaic energy would 
cover even 25 percent of the electricity demand in Europe by 2030. More mod-
erate models suggest 10 percent. (EPIA, 2012, 4-5)

There is a challenge of developing possibilities for peak shaving during 
the most productive hours of a day (EPIA, 2012, 9). As long as batteries remain 
too expensive and slow to charge, different ways of shifting energy to evening 
hours (when there is no photovoltaic production) has to be developed. Feeding 
into the grid is problematic without huge storage capacity or possibility to bal-
ance the strain with the help of adjustable energy sources like water power, but 
it can be used to some extend. In addition, energy consumers can be motivated 
to become more flexible in their energy consumption, according to an article on 
Nordic Cleantech News (Brolin, 2013, 25).

To help the consumer become more flexible in energy demand, there are 
roughly two ways: help do conscious consuming acts and offer home automa-
tion to support consuming local production. For instance, visualising energy 
production and consumption in different ways can help a consumer understand 
on what moments to target his/her energy consumption, if meaningful. On 
the other hand, with the help of ‘smart’ home automation the consumption of 
certain appliances can be timed to emphasise local production automatically.

Pic.	9.	Neighbourhood,	
am	Schlierberg,	in	

Freiburg,	Germany	
(Energia	Pura,	2013).
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Maximal use of the local energy source is, of course, economical, as well, 
as the user has already invested on the facility. Indeed, this applies particularly 
in case the consumer/producer is not paid a high feed-in tariff. Economical 
benefit supports the user to change consumption behaviour. However, that eas-
ily leads to rebound effect: as user gains savings, he/she will have more money 
for other kind of consuming, buying products or services that demand energy, 
often produced in non-ecological ways, or even using more energy from the 
grid. (Herring & Roy 2006) With current prices, photovoltaic systems are ex-
pensive technology that people with rather high incomes can afford. According 
to my understanding, present photovoltaic microproduction can be considered 
a form of compensation to ‘bad consumption habits’ for wealthy people.

Still I consider, supporting photovoltaic energy generation is an act to 
help consumers get cheaper energy, increase local self-sufficiency, force energy 
companies and governments to renew energy strategies and to reduce carbon 
emissions. In addition, it is about supporting growing clean technology indus-
try, and thus employment, in Europe.

Pic.	10.	Photovoltaic	
panels	and	passive	
ventilation	chimneys	
in	Beddington	Zero	
Energy	Development,	
the	first	carbon	neutral	
community	in	UK.	
(Wikipedia,	2014).	The	
roofs	in	the	future,	
could	look	something	
like	this?
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2.1 Design approaches and processes
Designers help companies be competitive by finding ways to respond to cus-
tomers’ needs. If a company can provide products or services that are desir-
able, to the customers or users, it will more likely be successful. To be able to 
design attractive products, is a skill, but more is needed to make the product 
really success: the road from recognising a business opportunity, with an idea 
of a product, to the ‘store shelf ’, is long. One needs to consider feasibility, skills, 
timeframe, budget, replicability to other markets and future, maintenance, part-
ners and their requirements, even legislation and pricing, to name a few. Having 
the role of working for a client, the designer needs to consider that his/her task 
is not simply to offer good user experience (what ever it is) for the users, but to 
do it in the way that it actually produces benefit to the client and its partners.

To help the complicated design work, several approaches, models and 
processes have been developed. Some of them focus on identifying the end-
user’s needs, while others also consider other stakeholders in the design process 
and product life cycle. In this chapter, I mostly refer to design approaches that 
I have been introduced at school - in the courses of School of Arts, Design and 
Architecture and Usability School. 

‘User-centred design’ (UCD) describes design processes where end-users influ-
ence the design solution. It is a philosophy and a variety of methods. (Abras et 
al. 2004)

There are different approaches to, what is called above, user-centred 
design. Standard, ISO 9241-210 (2010 updated version of ISO 13407) defines 
a design process, which is iterative (Picture 11; Jokela, 2011). Different phases 
are repeated until the design solution is satisfying, that is to say here, meets the 
user requirements.

According to Beyer and Holtzblatt (1999), good product ideas require 
understanding of both, the customer’s needs, as well as the technical pos-
sibilities. They introduce the process of contextual design, which includes 1) 
contextual inquiry, 2) work modelling, 3) consolidation, 4) work redesign, 5) 
user environment design, and 6) mockup and test with customers. They suggest 
by following this process, a design team can design a coherent system, which is 
usable, to the customer, and feasible, to the delivering organisation. (Beyer & 
Holtzblatt, 1999)
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Plan the 
human-centred 
design process
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of use

Produce design 
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Pic.	11.	ISO	9241-210	
describes	the	iterative	

process	of	user-centred	
design.	(Jokela,	2011)

Pic.	12.	How	to	access	
experience	(Sanders	
&	Dandavate,	1999):	

Listen	what	users	say,	
interpret	what	they	

express	and	make	
inferences	of	their	

thoughts.	Watch	and	
observe	them.	Uncover	

what	they	know.	Aim	
at	understanding	what	
they	feel	and	dream	of.	

Sanders and Dandavate propose (1999) that designers should search 
inspiration for ideation from empathy. They regard the end-users as the most 
important players in the design process. Methods like focus groups, interviews 
and questionnaires, provide user data, focusing the most on listening what users 
say. However, a designer should find an access to the experiences of the users by 
observing what and how they do things, and letting them express what they feel, 
think and dream of (Picture 12). To find out what users really feel and dream 
of, designer can use ‘Make tools’. With the help of Make tools, users can make 
artefacts, e.g. diaries and collages, that show and tell of their emotions. (Sanders 
& Dandavate, 1999)
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Hanington categorises user-centred research methods in groups: tra-
ditional, adapted and innovative (2003) (Picture 13). The traditional methods, 
e.g. interviews and questionnaires produce typically qualitative data: counts and 
statistics of large masses of people. Adapted methods, borrowed from disciplines 
engaged in human research, provide qualitative data, in the form of e.g. still and 
video documentations, artifact analysis, cognitive walkthroughs and heuristics. 
The innovative methods, such as design workshops and collages, are creative 
and participatory. They are used to uncover needs and desires that are possibly 
unknown even to the user. To me, these innovative methods can be compared 
to Make tools, described by Sanders and Dandavate, that can reveal dreams and 
emotions. According to Hanington, the forms of interpretation, in innovative 
methods, are e.g. affinities, categories and visual information.

An example of an innovative, creative method is design probes, which 
are used to research and understand human phenomena and design opportuni-
ties. With the help of probes, user participation is utilised, often in the forms 
of diaries, notes and photographs. Probes allow designer to imagine situations 
which are otherwise difficult to see and experience. In this way, they can inspire 
and inform the designer. (Mattelmäki, 2008)

Sanders and Stappers describe (2008) how the role of designer has 
changed among the evolution in design from user-centred approach to co-
design. In user-centred design approach, researchers are trained experts who 
interview and observe users, to understand how to produce usable products. 
In the emerging design practices, however, users are the experts of their own 
experiences. The user has an important role in knowledge development, idea 
generation and concept development. The designer has the role of facilitator 
who leads and guides the users to be creative in their own levels. He/she also 

Market research
Focus groups
Surveys
Questionnaires
Interviews
Unobtrusive measures

Archival methods
Trace measures

Experiments 

Counts
Statistics
Spreadsheets
Graphing
Verbal + numerical information

Content analysis
Categories

Patterns, Themes
A�nities, Clusters

Visual + verbal information

Creative / Participatory
Design workshops
Collage
Card sorting
Cognitive mapping
Velcro modeling
Visual diaries
Camera studies
Document annotations

Observational research
Participant observation
Still, video documentation

Ethnographic methods
Video ethnography
Beeper studies
Experiental sampling
Cultural inventory
Artifact analysis

HCI (Human computer 
interaction)

Thinkaloud protocol
Heuristic evaluation
Cognitive walkthrough

Interpretation & analysis tends toward:

Research methods for human-centred design

AdaptedTraditional Innovative

Pic.	13.	How	Hanington	
classifies	and	names	
methods	(2003).
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supports and serves users to be able to express their ideas. Typically, the de-
signer is also giving forms to the ideas.

Sanders and Stappers suggest (2008, 16) that future co-design will be 
collaboration between all the stakeholders in the design development process. 
There will be a variety of professionals having both design and research skills.

According to Sanders and Stappers (2008, 10-11), more important than 
designing a product, is to design for purposes, such as for emotions or interact-
ing. The traditional design approaches usually have a certain direction for the 
design, such as physical products, brand identities and buildings, whereas the 
emerging design practices have more open opportunities for the end-result.

Miettinen sums up different service design processes in the book 
Designing services with innovative methods (Miettinen & Koivisto, 2009, 13-
14). According to her, these processes are much alike, and they suggest consid-
ering following factors:
- Understanding what the design challenge is: the users, business environment 
and applicable technologies.
- Observing, describing and creating empathy for the users. The users are par-
ticipating and visual during the whole process.
- Creating ideas, prototyping and evaluating them for improvement with the 
clients and the users.
- Implementing, maintaining and improving the services.
- Working with business realities.

In the same book, van Oosterom (pp. 168) introduces ‘Five steps to 
service innovation’. This service design process includes following phases with 
some appropriate ways to collect, interpret and analyse data, and design the 
service. (See the next page.)
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My	summary	from	Oosterom’s	Five	steps	to	service	innovation:

1A Discovering: business. (‘We do not think that the end-user is the starting 
point of any realistic service design project. We always start with the client’)
- Research organisation’s characteristics and goals: vision, mission and culture
- Research the history of the project and existing services
- Make a context map with all the stakeholders
- Study examples from the market i.e. benchmarking

1B Discovering: Experience
- Discover desired outcomes
- Map customer journeys and all the touchpoints
- Start discussing the experiences with end-users and front office personnel
- Make the first analyses and recommendations

2 Concepting
Start developing ideas together with end-users, front office personnel, experts 
from different fields of expertise and the client by
- Interviewing
- Brainstorming
- Workshopping
- Experimenting with the help of prototypes
Simultaneously
- Visualise ideas to result in a visual concept or a moodboard

3 Designing
Work closely together with experts from different fields of design
- Detailed service blueprint
- Finalise the look-and-feel

4 Building
- Build all the touchpoints (e.g. physical locations, media, training employees)
- Organise processes in place
- Start building the organisation needed to deliver the outcome
- Develop the marketing or communication strategy

5 Implementing
‘Open the shop and invite everyone in.’
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2.2 Bringing design approaches to enterprises
In many companies, there are no strong traditions of applying UCD approaches, 
let alone co-design. It can be a complicated task to bring new design practises, 
or even whole processes, such as Oosterdom’s ‘Five steps to service innovation’, 
into the company’s ways of work. However, designers can apply design ap-
proaches by working ‘according to the conditions’, by combining and modifying 
different methods.

Righi and James tell about the phases of bringing user-centred design 
into use in organisations, by telling stories of real cases, in U.S. (2007). As en-
gineering, user-centred design and business meet each other in real world, nu-
merous new, even surprising challenges are faced. E.g. Righi and James describe 
(pp. 62) how proving the impacts of the design investments is hard, when there 
is very limited resources given for the work. Designers are typically brought 
late to the design process when the key functionality and interaction design are 
already completed. In this kind of cases, the impacts of the design work may 
remain too small to impress the management. Thus, utilising design approaches 
won’t be supported in the future, either.

Considering ‘real life circumstances’, how should one apply design 
processes or approaches? How could designers with their practices meet or-
ganisation’s requirements better (or vice versa)? The book of Righi and James is 
an example of the increasing aim to document and understand what applying 
user-centred design (and co-design, if not regarded as UCD) approaches can 
mean, practically.

Hyysalo analyses how to choose, combine and apply different working 
methods (2009, 208-213). He also utilises real cases that are with typically lim-
ited resources of e.g. time, skills and money. Research as such is not important, 
but the facts how it supports the most important aims of the project, and how 
it is timed. Hyysalo specifies what should be considered when mapping what 
kind of research data is needed. In addition to ‘the aims of the project’ and ‘the 
schedule’, also e.g. ‘the market and target group’ and ‘the research skills’ are such 
issues. He also advises how to choose ways to research, by naming criteria to 
evaluate the ways (or methods), e.g. ‘what information the method provides’, 
‘requirements for user involvement’ and ‘required time, money and skills’. On 
a heuristic review (pp. 214) one can see how each method has its strengths, 
probable results and limitations.
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The challenges are not over, having done some applicable research and 
design. Hyysalo points out how the end-result, i.e. the realised product itself, 
can loose some benefits of the carefully conducted research and design work, 
unless the ways to report the results are inadequate - or just of wrong kind. 
The chances for misunderstanding in implementation are lower if e.g. personas, 
scenarios and user stories are utilised, in addition to often used feature require-
ments. Also ‘project ownership’ can help avoid loosing quality in implementa-
tion. (Hyysalo, 2009, 258-261)

Woolrych et al claim (2011) that in the field of HCI (human-computer 
interaction) research, it is ignored that successful practitioners actually config-
ure, adapt and complement the usability methods. They name several factors 
that influence the outcomes of the usability work in practice, e.g. (2011, 961):
- ‘Experience and competence of the usability practitioners’
- ‘Design purpose and vision and their alignment to evaluation’
- ‘Client needs and expectations’
- ‘Problem prioritisation and criteria (e.g. severity and impact ratings)’

It is also suggested that methodological studies should focus on re-
sources and how they are used. Woolrych et al use the metaphor of cooking: 
Resources are like ingredients, and methods or approaches are like recipes. 
Resources can be seen as components of design approaches. It is essential to 
understand, how the meal is cooked, meaning, how the usability work is done. 
Here, the ingredients, i.e. the resources play an important role, as they define 
a lot what kind of approach can be applied. Some examples of resources are: 
reporting formats, design heuristics, and participant selection strategies.

It is suggested that one should in fact never use any method twice, but 
instead, a method should always be adapted, utilising the available resources, to 
be appropriate for its purpose (2011, 966).

As I explain above, there is an attempt, in the field of design research, to docu-
ment and understand how UCD (and co-design) approaches are practically 
applied in companies. I give my contribution to design research in the form of 
this master thesis. The diary tells the story of the project for the young and small 
start-up company, There Corporation. On the pages of this book, I introduce 
the design work: how it was done and why, and what were the learnings.
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Week 6
4th-8th	February

Focusing on work

I start my work in There, Vallila office on the 1st of February. Before the of-
ficial start I have oriented for the work by gathering knowledge about the cli-
ent’s product portfolio (There, 2012) plus aims, opportunities and technology 
behind Virtuoso Photovoltaic Package (There 2013). I have interviewed three 
employees: the vice presidents of sales (who is also the project owner), products 
and marketing in the beginning of January to learn the basics of the service, 
its possibilities and aims. In addition, I have studied the issues of solar energy 
production at home and smart energy management with usability aspects, on 
several articles by Keirstead, Roy, Watson, Herring and Caird (Keirstead, 2007 
& 2008; Caird & Roy, 2008; Herring & Roy, 2006; Watson, 2004). Unfortunately 
I haven’t found any Italy-specific researches.

I have presented my research plan at school on 17th of January. The 
comments for my plan concern mostly my focus and not getting too wide with 
it, getting user contacts in Italy and how to proceed user research. E.g. I am 
suggested There could use a local company to conduct the user researches in 
Italy, and Enel Green Power stores could be used to find users with the help 
of questionnaires. However, it is soon clear that external companies cannot be 
afforded. Also the Italian partner, Smartdhome wants to be there between There 
and Enel, meaning there is no straight connection to Enel.

During the first full working week, I notice getting answers for my ques-
tions about Virtuoso, its technical possibilities, the market in Italy, and solar 
energy usage, requires lots of work. There are few people able to help me and 
they are mainly busy and not available. Mostly I miss Italy-specific knowledge 
and sources of knowledge.

During the first working week I start
- gathering usability requirements (when mapping use cases and reading arti-
cles about usability researches on similar services).
- defining use cases also to stir up discussion and comments from work mates 
(mind map on a whiteboard visible for everyone). I get some useful comments.
- mapping service journeys & tasks identified on UI. (I use a big paper sheet, on 
which I attach post-it notes about tasks, ideas and questions.)
- drawing initial ideas of UI: Mode, Balance view and Consumption details of 
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appliances (Pictures 14 & 15).
- building user profile.
- making notes about competitors.

I also try to follow what is going on in photovoltaic business and re-
search, generally, by following some magazines like The Guardian, Il sole 24 ore 
(not much found about solar energy in this Italian magazine), Greentech Media 
(2013), The Daily Climate and BeAware (2009-11).

The team working on Virtuoso Photovoltaic

There are all together around ten employees working for Virtuoso PV, develop-
ing the software and testing. Virtuoso Photovoltaic is only one project in their 
tightly scheduled work. 

Most of my team mates also design user interfaces. The whole team is 
sitting next to me, in the same open office, except one person, who is working in 
Vaasa. We have a meeting together with the team, daily, to have a quick look at 
the work situation of everyone. Once in two weeks, we have a meeting to check 
what’s the result of last two working weeks and to plan what to do during next 
two weeks. 

Our team leader is is also my supervisor. The chief design officer (CDO) 
usually works in Tampere. There is one person that ‘owns the project’ of Virtuoso 
PV (being also in the role of vice president sales). The product manager (i.e. the 
vice president products) obviously has lots of practical knowledge about the 
technical issues, in the project. He usually works in Vaasa.

My role, of course, is to work with everybody and try to listen to all of 
them. In addition, I have to ‘listen to’ users, as well, although their voice is the 
weakest and often based on assumptions.

Pic	14.	Initial	ideas	of	
the	user	interface	with	

comments.
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In general, my work mates are almost all engineers and technically 
oriented. I sometimes feel it quite challenging to try explaining quality require-
ments of the service, and they must have it hard to make me understand why 
some features are made in the way they are (because of technical reasons) as 
I don’t really have any technical competence. During the first week, I hardly 
understand any sentence of their work-related discussions, although it is in 
Finnish.

I get a pleasing freedom to do my work. I don’t feel anyone is breathing 
down my neck. It is also a bit difficult that I meet the project owner and the 
product manager only seldom. Things are mostly discussed on phone, briefly.

Learnings

Pic	15.	Initial	ideas	
of	how	to	show	the	
current	balance	
situation	and	the	
balance	over	time.	In	
the	early	versions,	the	
surplus	energy	had	
a	colour	of	its	own,	
but	the	idea	was	too	
difficult	to	implement.

I tried to absorb any knowledge related to the client, its business 
and products, partners, the users, the user context and my workmates. 
The research articles were a great way to get focused on the topic: what 
kinds of design issues there are in producing photovoltaic energy of 
your own.

Knowing the team and other people with their roles and skills 
is essential, often not emphasised in the design theory. This task, 
however, took much more time than a week, I think it rather took 
months. When leaving the company,  in the end of the year, I still think 
I don’t understand the opportunities related to different people, well 
enough. Hyysalo points out (2010, 237-238) how ‘multilevel games’ 
between different people have impacts on their approaches to (even) 
design issues: e.g. power relations and conflicts of interests influence 
how people react on design ideas or research method ideas. To me, it 
is both beneficial and adverse to know about these the games. Yet at 
this point, trying to learn my workmates’ names, I had no hint of how 
the games work in this case.
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Week 7
11th-15th	February

Defining schedule for Virtuoso PV

On 14th February we have a short meeting about the schedule for Virtuoso 
Photovoltaic Package with the project owner, the team leader and the chief 
of R&D.

Launching the service in Italy during the spring is essential, because the 
spring is the natural season for sailing photovoltaic products. The aim is to get a 
couple of hundreds of buying users. According to this new schedule, the actual 
launch for the service will be in May. Before that, there will be some education 
for the installers and a technical pilot with the old generation service (for me, 
it is still a bit unclear, what the old generation service is). User interface must 
be planned in the early phase of the process, before software, which is going to 
take one and a half months, by estimation. We decide that I send the first, ‘light’ 
suggestion of the user interface for Smartdhome by the end of the next week to 
start getting feedback.

We are also planning a visit to Kaukomarkkinat, during next week. 
Earlier, I have suggested that I could interview one of their solar power special-
ists, as it was recommended already in research plan review at school in January. 
Kaukomarkkinat happens to be a client of There, so the contact is already there.

Brief of the first suggestion

After getting this assignment, I start gathering information: I map the appli-
ances that are included (so far it has not been perfectly clear) and what they 
should do in the system. The appliances are heat pump, warm water boiler and 
radiator thermostats plus possibly other appliances working simply between on 
and off states like swimming pool. 

This is a big task to me, as I am studying different existing user interface 
versions, different appliances of several suppliers, learning how they operate 
and all the technical language, plus trying to understand what is possible to do 
and what not. Everybody seems to have a different idea of my task and what it 
includes, and I think my work is surprisingly technical.

I am not supposed to generate anything extraordinary in usability point 
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of view. My supervisor, points out that there should be as minimal amount of 
changes as possible comparing to the existing user interfaces. Even completely 
new features (like the view of production of solar panels) should be as close 
to the existing models as possible (Picture 16). There are, however, usability 
problems on the existing interfaces: I find the graphics hard to understand and 
signs not intuitive, at places. The argument, however, is that everything new 
causes extra coding work. So far, most of my UI sketches and quick paper pro-
totypes (Picture 17) are far too wild from technical point of view. Of course, my 
aim has been ‘thinking out of the box’ and create more from the scratch, in the 
beginning. 

I regard the next week’s task as an opportunity to give a ‘modest’ solu-
tion for the client. Hopefully I will later get some proper feedback of the service 
and get a chance to design a model that meets the user requirements better.

The user interface suggestion concerns the end-users view (on UI, the 
tab ‘Home’), and not how the ‘automatic appliance control settings’ are done 
with the installer (on UI, the tab ‘Settings’). Instead, I need to suggest how the 
automatic appliance control should work in the user’s point of view.

Defining use cases

Basing on all discussions in There and articles I have learned, I make a map of 
use cases, on the wall (Picture 18). This map helps me consider in what cases the 
product could possibly be used, in a way or another, and what sort of features it 

Pic.	16.	An	existing	
product.	Fortum	Fiksu	
user	interface	view	of	
smart	control	on	boiler.
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should have. I also ask comments from my work mates. As a result, some new 
possible functions are added.

A also make a post-it note map (Picture 19) about all tasks (orange 
notes) and sub-tasks (pink notes) that the user assumably needs or wants to do 
on the UI. I also write ideas of some possible features to ‘solve the need’, next to 
the task notes (green notes).

This kind of quick mapping with post-its and whiteboard appears to 
be a right thing to do, as my approach is not technical, but rather trying to 
understand different true life situations and needs. I still feel, there are quite 
many assumptions and not much true knowledge about the use cases. E.g. 
‘Do solar panels require maintenance in Italy?’ ‘Do Italian users tolerate lower 
room temperature in the winter?’, ‘How is the user supposed to get help when 
needed?’ ‘Is he/she going to install the service by him/herself?’ I start collect-
ing a list of questions to google and later find out from users when I get the 
chance to do that. This map is more like ‘my best guess about use cases and user 
requirements’.

Listing design requirements

I also write a quite profound list of design requirements for the the user inter-
face. The requirements are quite general, basing mostly on the understanding I 
have got from reading the articles on using photovoltaic energy. Here, I am not 
caring much what is technically feasible during the spring, or which require-
ments should be met first. According to my understanding, this kind of a user 
interface, as described on the list, would simply be good. The list is there to 
remind me what to aim at.

Pic.	17.		Developing	
initial	ideas	of	showing	

the	balance	situation:	
Sketching	(left),	then	

quick	testing	and	
discussing		a	paper	

prototype	with	a	work	
mate	(right).
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Pic.	18	(top).	Drawing	
use	cases	on	office	wall	
to	make	my	thoughts	
visible.	Comments	are	
added	on	post-it	notes.

Pic.	19	(bottom).	
Mapping	all	assumed	
tasks	with	the	UI:	main	
tasks	(orange),	sub-
tasks	(pink)	and	feature	
ideas	(green).

Make	energy	visible.
As e.g. Heiskanen et co. claim, showing consumption and price is the most effec-
tive in making savings (Heiskanen et co. 2012, 15-20). Also Sorrell et al. points 
out that attention is easily focused on more visible things like waste (Sorrell et 
al. 2000, 177). My interpretation is that visible things are easier to understand 
and remember. I would also add ‘savings’ in money and energy and perhaps in 
carbon emissions on the list of aspects to be visualized. The user is presumably 
interested in the production and consumption amounts on a particular mo-
ment, in the future and in the history.
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Use	also	other	symbols	and	values	than	saving.
Saving as an association is not enough (Heiskanen, Matschoss, Saastamoinen 
2012)? Also in There it has been pointed out that the more there are users, the 
less they are green, in average. However, the value and pleasure of using self-
produced solar energy in different situations should be expressed. (Caird & Roy 
2008, 18). 

Support	reliability,	durability	and	payback	of	the	solar	panels.
Even though economical savings should not be promised they should still be 
supported because savings are one rational reason (spoken aloud) to buy the 
service. Indicating the consumption and production is a way to prove the solar 
panels are working properly. The service can also tell about problems in the 
solar panel system. Guidance and information in consumption habits and above 
all, settings to optimize energy consumption automatically without any user ef-
forts, are ways to decrease payback time of the solar panels. (Caird & Roy 2008)

Support	comfort	and	convenience.
As Caird and Roy point out, the design should reflect the way users really use 
the technology. When aiming at saving energy and environment, users should 
not need to sacrifice comfort and convenience. Most tasks of optimising should 
happen automatically, after the installation. The aim is to add comfort, not 
decrease it. Respect the fact that the user may want to use appliances or e.g. 
fireplace contradictory to what is ‘the most optimal’ in energy consumption.  
(Caird & Roy 2008)

Aesthetic	service.
The user should ‘fall in love’ with the service before he/she starts to give argu-
ment for him/herself (and perhaps the spouse) about the rationality of buying it. 
Details on the user interface must look understandable for all - and also attrac-
tive (Caird & Roy 2008, 18-19).

Easy	controls	and	displays.
The user should be able to have the access to the service when ever he/she feels 
like it - despite of the place or situation. Clear, understandable language and 
intuitive controls are basic requirements. There should not be any unnecessary 
settings. Skipping the settings should be possible and easy. (Caird & Roy 2008)
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Give	feedback	and	guide	in	consumption.
The fact how big portions (and how much) different applications use and have 
used energy (and money) in the total rate, is indicated. That is a way to make the 
user understand what is essential and significant in consumption. Giving hints 
of relevant consumption acts (e.g. warming up oven or using washing machine) 
when there is overproduction, can be useful. Warning about price peaks in 
advance gives the user some time to react. Excessive use is indicated.

Remind	and	motivate.
Help the user not to loose his/her interest in saving among time. Because the 
user will get bored with the service in a couple of months, its existence should 
be reminded about. According to e.g. Heiskanen, Matschoss and Saastamoinen, 
in the beginning of the use, some savings are gained but later they disappear. 
(Heiskanen, Matschoss, Saastamoinen 2012) 

The idea of saving energy should feel ‘cool’ (in a way or another): it 
should be clear that clever people and forerunners use energy efficiency serv-
ices, like this. It should be possible for the user easily to show the facts that he/
she is producing solar energy with a smart energy efficiency service.

Make	showing	and	comparing	easy.
Comparing production and consumption with friends and other people can be 
easy and inspirational. Discussion in the family should be raised to make all us-
ers consider changes in their habits (BeAware 2013). The history of production 
and consumption must be visible in the a meaningful way (not necessarily the 
units of kW). 

Easy	reset.
After changing settings of the system, on the display user interface or directly on 
devices, it should be easy to go back to the original settings again (Heiskanen, 
Matschoss, Saastamoinen 2012).

Indicate	when	system	is	not	working	efficiently.
Guide how to proceed e.g. when the battery needs to be changed or when there 
are problems in the performance.
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Learnings

There is one thing more I should have done, at this point: mapping 
the whole structure of the user interface with its pages, features, 
possibilities and limitations. The challenge was, of course, that it 
all felt too complicated and cryptic with the strange terminology 
and surprising options, limitations and solutions. I didn’t know the 
structure was so carved in stone. I thought, in this timeframe, I won’t 
consider all possible parts of the user interface, but only those that 
are necessary for the user to understand, i.e. ‘the mainview’. Because 
I didn’t do the mapping task well enough, I kept on facing surprises 
about different limitations, options and already existing features, 
throughout the whole project. 

There were funny assumptions of use cases as I didn’t have a 
clue the Italian use their appliances so differently comparing to the 
Finnish. E.g. we even assumed, sometimes users would use appliances 
in conflicting ways: the air conditioner can automatically start cooling 
if it gets too hot in the room because of using fire place, or as the 
weather suddenly gets warmer and the radiators are still heating. 
This kinds of assumptions were also made by myself as I didn’t have 
much knowledge of home energy systems. I thought people use their 
appliances in quite random ways not caring much about consumption. 
This assumption may still hold its place in Finland, but at least my 
interviewees, in Italy, seemed to be more conscious in their energy 
(gas and electricity) consumption habits. During the project, I have 
got the idea this is typical in Italy where electricity is expensive and 
temporary consumption has been limited in each household.

Pic.	20.		Developing	
ideas	of	showing	the	
balance.	Comments	

were	added	on	post-it	
notes.
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Week 8
18th-22nd	February

Plans postponed

This week I am supposed to send first drafts of the user interface wireframe 
model to and principles of usage to Italy. The project owner, however, is too 
busy to discuss my ideas. In addition, I am learning lots of new things about 
appliances, and how they should impact the user interface. We postpone the 
delivery to the next week.

My week with considering the use cases and designing the user interface 
is busy, so I am quite happy the suggested interview trip to Kaukomarkkinat is 
also postponed because of the too busy interviewees. The intention, however, is 
at some point ask about their insights about photovoltaic market and users, as 
recommended already at school in January when presenting the research plan.

Future visions in Finnish Environment Institute

However, On Friday I get a chance to visit Jyri Seppälä, professor at Finnish 
Environment Institute, with the VP marketing of There. Seppälä is an interest-
ing interviewee having lots of knowledge of Finnish energy politics and future 
possibilities in renewable energy technologies. He is also a solar panel owner. 

During the meeting of almost two hours, big issues are discussed. 
Perhaps the most interesting topic is what possibilities there are to estimate 
the environmental effects of the services that There provides. Any ideas of this 
kind would also concern Virtuoso Photovoltaic service. There is not any simple 
answers because the effects are difficult to specify and estimate. We also discuss 
Finnish energy politics more widely - or I mainly listen to. In the end of the 
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meeting, I get a chance to interview Seppälä for his experiences as a photo-
voltaic producer and user. 

I show him some paper prototypes about my ideas of how to show 
production and consumption in different ways (Pictures 15, 17 & 20). At least 
he is able to read and interpret correctly my visualisations. He believes there is 
soon a solution for the problem how to make the grid able to handle big load 
changes. This promises good future for micro generation and renewable energy 
like solar power. We also discuss what makes people invest on solar panels with 
long payback times. According to Seppälä’s opinion, the offspring eventually 
makes us consider future decades and do ecological acts. He regards ecological 
future investments as parallel to any investment (like buying an apartment) for 
children. This opinion supports our vision of the user profile, which is a family. 
Seppälä seems to be a technically and ecologically oriented, wealthy idealist - a 
rare combination in Finland. He doesn’t have any particular knowledge about 
the market or users in Italy but the discussion with him is inspirational giving 
some long-term views about renewable energy business and politics.

About competitors

In the very beginning I was asking about competitors offering similar services 
with There, in the European markets. I was told there is no other company of-
fering anything similar (as wide domestic energy management) to photovoltaic 
energy users, as There is planning now. Fibaro is the only competitor mentioned 
so far. This week I anyway happen to hear about competitors I did not know 
about. They don’t have exactly similar services but something alike and worth 
study. I decide to research and analyse them a bit, later when I have more time.

Pic.	21.	Mindmap	of	
user	requirements	for	
the	home	automation	
during	different	times	

of	a	weekday.
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Pic.	22.	Initial	ideas	for	
what	‘Modes’	could	
be	like,	and	how	they	
could	be	controlled	
with	the	help	of	a	
calendar.

Learnings

I guess a more experienced designer would have seen that the goal 
of releasing a fully working product during the spring was already 
impossible. At least building any relevant automation was already 
beyond reach, knowing that there was no proper insight what kind 
of automation was needed by the users. Looking backwards, I could 
have just concentrated on monitoring the balance situation. However, 
I understood the complexity gradually during the first weeks, and I 
didn’t know that to most of my questions about users or technical 
requirements, there were no answers, in There. Or nobody had time 
to explain them to me. I had to find out mostly by myself how different 
appliances work and how they should be controlled. That lesson 
should have learned even more carefully: e.g. how to control an air 
conditioner, in practice? I studied it, but too superficially.
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Week 9
25th	February	-	1st	March

Teleconference with the Italian partner

On Thursday we have the important feedback and questions teleconfer-
ence meeting with the managing director (CEO) and a product manager at 
Smartdhome, and the project owner, the product manager plus me from There. 
I have made pdf-slides with a strict agenda: we are supposed to discuss user pro-
files, use cases (or use scenarios), user interface wireframe and main use prin-
ciples, in addition to a few other issues related to Italian market. Surprisingly, 
all busy participants go patiently through the planned agenda, although it takes 
lots of time. We get important feedback and new knowledge.

Because Smartdhome representatives are currently the connection to 
Enel and customers, their word counts a lot in usability issues. We need to make 
them satisfied with the concept idea to make them also committed to sale work. 
I have tried to help all participants imaging different use cases with the help of 
images (quick sketches) (Pictures 23-26). When showing a use case or scenario I 
ask if the case is true and relevant. I have pictures of five main use cases and also 
a list of other cases to show and discuss. The feedback we get helps us consider 
if we have ‘planned right things’ when designing the functions of the Virtuoso 
PV service. It seems that at least with two use cases we have had a bit wrong 
assumptions (the case of ‘heating in a winter morning’ and ‘lunch time at home’.

Later, I am told by my work mates (at There) that my drawings truly 
help them considering the use scenarios in the user’s point of view. So far only 
written documents with a technical point of view have been used to describe 
use scenarios.

It is very likely that not all design requirements and features in Virtuoso 
can be realised in the first launch. So we try to get comments from Smartdhome, 
which features, at least, should be there. When discussing the modes of home 
(how the home appliances work differently, in different situations, according 
to the rules in automation) and their feasibility, the managing director says the 
away mode is needed, at the fewest.  Although I am not quite satisfied with the 
current idea how the modes would work on the user interface, at least I know 
now that some kinds of modes are required.
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Surprisingly, Smartdhome managing director likes the idea of basing 
the programme on calendar. I am a bit sceptical about the practicality of using 
any calendar. I try to avoid all kinds of programming (i.e. scheduling) in the 
actual use. Despite of the managing director’s opinion, I am planning to suggest 
something else, later.

I also show a sketch of our assumed user profile to find out if our target 
group is correct in our Italian partners’ points of view. We get some corrections 
to our definitions of users: The ages of the family members are slightly younger 
and they live on suburban areas around big cities instead of the countryside. 
According to the Smartdhome representatives, the users are mainly technologi-
cally oriented and they consider economical issues when buying solar panels. 
Ecological values are there too but not quite as important.

Most common installation, according to the Smartdhome CEO, is 
a panel of 3 kilowatts and it costs 8000-9000 euros (one kilowatt costs 2000 
euros, however). The payback time should be around 7 years. According to the 
CEO, he is selling a service to manage energy consumption and help reduce 
payback time instead of just managing solar energy, for which purposes there 
are competitor services available already.

We also ask the CEO to be our test user and usability interviewee as he 
will soon be a solar panel owner himself. In addition, we ask him to search for 
other interviewees in Italy. In my opinion, it sounds like visiting the managing 
director’s home is possible for some contextual interview (although he is not the 
most typical example of a user being a sales person, himself). However, he says 
it is not easy to get any interviewees for the research.

User profile

What we know about the users is mainly based on the fact that buying and in-
stalling solar panels is a remarkable investment. The owner of solar panels needs 
to own a house, as well. We can assume the energy invoice has been big because 

Pic.	23	(left).	Heating	in	
the	morning	with	heat	
pumps.	We	suggest	it	
is	a	good	moment	to	
use	the	‘first	Watts’	of	
photovoltaic	energy	
in	the	winter	by	
heating	the	kitchen	
with	a	heat	pump	(air	
conditioner).	According	
to	Smartdhome	
representatives,	
however,	there	
wouldn’t	be	enough	
energy	for	this	
operation.

Pic.	24	(right).	Leaving	
home	for	holiday.	We	
suggest	there	should	
be	one	button	for	
setting	the	whole	
house	for	setback	
mode	or	away	mode.	
The	natural	place	
would	be	near	home	
door.	Smartdhome	CEO	
says	away	mode	is	a	
requirement.
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the family has decided to start producing energy with their own system. All this 
means that the family has annual incomes of around 100 000 euros. Most likely 
there are no small children anymore because parents of small children tend to 
invest on other kinds of things primarily, before solar panels. Italian families are 
usually small, with one or two children. On the other hand, the user most likely 
lives with a family (not a single person) because the house is a town house. The 
house of this kind of wealthy family is at least 150 square metres. Parents are 
most likely well educated and working. (Picture 27)

After the Thursday’s teleconference, our user profile has also been 
checked by Smartdhome representatives, and is now updated:

- Panel owners are 45-50 years or more. The male is assumably more active in 
using the panels.
- Family: parents and a early teen-aged child, both parents are likely working 
(because they can invest on solar panels). They are educated and have good 
incomes.
(- I have also drawn a ‘grand mother’ on the picture to suggest there may be 
some older generation living under the same roof, as well. I am not sure if this is 
a habit anymore. I don’t hear any comments on the ‘grand mother’.)
- Lives in a town house on a suburban area near a big city.
- Holiday houses are not as typical destinations because investing on solar pan-
els there would be too expensive in a ‘second home’.
- Panel owners live with a family so all family members are users.
- Owners make the decision of buying the solar panels and Virtuoso. It is un-
likely that the panels are already there, when buying the house.
- Technically oriented. Economical issues are important also when buying solar 
panels.
- Ecological values are there as well but no quite as important. Owning a car is 
usual.
- Payback time is around 7 years.

Pic.	25	(left).	Cooling	
the	house	for	lunch	

break.	We	suggest	
it	would	be	nice	to	
use	some	midday	

photovoltaic	energy	
for	cooling	when	a	user	

comes	home	for	lunch	
break.	The	function	

could	be	automatic,	or	
manually	operated,	via	

the	UI,	already	in	the	
office.	The	idea	is	not	

shot	down	but	seems	
that	coming	home	
for	lunch	is	not	too	

common.

Pic.	26	(right).	Manual	
use.	In	my	opinion,	the	

intuitive	way	of	using	
appliances	should	be	

possible.	If	it	means	
e.g.	adjusting	radiator	

manually	and	instantly,	
that	kind	of	use	should	

not	‘spoil’	the	smart	
energy	management.	

Everybody	seems	to	
agree.
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- A typical installation is about 3 kilowatts and costs 8000-9000 euros.
- Parents have laptop and smart phones. We are not sure if the children have.
- Family doesn’t regularly follow energy consumption before buying the service.

Counting the price of energy is complicated in Italy because of taxes and 
(three) different tariffs. Users have already made their calculations about the 
economical reasons to buy solar panels. (I am a bit suspicious here. Have they 
really calculated and how?)

Virtuoso is attractive because it can improve
- Maintenance by giving alerts, reminders and guidance.
- Energy management and control with the help of automation and, on the 
other hand, by giving the chance to operate manually.
- Efficiency of the system with the help of smart automation. This decreases the 
payback time of the panels.
- Understanding of how the system works and energy ‘flows’: e.g. how much 
different appliances use energy in different situations and perhaps even how the 
costs are formed.
- Comfort by automatically adjusting room temperature according to users’ 
preferences. Efficiency is effortless, which also adds comfort.
- In addition, Virtuoso can make the user feel he/she is cool, technologically 
and environmentally aware, a forerunner among friends and neighbourhood. 
(This is rather my own addition, more to inspire the design work! But honestly, 
I think this should describe the spirit of the service.)

Designing the first view of the user interface

This week I have also shown some ‘phone prototypes’ for the project owner 
to give an idea what would be the first thing to appear, on the user interface, 
when the user opens it. My idea is that the very first thing is ‘Balance now’ view, 
which shows the current relation of panel production and consumption. On the 
Balance view, user can also see how much is purchased or sold at the particular 
moment.

The project owner and I agree the Balance now view is the ‘catchy thing’ 
on the user interface, something that the user wants to go and check every now 
and then - if something. Because it is also the first thing on the user interface the 

Pic.	27	(left).	Users	are	
likely	families	with	
children,	a	big	house	
and	a	car,	but	I	am	
not	sure	of	the	‘grand	
mother’.

Pic.	28	(right).	
Considering	how	the	
user	knows	the	home	
automation	is	working	
correctly.	Advanced	
users	can	interpret	
auditive	hints	as	well.
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visualisation needs to be attractive and message particularly easy to understand. 
The project owner tells an idea of adding an icon or a link on the Balance view 
to give the user a chance to send the image forward - as an SMS or perhaps one 
day to Facebook. We both think it is good to help the user be proud of the panels 
and support boasting about ‘home-made’ production.

We decide to show these phone prototypes for other people, as well, to 
get comments. The prototypes look very real when opened on the phone and 
they can be sent through SMS for any ‘test user’ with a touch screen phone.

Learnings

Pic.	29	(left).	I	am	
fascinated	by	the	

idea	of	viewing	the	
consumption	of	any	

appliance	or	group	of	
appliances,	on	the	UI.	

In	practice,	having	a	
consumption	meter	for	

each	appliance	would	
be	very	difficult.

Pic.	30	(right).	How	to	
show	other	people	you	

have	the	panels	and	
Virtuoso?

The Teleconference with the partner was important and gave 
a lot of new understanding and corrected wrong assumption. Even 
more assumptions of key service moments or (use cases) could have 
been suggested there to get feedback. Perhaps there was some lack of 
time, though.
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Week 10
4th-8th	March

‘People	don’t	want	to	use	services.	They	just	want	to	be	happy.’

Reima	Rönnholm,	from	Palmu,	at	Service	Design	
Breakfast	event	on	12th	December,	2012.

Tutor meeting

On Tuesday I meet my tutor, at school first time after starting at work. We 
discuss my client, its business idea and my work situation generally and I show 
some wireframes of the user interface ideas (Picture 31). It is useful to get com-
ments outside of There, from someone who is not, in principle, excited about 
the service idea.

Tutor supports my assumption that users don’t really want to use home 
appliances via mobile phone or computer in most situations. This is something 
I have tried to point out, at There. Especially if the mobile user interface is even 
a bit slow and complicated to use and demands any patience (as it seems when 
trying it now), users rather operate or adjust appliances other ways.  He also 
finds the calendar widget too complicated to use. He points out that it is typical 
for anyone sitting all days in front of computers to assume that also users want 
to do things with the help of mobile phones and computers.

Greetings from Italy

One of There’s software developers, has been in Italy this week to have a look 
at problems occurred at some test users’ places (one of them is Smartdhome 
managing director’s home). The service tested, is home energy management but 
not directly about photovoltaics. The service however contains similar features 
that will be used in Virtuoso Photovoltaic.

The experience from the pilot gives some ideas of the possible problems 
when later using the service by paying customers.

As a result, I add a new slide with a heading ‘What if…’ to the presenta-
tion we will discuss on Friday with the PV project owner and the product man-
ager. I use ‘what if ’ a bit like the method described in the book This is service 
design thinking (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011, 182-183): It helps consider very 
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different service experience situations that could happen when using the serv-
ice. In the book, it is explained how people are asked to explore such situations 
and imagine potential problems. In my situation, the ‘people’ are my workmates 
and myself, not the users. I think this kind of exercise is even more important 
now that it seems there won’t be many pilot users testing this service, but instead 
real sale is wanted to be started as soon as possible. 

I present here some what if scenarios. Some of them are based on ‘the 
greetings from Italy’, others on my imagination. 

What if…
- user is too bored to change the modes?
- user wants to change the way appliances are operating according to automatic 
settings (in Task Manager)? What if he/she cannot do that? How can he/she get 
help? What if installer’s visit is too expensive?
- the system falls? What if a power outage occurs? How do the appliances react 
and work after that?
- the user doesn’t gain savings? What if the estimated payback time actually 
increases?
- user’s mobile phone / computer is lost / uncharged?

The feedback also concerns the Tasks for different appliances in the system. A 
‘Task’ in There language means an ‘order’ to make automatic features happen in 
different cases. (E.g. according to a Task, the warm water boiler starts heating 
water, if there is enough energy surplus available (required amount is defined) 
and the temperature of the water in the boiler is not too hot already (maxi-
mum temperature is defined)). Setting Tasks, on the user interface (under tab 
‘Settings’) is complicated and requires technical skills.

It is clear the UI to set Tasks requires improvements but according to 
the team leader and me, it is not possible to accomplish by the time of the first 
launch. It is somehow acceptable because in Italy, it is assumed that the installer 
helps the end-user in installing work. How ever, it must be concerned the user 
may want to change the settings later and therefore needs the help of the in-
staller, which is even wanted by Enel, according to There. What if he/she doesn’t 
get help quickly enough or if it is too expensive?

I get a hint from Smartdhome product manager, from a better ‘task 
manager’ of a competitor product. I ask him some more information, and he 
mentions Zipato and Fibaro. There happens to have an access to Fibaro’s prod-
uct Home Center, so I can have a look at it. To me, it seems that setting the tasks 
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is somewhat more simple in this user interface but the whole is complicated 
anyway and not particularly more usable than Virtuoso. (Picture 32.)

Feedback from the teleconference with Italian partners

I am happy to get some feedback from the teleconference (week 9) with Italian 
partners, too. According to the software developer, Smartdhome participants 
were pleased as I introduced the use cases and user interface ideas. It seems 
that my way of showing sketches of use situations, is a good way to help others 
be empathic, jump into user’s shoes and possible use scenarios to imagine what 
using could be like. Because the agendas of meetings are strict, anything that 
helps the participants consider usability issues and the use context are useful. I 
just need to plan my presentations carefully and not to waste time on too neat 
images.

Starting with the specification

On Friday, we have an hour for a meeting on phone with the project owner and 
the product manager to start with the specification of the user interface. I have 
decided to carefully go through the ways Virtuoso PV can, in practice, ‘keep the 
promise’, i.e. provide savings and comfort for the user. So far, my knowledge of 
the functionalities as a whole has been too fuzzy. The project owner agrees, it is 
good we finally take some time to go through this. In an hour I get useful knowl-
edge of the appliances in Virtuoso, and answers to my questions - especially 
because the product manager is finally participating the discussion.

Pic.	31	(left	page).	I	
keep	drawing	different	

wireframe	versions	
of	the	‘widgets’	on	
the	UI.	I	start	with	

the	small	phone	view	
assuming	its	size	more	

challenging	than	
computer	screen.

Pic.	32	(right	page).	
User	interface	of	

Fibaro	Home	Center	
represents	the	‘cold	

high-tech	style’	with	
detailed	three-

dimentional	icons.	The	
target	group	must	be	
technically	oriented.
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Before the weekend, we manage to agree, these are the main ways to provide 
savings:
- Energy intensive appliances operate when there is photovoltaic energy avail-
able. This is one way of storing the energy, as well.
- Unnecessary usage is prevented (1) with the help of setback modes of appli-
ances when there is nobody at home, 2) by preventing contradictory usage of 
heating and cooling (radiators and heat pumps)). The latter problem could only 
occur if user should accidentally cool with air conditioner when radiators are 
heating (which is silent and hard to notice) or fire place used.
- User is also helped make conscious ‘saving acts’: there is information about 
energy flow at home and possibility to operate appliances manually, as well. 
This is not, however, as important as smart, automatic operation of appliances. 
User easily gets bored with the efficiency attitude, but the system can ‘keep the 
good habits’.
- The system can help user maintain the photovoltaic system and keep up maxi-
mum production with the help of reminders.

We also discuss how the comfort is provided:
- Home conditions (particularly the temperature of rooms) stay comfortable 
without any effort i.e. manual operation.
- Constant considering of energy efficiency is not needed because of the 
automation.
- When there are no reminders and alarms user can have peace of mind.

The project owner tells he knows five persons in Finland who can be asked to be 
test users for Virtuoso pilot. In my opinion, utilising Finnish users is better than 
having no user input at all. But it doesn’t replace user researches in Italy, in the 
right use context. I also discuss my thoughts with the project owner.

We decide to continue the discussion at latest on Tuesday.

Learnings

Pic.	33.	A	way	to	
gain	savings.	User	is	
supposed	to	tolerate	
more	variance	in	room	
temperature	when	
there	is	no	PV	energy	
surplus	available,	
whereas	on	sunny	
weather,	there	is	more	
likely	some	‘free	energy’	
to	be	consumed	on	the	
heat	pump.

I was already searching for some Italian contacts to be interviewed 
later, in the spring, after the first launch, but this was not enough. I 
was mainly asking help from some Italian friends. I was very busy 
with designing the first version, but still asking help at school to find 
people, should have been done already at this point, knowing how 
much organising research usually takes time.
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Week 11
11th-15th	March

Workshopping on the specification

This week we continue from where we left on the previous week’s product 
specification discussion. I am prepared to discuss the features of the service and 
interface any time when my project mates are available. I book a meeting room 
for the whole week and spread sketches on walls and table (Picture 34). We are 
supposed to go through everything needed to be able to define exact guides 
for configuration. For this we need to know how the system should work on 
different moments and in different circumstances.

I  have to consider following aspects to help the product manager do a 
configuration guide for software developers:
- How the energy savings are practically done with the help of the service. (Here, 
the engineers are the experts to define the ways, but I have to understand them, 
as well.)
- How the comfort requirements are met with the help of the service.
- How usability and other design requirements are realised on the user interface.
- How to design a feasible user interface (Software developers help in this 
question.).

Continuing from previous week’s agenda, I want to go through different use 
scenarios I have mapped from the beginning on. I see these scenarios as touch-
points with the user interface.
1) Winter morning. Heat up kitchen and bathroom
2) Lunch time in the summer. Come home for lunch - cool down.
3) Leaving for holiday. Switch to away-mode
4) Spontaneous use. Manual operation overrides automated control. UI as 
remote control for appliances plus home & away states.
5) Checking production & consumption. ‘Current situation’ view.
6) Production & consumption on timeline view to see history.
7) Compare prod. & cons. on different time periods.
8) See savings in money / CO2 emissions.
9) See which appliances are currently on.
10) Share & compare with a friend. Simple view. Possibility to send SMS / e-
mail. E.g. Facebook group to compare.
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11) Want to make sure there is plenty of warm water available as there are guests 
in the house. Heats up manually.
12) New plans against Calendar settings. Change calendar settings.
13) See how much appliances consume on timeline.
14) Get alerts. Overproduction. Lack of production. Low battery. Condition 
check. Open door? Fire? What else?
15) Installing with installer.
16) Change auto settings / tasks. By oneself? With the help of installer?
17) Set & check saving targets.
18) Get help when problems. Call? Guides? Internet? What if system falls?

Some of the scenarios feel like not likely to happen very often (e.g. no. 11), but it 
would still be annoying if there were problems. In my opinion, the service should 
be able to handle even surprising situations without serious usability issues.

The time is running and the scenario list is long. The project manager 
suggests we rather have a look at the technical specification, instead. We have 
to know, what the software, practically, does on the background, to make the 
appliances work as preferred.

I have also prepared to go through the scenarios with heading ‘What 
if…’, inspired by the ‘greetings from Iltaly (see Week 10). After all, some of these 
questions are considered during the week. Later, I think the what if scenarios are 
good to keep on mind when designing, but to go through them as I suggested, 
is a too diverse list of potential problems.

Pic.	34.	Wireframe	
sketches	with	
comments.
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Which appliances are included

It is ensured that the three main appliances are supported in the sys-
tem (Picture 35): heat pump (HVAC) i.e. air conditioner, warm water boiler 
(which uses electricity or both gas and electricity) and radiator thermostats. In 
this way we keep the configuring and testing work simpler.

There are also other appliances possible to connect to the system with 
on-off relay (i.e. the appliance is ‘on’ or ‘off ’ without more complicated opera-
tion), e.g. swimming pool and electric radiators. 

Smartdhome CEO has also wished there was a washing machine in-
cluded, but this kind of more complicated appliances There doesn’t want to 
support, at this point. In a few years, other additional appliances like batteries 
may need to be included to the system.

How to solve the issue of different user requirements in 
different situations? From Modes to Scenes

It has been a big issue in the service to consider how to meet the user require-
ments in different situations. We have made some assumptions:
- In the night, most users want the room temperature to be lower than during 
the day. This means that the appliances that cool or heat the room temperature 
should work differently in the day and night.
- When at home, users want to have comfortable conditions (nice room tem-
perature and warm water available).
- Users are ready to compromise on comfort in case there is no photovoltaic en-
ergy available: Heat pumps have different target temperatures when a) balance 
is positive (i.e. there is energy surplus) and b) when it is negative (i.e. there is en-
ergy deficit). This means that the user tolerates a bit warmer room temperature 
if there is no energy surplus in production. In the winter, when some warming 
is needed, the user should tolerate a bit cooler temperature when there is no 
energy surplus. In this kind of case, gas radiators can be used. The difference of 
target temperatures on balance positive and negative situations depends on the 
installation, when the temperatures are defined. The more natural conditions 
the user is able to tolerate the more savings he/she can do.
- When not at home, users don’t want to waste energy on improving home 
conditions, but instead, they want to sell the overproduction.

Most of these assumptions are based on the experience and knowledge 

Pic.	35.	Appliances	
in	Virtuoso	PV:	heat	

pump	/	air	conditioner,	
appliance	with	

on-off	integration	
(warm	water	boiler	is	

recommended)	and	
radiator	thermostat	

(icons	by	There).
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of There. They have been checked with the CEO of Smartdhome, but not very 
carefully. In my opinion, true users may also have other kinds of requirements 
we don’t know because we haven’t researched them.

However, we need to come up with a solution how to meet different 
requirements in the automated appliance control and how to show it on the user 
interface. So far, I have had an idea of modes for each day: The user can change 
the mode (if he/she doesn’t want to keep the default mode) and appliances are 
operated accordingly. I haven’t really been sure about the practicality of the 
modes and its calendar based selection widget (Picture 36). I think it demands 
too much setting from the user. I suggest the product manager and the project 
owner that we try to get rid of the modes.

The idea of scenes start to form as the project manager draws his idea of 
four different modes. (From now on, they are named as scenes to prevent confu-
sion in configuration terminology because mode is already used at least for heat 
pumps.). A significant new information for me is the fact that we actually can 
use the physical home-away switch, at user’s home door. So far, I have got the idea 
it couldn’t be included in Virtuoso PV package. This button gives new possibili-
ties, in the service, I think. Because it can be placed next to the home door, it 
has an intuitive location to be used manually (Picture 37). Thanks to the switch, 
not everything with the scenes and application operation programme needs to 
be fully automated. Full automation seems to demand too many assumptions 
and get too complicated. In my opinion, using computer or phone should not 
be needed for the simplest tasks. Therefore I suggest, if we have home and away 
status in the service, the physical switch needs to be there.

I don’t mind even if the user knows nothing about the four different 
scenes we have planned, to meet all requirements. I think home and away are 
clear and simple terms. However, the project owner tells about business-to-
business sales situations where numerous scenes make a hit with partners and 
installers. Lots of scenes seems to be a criteria of a high quality product, in this 
market. This is one reason why to keep the scenes, even though it demands a lot 
configuring work. ‘If not more than two scenes, we really need to find a way how 
to sell the product’, says the project owner. However, it remains unclear for me, 
if merely two scenes is unattractive for the actual end-user.

On Friday, after the iteration rounds of the week, I suggest my in-
terpretation of the scenes and how they would work, for my team mates 

Pic.	36.	UI	wireframe	
sketch	of	controlling	
the	modes	with	
buttons	and	a	calendar.
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(Pictures 37 & 38). This helps me consider the complicated functionalities and 
gives a possibility to hear comments in an informal discussion with a couple of 
people. The usability issues do not worry my work mates as much as the config-
uration side, about which I hear both censorious and supportive comments. The 
problem here is the fact that it is difficult for me to understand the configuration 
terminology, possibilities and requirements to realise the concept. I anyway try 
my best to suggest different solutions. 

Suggesting this unclear and unfinished idea turns out to be a way to 
collect good improvement ideas for the user interface, as well: In general, all 
visual elements like graphics, icons and even the way the scenes are presented, 
get positive comments. More visualisation, e.g. graphs and icons, is wanted, on 
the user interface. I also get ideas, in which situations an SMS message could be 
sent for the user.

More about the scenes and how they would work is explained later.

How to show balance?

One of the key design requirements is to show the balance (i.e. production ver-
sus consumption) in a clear, interesting way to the user. The balance is supposed 
to show if there is energy surplus or deficit in the house. Surplus needs to be fed 

Pic.	37.	Scenario	of	
leaving	home	in	hurry.	

Switching	home	to	
‘away’	state	should	

be	quick	and	easy	or	
automatic.

Pic.	38.	Sketch	of	scenes	
and	how	they	would	

work,	on	whiteboard.	
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into the electricity grid maintained by an energy company, whereas the energy 
deficit is bought from the grid.

Earlier, we have thought two kinds of views are required: ‘Balance now’ 
and ‘Balance in history / timeline’. I have come up with ideas of both views to 
be evaluated with the product owner and the product manager (Picture 39). I 
make some prototypes for touch screen phones to get an idea how they would 
look like, in real life. I share the prototype (an image that can be opened on any 
smart phone) with the product owner and the product manager, and we show 
it to a few people who are easy to reach. To some of our test persons (including 
the chief executive officer) it turns out to be a bit hard to understand. With a 
small change in the graph, the product manager and project owner suggest a 
new version. They regard economic balance sheets as a model for it.

I sketch a new version of the balance, where the two bars are always 
with the same height. This is possible by moving the ‘Sold’ part to right, above 
the consumption. The left bar describes the energy that is needed to cover 
the consumption: i.e. panel production, and purchased energy when needed. 
(Picture 40)

Drawing the ‘Balance on timeline’ view needs to be changed a bit, as 
well, because the colours don’t match with ‘Balance now’ view anymore. There is 
also a challenge of realising the view, which in the previous plans has been pos-
sible by combining two, partly transparent areas. In the new version, I cannot 
highlight the Sold energy part with a distinguishable colour, but instead it needs 
to be the similar with the colour of all panel production. (Picture 41)

Pic.	39	(left	page).	
Sketches	of	showing	

balance,	both	‘current’	
and	‘history’.

Pic.	40	(right	page).	
How	the	current	

balance	view	was	
developed,	from	to	top	

down.
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How to show savings?

Everybody in There, seems to agree that showing savings would essentially 
add the value of the service because decreasing energy bill is one reason to buy 
the panels and Virtuoso. By ‘savings’ I mean the amount of money, energy or 
carbon emissions that has potentially been saved with the help of the panels and 
Virtuoso. The ‘amount of savings’ would be an estimation. ‘How much the user 
would have used if he/she didn’t have the panels and Virtuoso’ is impossible to 
answer perfectly.

How to count the value of produced energy? A simple answer is that 
all energy produced by the panels is ‘savings’. That amount can be counted. But 
to be honest, we don’t know if the user would have purchased as much energy 
from the grid in case he/she would not have the panels. In fact, Virtuoso should 
shift a part of the heating consumption from gas-based radiators to electricity-
based heat pumps. This would naturally add the electricity consumption, which 
wouldn’t exist when heating only with gas. And including the gas consumption 
would make the calculation far too complicated. My suggestion is, we could 
count the savings at least in this way and explain on the user interface the way 
the saving estimation has been done. All energy saving calculations are estima-
tions, ifs and buts to some extend, in the end.

According to some ideas, we could also compare the current purchase 
rate to some old rate before the panels.

Another level of counting savings is to count the efficiency i.e. compare 
the purchased energy amount with Virtuoso and without it, which should prove 
that having Virtuoso makes sense. Counting this, however, would be even more 
complicated, especially because the product is, in most cases, supposed to be 
bought with the panels. In my opinion, the user is interested to get some assur-
ance that investing on the panels has made sense in energy saving point of view.

I think savings should be shown in euros, if possible, and There people 
seems to agree with this idea. Counting the monetary value of energy is, how-
ever, complicated, in Italy. The energy taxation system is so complex that even 
the Smartdhome representatives gives only fuzzy answers when asking how the 
energy price is counted. According to him (28th February, 2013), it depends e.g. 

Pic.	41.	Wireframe	of	
balance	on	time.	I	
wanted	to	distinguish	
the	sold	surplus	
(orange)	from	the	
consumed	production	
(white)	applying	the	
limited	graphical	
techniques.	The	blue	
part	is	electricity	
from	the	grid,	and	
the	black	line	shows	
consumption.	This	
version	wasn’t	good:	
‘where	did	the	
production	disappear?’
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on how much the consumer is purchasing. It seems that having the savings in 
money, on the user interface, is impossible in the first launch.

Updating the energy prices and possibly changing feed-in tariffs are a 
challenge, as well. In case the prices cannot be updated automatically in the 
system, the user should do the task. Otherwise the monetary calculations start 
getting all wrong, which would be particularly pity as the energy gets more 
expensive, as it is often expected.

What ever the way to estimate savings is, the use scenario without any 
savings needs to be considered. What if it seems that there is no savings gained? 
Is it possible?

I think it would be good to show the savings as summaries from some 
time period. Perhaps ‘Savings so far’ or ‘Savings last month’ or ‘Savings last year’ 
would be interesting figures. A day, however, may not give numbers big enough, 
and it wouldn’t convince that any big savings are done with the panels.

It seems that saving estimations are not included in the first launch.

Using appliances manually and according to automatic 
control

Any appliances in the system is supposed to be controlled on the user interface, 
in addition to the appliance themselves. Because of that, each appliance needs 
a part on the user interface. The software developers demand there must be a 
‘widget’ (a separate frame on the user interface) for each appliance, according 
to the current structure. I have a made some suggestions of the widgets and 
how to control the appliances there. I cannot change the existing widgets much 
because they are also used in other products as such. Because of that, I suggest 
only minor changes.

If a user adjusts an appliance, on the user interface, it is always a manual 
setting and different from the settings in automatic control. The question has 
been how the manual operation is in relation to the automatic control. Which 
one should the appliance follow? For how long time? Is it possible that manual 
settings ruin the consistency of the whole ‘smart’ control? How to indicate it to 
the user if an appliance is on manual state?

In my opinion, the manual setting should override the automated con-
trol. This is because I want to support the intuitive ways of using appliances. If 
the user is dissatisfied with the conditions and wants to change them he/she 

Pic.	42.	Sketches.	
How	to	show	that	an	

appliance	is	manually	
operated?
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should be able to do that easily. I also think manual operating on the appliance 
itself (with its own control devices) and on the user interface, should be equal.

After making different versions of showing the ‘manual state’, on the 
user interface (Picture 42) I suggest there will be a blue ‘manual sign’ on the 
appliance widget in case the appliance is on manual state. From a software 
developer I get a comment no extra distinguishable signs must be added as they 
are also hard to realise. The project owner still agrees the sign needs to be very 
visible because manual control state is supposed to be exceptional and therefore 
perceptible.

I have a suggestion that all appliances in manual state, go back to au-
tomated control in the midnight. In this way, appliances wouldn’t be forgotten 
in manual operation and there wouldn’t be need for a new button, on the user 
interface, to switch of the manual state. I get some comments that the midnight 
may not be a good time to change the settings because people often stay up over 
the midnight. 3 am. could be better, instead. In addition, it is suggested that the 
manual states would be overridden when a scene changes. That may be more 
understandable for the user. I agree, but it may cause problems in a situation 
when the scene happens to change right after manual operation.

It also has to be considered that on the user interface, there may be 
appliances without any automated control. Therefore appliances with/without 
control needs to be indicated. Fortunately, there is already a sign for the au-
tomated control. In my opinion, it can be used in this user interface, as well. 
(Picture 43)

There is another issue with the air conditioner (i.e. heat pump) widget: 
The system doesn’t know in which state the air conditioner is, no matter what 
the user interface shows. So if someone adjusts air conditioner manually, it can-
not be seen on the Virtuoso user interface. This doesn’t apply to other appliances 
like the boiler and radiators.

With all these features, I think the concept is getting very complicated.

Pic.	43.	Wireframe	
of	the	thermostat	
widget.	Kitchen	
radiator	thermostat	
is	controlled	(see	the	
grey	cogwheel)	but	in	
‘manual	operation’	now,	
because	temperature	
values	have	been	
changed,	manually	(see	
the	M	sign	and	the	blue	
background	for	value).	
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Touch screen and computer

The user interface will be the same when using a phone with touch screen or a 
computer. Only the widgets are able to scale into different sizes when needed. 
In practice, there are three different widths for a widget (x, 2x and 3x, where 3x 
covers a common computer display and x fits to smart phone display).

So far, I have considered the availability with a phone the most impor-
tant feature, in the user’s point of view. This is because a phone can be easily 
taken to different use contexts and is often with the user and therefore faster to 
use. However,the project owner tells about customer surveys There has earlier 
done with their products Fortum Fiksu and OmaTonttu. According to these 
researches (done as questionaries) computer has been the main device to use 
the user interface. Secondly, user interfaces (practically web pages) have mainly 
been ‘visited’ at office, during working hours. The explanation is that users have 
wanted to see how the home or the cottage has been doing when they have 
happened to be in front of a computer at work. The same use scenario can be 
valid with Virtuoso Photovoltaic, as well: users go and see how much the home 
is producing (i.e. Balance view) when there is solar energy available during the 
sunny hours. Users may also want to check if the system is working correctly i.e. 
if there are appliances in operation when the weather is sunny. In addition, the 
age of the users explain the minor use of phones: most of the users are at least 
middle-aged who don’t prefer using phones ‘for everything possible’. This fits 
with the photovoltaics users i.e. our user profile, as well.

After all, I accept the assumption, computer display plays a big role 
when actively using the system. Phone is handy when an ‘extra remote control’ 
for appliances and the system is needed at home, but not all the graphics need 
to look perfect on it. However, we decide that the ‘Balance now’ view has to look 
good and well readable on phone, as well. It is the first thing that appears when 
the user opens his/her Virtuoso user interface.

To consider the usability of both, phone and computer screen views, I 
make new wireframe versions for the next week.

Pic.	44.	Wireframe	of	
how	to	set	your	home	

to	Away	mode	for	a	
longer	period.
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Postponing the deadline again

15th of March was the deadline to present all technical specification guides for 
the software developers. In the end of the week, it is clear the day is postponed 
because we are not ready. Simply put, the reason is that the issue of ‘how ap-
pliances should practically operate a) in different situations of balance, b) in 
different times of day, c) when users are present or not, to gain energy efficiency 
and comfort’, is a more complicated issue than it has been thought. There is no 
big picture of these issues. Except, possibly the product manager has got one but 
he is too busy to communicate it exactly enough to the software developers. I 
need to collect the scattered knowledge together and try to give it forward but I 
don’t have the competence to explain technical features needed.

Delaying the deadline means that hardly no product will be in sale by 
June. I start to consider the possibility of preparing a simple version for next 
summer season to get a few customers and feedback. Later, a more complicated 
version could be launched, utilising the feedback from the first users. Perhaps 
no paying customers wouldn’t be searched for, during next summer. Instead, 
the product would be a pilot. Nonetheless, sales is needed. Comparing to small 
domestic market, thousands of customers are waiting in Italy.

I have a phone call with the product owner, during which he tells about 
his thoughts of the situation. He says, the company is lacking proper under-
standing ‘what it demands to make a complete consumer product’. According to 
him, so far the products (with their user interfaces) have been more like demos. 
‘There are skilled user interface designers but nobody is looking at the whole.’ 
I see my task is to bring the designer’s point of view to these issues by staying a 
bit outside, comparing to my workmates, to be able see the whole. Details have 
a big role later (as generally in good design), when implementing the finished 
version. What will be realised for the customer should be carefully finished. 
This is a challenging combination, because all the time I am facing the limits of 
technical possibilities and particularly limits of time. There are only few people 
to work with the complex product and the sales should start soon!

The product owner also suggests we could arrange a meeting with ‘Naps 
solar panel people to ask what, in their opinion, is required from this kind of 
photovoltaics service’. Refering to Naps’ webpage (Naps Systems, 2013), the 
company provides photovoltaics solutions to European market, also to Italy. 
Perhaps they could provide some views for the design requirements.

Pic.	45.	Testing	the	way	
to	show	balance	with	
different	figures.	How	
to	show	a	figure	when	
it	is	very	small?
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At this point it was clear we wouldn’t make the deadline. It would 
have been useful to narrow the product down to minimum for the 
first release, perhaps just to monitor the balance, and offer that by the 
spring. The automation was hard to design without knowing what 
requirements the users have. For the simplest possible automation, 
the requirements could have been made together with Smartdhome. 
They were the only ones who had a proper view of Italian energy 
consumption habits.

Comparing to any design approach descriptions on the design 
literature I have read lately, my work was more lonely. Discussing 
problems helps solving them, but I mostly had to ‘discuss by myself ’, 
because I was the only one doing that particular work. Any questions 
or ‘thinking aloud’ was mainly interrupting others in their work. I 
was missing the work pair or small team, with whom to continuously 
discuss and develop ideas, argue and share tasks.

In There working practices, the team gets together every day 
to briefly explain their current tasks: the work of the previous and 
current days, and also to discuss shortly about problems to get help 
later. I think I could have presented my work more carefully, using 
efficiently one or two minutes every day (instead of just saying ‘here, 
by-the-way, the design requirements’). This might have stired up 
conversation and I would have learned more.

About the facilitator skills: The meetings with the project 
owner and the product manager this week were perhaps the closest 
to ‘co-design sessions’. I planned these meetings to be able to generate 
design requirements and ideas. I succeeded, at places, but usually my 
agendas didn’t work out, because the meetings would just suddenly 
be postponed or cancelled or the participants were too busy to 
concentrate. Facilitating these ‘kind-of-workshops’ was very difficult. 
I had no time for any superfluous sentences, at all! Otherwise the 
participants lost their concentration and started reading email. I tried 
to sharpen the message I had and ask only simple questions. This stuff 
I haven’t studied on school books.

Learnings
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Week 12
18th-22nd	March

Iterations

This week is mainly spent on new design suggestions, discussing and making 
decisions. I draw sketches and ask comments from the project owner and 
the project manager when they are available. Most suggestions concern how 
to show the operation of different appliances on timeline. The purpose of the 
feature is to show user when appliances have operated and make him/her sure 
the system works correctly. When a decision is made I make a more detailed 
wireframe picture in Illustrator (Picture 46). The detailed wireframe pictures 
require quite a lot of time but eventually they need to be done, anyway, for the 
software developers. In addition, making the wireframe usually sets more ques-
tions about the feasibility and design features.

Understanding a house

To get a big picture of the use context i.e. an Italian home, I draw a simple model 
of a house with the assumed appliances in the Virtuoso system (Picture 47). I 
even consider bringing a dollhouse to office or building a simple model of a 
house just to help imaging the real use and life in the house. I am sure it would 
be helpful, but this idea I should have got earlier because now I don’t have time 
to search for the materials. Instead, I decide to search models on the Internet 
and sketch the house on a paper. 

My Home Programme

The project owner comes up with an idea of a name for the automatic appliance 
control or ‘smart control’: The green line is ‘My Home Programme’ according to 
which the appliances are operated in the system (Picture 48) . On the user inter-
face, the user can choose which appliances to connect to My Home Programme 
and when. In addition, it is clearly visible if an appliance is connected to the 
Programme or not. I like this idea. I think it goes well together with the existing 
appliance control signs. We can use the illustrations of scenes with the red line 
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to symbolise My Home Programme. All in all, it makes the whole appliance 
control feature easier to understand and control.

On the user interface, I add a switch, through which the user can dis-
connect an appliance completely outside the automatic control i.e. My Home 
Programme with all its timing and scene features. The appliance doesn’t go back 
to the Programme before the user manually switches it back. This is a solution 

Pic.	46.	Showing	
when	appliances	have	

been	‘on’	with	the	
balance	history	view.	

Assumably	the	user	
wants	to	see	easily	if	

the	‘Programme’	works	
properly.

Pic.	47.	Sketch	of	
a	home	with	the	

appliances	in	the	
system.
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to a use scenario where the user wants an appliance to be operated in an ex-
ceptional way, for a long time. I think it is good that the user can ‘escape’ the 
automation or Programme when it doesn’t please him/her for some reason.

Discussing the feasibility

On Friday we (the project owner, project manager and me) present the updated 
version of the plan for my team leader. The project manager explains the techni-
cal side of the product. The team leader is very critical about the feasibility: 
although all features as such are quite feasible, they demand lots of configuring 
work. After the meeting I stay with him trying to come up with different solu-
tions and levels of realising the product in different time frames. According to 
him, implementing the scenes is unlikely by the spring. We try to find a model 
to configure the home and away positions, for the house. In addition, includ-
ing the three different appliances (heat pumps, radiator thermostats and warm 
water boiler) is possibly too hard by the deadline. Already testing the software 
with a versatile set of appliances is challenging. It would be essential to know 
what could be done by the end of May but still there seems to be too many 
things unclear in the configuration. The software developers are still missing 
more detailed specifications but the product manager (who would be the person 
to explain them) is already in another meeting.

Eventually, the team leader gives an idea of how to realise the scenes, 
technically.

Pic.	48.	Home	page	
on	computer.	On	‘My	
Home	Programme’	
widget,	the	user	
can	connect	and	
disconnect	appliances	
to	the	Programme	with	
a	button.	The	green	
line	describes	the	
Programme	with	its	
Scenes.

On	smart	phone	
display,	the	widgets	are	
arranged	on	a	line,	on	
the	top	of	each	other.
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Preparing for a review

The project owner invites the whole company (also in Vaasa and Tampere) to 
watch and listen to a presentation about Virtuoso Photovoltaic Package and to 
have a discussion of our solution ideas. This presentation will take place on 26th 
of March, so the rest of the week I spend preparing the slides.

Learnings

Pic.	49.	Still	sketching	
how	to	compare	
production	and	

consumption	between	
different	periods	of	

time.

I spent a bit too much time with features that were not the most 
important like ‘comparing production and consumption over time’ 
(Picture 49). Comparing is an important feature but also complicated, 
and it demands lots of design work. In general, my visualisations 
should have been more sketch-like even in the following presentation. 
I was afraid I wouldn’t be able to sell these ideas without more polished 
UI ideas.
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Week 13
25th-28th	March

Presenting the concept idea for all

On Tuesday the most of There personnel is packed into a meeting room and 
some are present via Skype. The project owner and me, we have prepared slides 
to present the concept. The idea is to get comments from different points of view 
now that anything still can be changed. As the project owner suggests, after the 
meeting, I print the presentation, the whole net of wireframes of the interface 
and the descriptions of scenes. I attach the printed version on the wall of the 
break room to get some more feedback written straight on it.

The project owner tells about the basic facts about the user profile 
and what their consumption is like. He suggests price evaluations for energy, 
30 c/kWh for purchased, 10-18 c/kWh for sold electricity, and 10-12 c/kWh 
for gas.

We also present the four main elements in the system: 1) showing the 
balance, 2) automatic appliance control based on the balance, 3) My Home 
Programme including 4) different scenes, in which the appliances operate in 
different ways to guarantee the user is satisfied.

Benefits	for	the	user	
- Manages energy consumption & helps get the maximum out of solar panels. > 
Reduce payback time.
- Visualises energy production & consumption > Understand energy flow in 
home appliances.
- Triggers discussion of consumption > conscious changes in behaviour.
- Helps comparing > Be proud of your panels!
- More comfortable home conditions without extra effort.
- Keep good consumption habits with the help of My Home Programme.
- Gives certainty the PV system is working properly.
- Guides in maintenance.
- Helps being ecological without extra effort.
!(presented in the pic?)
Unfortunately we don’t have a look at the benefits during the review (which 
anyways gets quite long).
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Benefits	for	Enel
- Supports local use of photovoltaic production.
- Helps sell photovoltaic systems, with the help of Virtuoso PV features, particu-
larly because the payback time of the panels gets shorter.
- Helps keep customers and get some more.

The project onwer has also considered the price of the product and how it is 
formed.

We also present the most important use cases (which do not all concern 
directly the user interface but rather different scenarios) (Pictures 50-53) and 
wireframe models of the user interface. I have also prepared some images of 
my idea of the final user interface with the more considered colours and details 
(Picture 48). I am not doing the graphic design of the user interface but I want 
that the wide possibilities of the styles are noticed.

Feedback

We hear some instant, critical comments and get more feedback on the wall.
In the Balance now view, some are missing visualisations or numbers 

of the potential maximum panel production and the maximum consumption. I 
get a suggestion how to show and count these rates, and I draw my interpreta-
tion on the wall, afterwards. I find the maximum consumption amount a bit 
problematic: It is not meaningful to count how much a house is able to consume 
in theory. Perhaps, a maximum consumption amount from e.g. previous month 
could be used.

It is clearly said that the ‘amount of savings’ should be shown, on the 
interface. Several people in the audience assume that it is what the user wants. 
I think it is good that this requirement is said aloud again. I decide to make a 
suggestion on the user interface once I get to know what is technically possible.

There is also some criticism against the service idea that makes us ‘run 
behind the energy prices’ that are constantly changing in different countries. 
Things that make sense in Italy may not make sense in other countries, once 

Pic.	50.		I	try	to	solve	
how	the	Programme	

should	work	e.g.	
in	these	situations	

assuming	there’s	
nobody	home	

(midday).	Is	heating	
or	cooling	needed,	or	
should	the	surplus	be	

sold,	instead?	Which	
tasks	do	the	smart	

functions	require	from	
the	user?

Hot	summer	day,	lots	of	
production.	Surplus	to	

air	conditioner?

Cloudy	summer	day,	
any	production?	Air	

conditioning	not	
needed?

Sunny	winter	day,	
some	production.	Any	
surplus	to	heating	up	

with	heat	pump?
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There gets so far with Virtuoso. Automated control of appliances cannot be con-
figured in the same way in places where energy prices are different. E.g. a user 
with a contract of good feed-in tariff is likely more willing to sell energy surplus 
when not at home (and get some money when comfort is not needed), whereas 
for a user who doesn’t get any good incentive from selling, it makes more sense 
to use all production locally even when he/she is not at home. This facts have 
a remarkable influence on how complicated settings the automatic appliance 
control should have, and the user interface inevitably reflects the complexity.

In addition, some listeners get confused by the fact that Virtuoso PV is 
supposed to manage the energy consumption so widely instead of just manag-
ing photovoltaic energy. ‘Where is the PV?’, is one comment. ‘Why the scenario 
of nobody at home is important in the concept?’, is asked. And why to control 
radiators if they use gas?

Another difficult issue is the need for manual use of appliances (instead of 
automatic control). I assume the appliances should operate always when needed 
- also when there is no energy surplus available. E.g. air conditioner should start 

Pic.	51.		Table	of	scenes	
and	how	they	would	
automatically	change	
according	to	timers.	
However,	the	user	can	
change	the	position	
of	the	home-away	
button	anytime.	Next	
timer	would	set	home	
back	to	‘My	Home	
Programme’.

Pic.	52.		The	simpler	
programme	would	be	
easier	to	implement.	
Changes	between	
home	and	away	
positions	would	be	
done	manually.	Scenes	
would	not	be	needed.	
This	model	could	be	
a	step	to	the	more	
advanced	version	(top).

My	Home	Programme

My	Home	Programme	/	Simple	model
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operating if it is very hot even if there is some energy deficit. Otherwise the air 
conditioner is finally used manually, against the automatic control. In the con-
cept we have the feature of having different aims for different balance situations: 
user is supposed to have less ‘demanding requirements’ of room temperature if 
there is no energy surplus available.

The complicated idea of the product is quite hard to explain. I hear com-
ments that the big picture or the ‘red line’ of the product is  still missing, which 
may be true as the concept is still so complicated.

I also get the first clearly encouraging comment from a workmate: He 
says I have done good work because I have considered carefully different user 
requirements, use scenarios and made the user interface wireframes to sug-
gest different solutions. No one has earlier developed the ideas of scenes and 
use cases this far, although the idea has been mentioned several times before. 
Nobody has really got the time do the work properly. Instead, it happens often 
that software developers simply get a task to do something although it hasn’t 
been considered together if the task really makes sense. This kind of comment 
makes me a bit more confident: perhaps I have done and presented some right 
things although nobody has said it clearly before this.

‘What	are	these	pictures?!		We	need	the	
operation	based	on	balance,	local	use!’

Comment	from	the	audience

Pic.	53.		Different	
use	scenarios	are	

presented	by	showing	
how	the	Programme	

would	work	in	each	
situation.	In	the	case	of		

‘exceptionally	staying	at	
home	in	the	morning’,	
also	the	UI	is	needed.
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Learnings

Pic.	54.		The	
presentation	was	
printed	and	attached	
on	the	office	wall.	
Comments	were	added	
on	post-it	notes.

The comment wall was a right thing to do. When people had 
the time to think of different features they were able to give useful 
comments, mostly very practical. In front of the wall, I had good 
conversations and I wrote notes on post-its. I think, most people 
here want to take the time for consideration before speaking out. 
Commenting personally at the wall is a more gently way to tell your 
thoughts than speaking aloud in front of everyone. I let the prints stay 
on the wall for several weeks, but I think they were ignored after the 
first few days.
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Week 14
2nd-5th	April

Greetings from Italy

Right after Easter I receive a mail from the CEO of Smartdhome. He is giv-
ing some feedback on the concept presentation, which the project owner has 
sent on the previous week. No comments on the user interface is got, except a 
demand for having energy amounts (to grid and consumed) calculated in euros. 
I find this demand reasonable but surprising. He has earlier said the price of 
(consumed and sold) energy is very complicated to calculate because it changes 
according to the tariff and the amount of energy spent (see Week 9).

Considering configuration

This week, the software developers get together to discuss and plan how it would 
be possible to realise the Virtuoso concept. The aim is to estimate the amount 
of work for different ‘realising packages’ to find out what is feasible by the end 
of May and how much time the rest of the concept would take. It is clear for 
everybody, launching the whole concept as such is not possible by the summer. 
I am partly involved in the discussion to stay on the track and to comment the 
usability aspects. 

Estimating the amount of work time is a challenging task. We decide 
to book a whole day, next week, to find out, with the help of wireframes, what 
is needed to configure the Task Manager pages. Task Manager is a place on the 
user interface where all appliances, in the system, are set to operate according 
to particular ‘rules’. In Italy, the idea is that only installer goes to Task Manager 
page because making operation settings for appliances is challenging and de-
mands technical skills. 

I have included only the ‘Home’ page (or tab) to the thesis work, so 
far, because it is particularly for the end-user. In addition, designing the Task 
Manager, or any other parts, would make my subject too wide. 

It turns out, however, that software developers assume some of the 
users make some ‘separate’ appliance operation rules or Tasks (which is how 
these settings are called in There) in the Task Manager. A Task would, e.g. tell 
a radiator thermostat to start heating to 21 degrees at  9 am. These settings 
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would not be part of My Home Programme and scenes but instead they would 
work independently. It is an issue if these separate Tasks override the settings of 
My Home Programme, and how they are in relation to each other, in general. 
User may create Tasks that make appliances work contradictory to My Home 
Programme or manual settings.

To me, the separate Tasks in Task Manager seem risky. They make the 
complicated service even more fuzzy and hard to understand. I suggest the pro-
gramme should be built so well that no additional settings or rules are needed.

It seems, however, that we don’t get rid of separate Tasks in Virtuoso, so 
I suggest, at least, the user should be warned when he/she is creating additional 
settings contrary to the programme. The software developers say it has been 
thought before but it is a difficult job to do.

One approach is that Tasks are always set by a professional installer. In 
that way the automation would more likely end up working well.

Another issue in the configuration is to solve how the system knows if 
the house needs cooling or heating. The heat pumps have cooling, heating and 
auto modes and it would make sense, in theory, to set the pumps on auto mode. 
Unfortunately, the mode doesn’t work properly so either cooling or heating 
must be (manually) selected. If a heat pump is on heating mode it cannot cool - 
and vice versa. This is why the system needs to know the mode. A thermometer 
could give the answer automatically, but it would demand a battery (which must 
be changed every now and then) and a bad location of the meter would give 
wrong measurements, which is a typical problem, according to my team mates.

The only solution here seems to be a switch, on the user interface, for 
‘cool period’ and ‘warm period’. This switch should be applied by the user. I 
think, it is a pity that a new button must be created to the already complex view, 
but I cannot come up with any better solution.

According to the software developers, weather report feature could be 
utilised in the future, to get rid of this problem, but not in the first launch.

When discussing the configuring plan an experienced software devel-
oper speaks out: ‘we should get to know what sort of demands they have there in 
Italy [concerning appliances in different situations].’ According to him, not only 
users, their habits and use contexts are badly known - There also needs more 
knowledge about the appliances and how they should be operated, in technical 
point of view. Visits to Italy are needed for all these reasons.
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Leanings

To me, it seemed like the many There products had been designed in 
the way that automation of any kind was possible for the user, if only 
there were appliances provided for that. The practice seemed to be 
to realise almost what ever the partner in different cases was asking, 
but it was not sure if the partner had a proper insight of the users’ 
needs and wishes. Virtuoso PV was assumably also for ‘less technically 
advanced’ users, but there was no coherent vision of the demanded 
user’s skills.
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Week 15
8th-12th	April

Planning releases

We start the week with a day-long meeting with the software developers and the 
product manager. The aim is to evaluate the configuration work of the concept 
so well that different sets of features or releases can be suggested with schedule 
estimations.

We manage to define the content of the first release with a dead-line in 
the end of June. This requires the software developers can soon start with their 
work.

The first release would include
- Balance now view
- Balance on timeline view
- Controlling heat pump, based on the balance
- Savings view without graphs
- Radiator thermostats can be controlled according to separate timers.

The scenes would not be included in the first release.

Concerning the Balance now view, we still need to ask the Italian partners, if 
they want to have a visualisation of a ‘maximum panel production’, on the user 
interface (Picture 55). This feature was suggested by a few work mates and, to 
me, the demand is easy to understand. The product manager, however, suggests 
the panel seller may not agree because they are selling a panel with a certain 
rated power. The power looks like a clear nice number, on paper, but in the real 
context, the panel often provides less energy. On the user interface, showing the 
theoretical maximum would too obviously indicate the panel is not working 
according to ‘the brochures’ even on a sunny mid-summer day.

The first release is excluding the scenes completely out. This means, 
there won’t be any automatic appliance control, as planned, according to scenes 
or timers, either. On the user interface, this causes a challenge of indicating 
the logic of controlling either ‘manually’ or ‘automatic appliance settings’. The 
software developers suggest now that adjusting appliances on their widgets (e.g. 
‘Heat pumps’) influence the automatic control, but in my plans, the appliance 
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widgets were supposed to be only for ‘temporary’ manual operation and auto-
matic control settings are done elsewhere. I have to redesign this part.

The next releases, with all main features suggested, are harder to plan. 
Even the planning work, according to the software developers, requires several 
days. It seems, however, that all features are feasible. In the future, the concept 
could include scenes plus some more features for timing a scene temporarily 
(Picture 53). There could also be new features for comparing production and 
consumption between different time periods (Picture 56).

The release plan is suggested for the project owner, on Tuesday. He 
agrees, and promises to ask Smartdhome to give instant feedback to the first 
release suggestion, particularly to Balance view, via mail. Implementing Balance 
view could be started first. The final agreement is supposed to be negotiated in 
Milan, in the end of April. This week, we book flights and hotels for the product 
manager, project owner and me.

I continue my week by updating the user interface wireframes, accord-
ing to the release plan.

According to the new process model of the company, the photovoltaic project 
needs a person with a role of ‘lead engineer’ to take the responsibility of leading 
the technical work. This role is now taken by a software developer of my team.

Pic.	55.	Testing	different	
ways	to	show	the	

maximal	production	
&	comsumption	with	

balance,	on	smart	
phone.	Seeing	the	

visualisation	on	your	
smart	phone	is	an	

efficient	way	to	notice	
problems.	It	is	also	

a	good	way	to	show	
ideas	to	others	and	ask	

comments.		
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Tutoring

On Tuesday, I have a short tutoring meeting at school. My questions concern 
mainly the focus of the work. I am worried I am going too far with considering 
all configuration aspects and reporting the backgrounds of all usability features 
of the concept. In addition, I need to think if I really should participate in de-
signing the ‘Task Manager’ or ‘Settings’ level of the user interface. So far, I have 
left it out assuming the user doesn’t need to go to this level without the installer, 
but I have started to doubt this assumption. Perhaps the automatic appliance 
control settings need at least some fine adjusting after user gets some (user) 
experience. However, one master thesis project is not enough for planning all 
levels of the user interface.

I am advised I can suggest a design for only a part of the Settings level, 
which concerns the scenes, if that is what is required to ensure a good user expe-
rience. In general, not all parts of the user interface needs to be planned equally 
well. Instead, it is better if I concentrate on some, most important features.

Researching solutions at Oma koti affair

On Thursday afternoon I visit Oma koti affair in Pasila to have a look at new 
ideas to visualise and manage domestic energy flow. I have discussions with 
representatives of Ensto, Helsingin energia and Naps Systems. 

Ensto is interesting because they are offering comparable energy effi-
ciency products for domestic purposes. This time I am introduced a heating and 
ventilation system, part of Ensto hybriditalo (Picture 57.). What is particular in 
Ensto products, and different comparing to There products, is that they need to 
be installed already when building the house as their heat pumps are integrated 
to the structure of the building. Still, in the design of their automatic appliance 
control, similar usability issues with Virtuoso Photovoltaic, have been solved: 
What happens when user tries to use a single appliance manually? What are the 
ways to do that? How to indicate it on the user interface? How do open windows 
or fire in fireplace affect the automatic appliance control? What if the user wants 
to change settings of the automatic control?

According to the Ensto presentative, the manual use can really confuse 
the system. Open windows are not recommended either. The idea is that all the 

Pic.	56	(left	page).	
Sketches	of	showing	

‘energy	summaries’	of	
certain	time	periods.	

The	graphs	could	also	
be	used	to	compare	

different	periods	and	
to	show	savings	-	or	

at	least	some	financial	
values.

Pic.	57	(right	page).	
Ensto	Hybriditalo	also	

has	‘scenes’	with	‘timers’	
(on	the	right	in	Finnish;	
Ensto	Enervent,	2013).	

They	also	provide	a	
separate	display	(on	
the	left;	Taloon.com,	

1013)
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settings on any appliance in the system are centralised, on the user interface. 
The user interface is on a separate, small touch screen display. The user interface 
is quite simple but navigating between different functions is quite clumsy.

What is interesting, also this product has modes or scenes for home, 
away, away for long time, and in addition, more powerful (translation from ‘te-
hostettu’) and home in safe. The last scene includes at least a feature of switching 
off all plugs of the house, so the product aims at responding to some safety 
requirements, as well.

Ensto doesn’t have any automatic control for photovoltaics yet, but ac-
cording to the representative, it is coming there.

At Helsinki energy I have a look at the new user interface of a tool to follow 
domestic energy consumption (Picture 58). It is showing ‘savings’ as a part of 
a service that controls consumption of the warm water boiler on the cheapest 
hours. The style of the user interface is quite fresh and clear, in my opinion, 
although the way they have chosen to show consumption with colour codes for 
different prices, has some problems. Secondly, showing a day on a one single 
circle, which is almost like a clock table, is not, after all, the most intuitive one. 
In addition, it is not clear the clock is showing a forecast i.e. the upcoming day 
(when the price of the day is already known). The representative admits some 
information needs to be excluded to ensure clear and simple style for average 
consumers.

At the stand of Naps Systems, which sells solar panels for European market, 
I discuss with their Italian sales representative. According to him, there are 
problems in Italian photovoltaic market because of the general bad financial 
situation, the new, changed incentives and bureaucracy: The incentives are now 
lower than before and to get the full benefits, the user needs to queue (practi-
cally how, remains unclear to me) to earn them all. He points out users cannot 
be sure about the payback time, anymore.

Pic.	58.	Helsinki	Energy	
shows	e.g.	cheap	
electricity	hours	on	
the	left	and	saving	
estimations	on	the	
right.
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The idea of economically oriented PV users/producers get support at 
the Naps stand: the ecological values are not remarkable among the Italian. 
Instead, in Germany, it is the opposite and, in addition, the market is more 
promising there.

Some additional work tasks

This week, I am also preparing some slides for sales work in other markets than 
Italy. It is kind of extra work but also helps me develop ways to explain the PV 
project for anybody external. I need to be able to simplify the product idea into a 
few sentences and slides. ‘What is the product about?’ ‘What is the service doing 
to produce what?’ ‘Who benefits and how?’

Learnings

Discussing the release plan with the software developers gave 
me more useful understanding of how they see the product would be 
used, in real life. Discussing different user’s needs and use situations 
helped me see potential problems in the complicated product. In 
addition, it tested some features and how they were visualised, on the 
UI plan. ‘In case a software developer is not able to understand this 
feature, how can I assume, any typical user would be?’

It was important to do the comparison research between different 
services on the market. Most of the service providers are not 
considered direct competitors for There, but they are offering solutions 
for similar use cases (such as ‘user wants to be more energy efficient 
at home’). In my work, this research was not done very profoundly, 
let alone in good order, for the first release. It would have been good 
to collect a wide selection of existing solutions, in the beginning, to 
understand the level of quality of the products on the market and to 
get good design ideas. It was difficult to do the benchmarking, as the 
first realising schedule was so tight. I still thought I would be able 
utilise the knowledge in the next phase of the work, i.e. as the first 
release plan is ready.
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Week 16
15th-19th	April

Analysing competitors: Solar-Log & Fibaro

On Monday, I hear about a competitor, Solar-Log, from Germany. According to 
the CEO of NAPS Systems, with whom the VP marketing has just been discuss-
ing, Solar-Log is the market leader in Germany and, in a way, sets the level of the 
service. Solar-Log seems to be in Italy, too (Solare Datensysteme, 2013).

I have a brief look at the products over internet (Solare Datensysteme, 
2013a). On the Italian page, Solar-Log goes with a heading ‘Maximized 
Sunpower’. They offer different product packages depending on how big 
photovoltaic installation the customer has. They provide ‘Smart metering - 
Monitoring and optimisation with Solar-Log’. I have a focus on researching 
different monitoring features they have.

What is different to There, Solar-Log also offers a separate display, in 
addition to a web user interface (Picture 59). It can be a simple two-line text 
display or with full graphics. It is interesting to see how, on the the web user in-
terface, Solar-Log provides an overview of a daily balance view in a quite similar 
way with There. Solar-Log offers, however, lots of different sets of information 
on the same graph: user can choose, on the side of the picture, which values 
to show. Unfortunately, I cannot test and see what different values tell, on the 
overview, but it seems to be a good way to avoid showing everything, at the 
same time. Still the user gets a chance to reflect lots of different information 
with the balance graph.

All in all, Solar-Log seems to offer lots of information, beside alarm 
and message functions. The style, no doubt, is supposed to please technically-
oriented users. Still, I cannot say if all the features are needed or if they are 
shown in a good way.

On the webpage, it is told the product is for a monitoring device and an 
evaluation platform. Still I don’t get any hint of balance-based appliance control 
- or any other kind of automatic control. After all, the service seems to focus 
merely on monitoring and evaluating solar production and consumption data.

In the afternoon, we have another kind of analysing session with Fibaro: 
Together with the CDO and a software developer, we have a look at the Home 
Center Fibaro System (Picture 60).
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Home Center is a home automatisation system and provides no pho-
tovoltaic integration. Within the system, the user can anyway make ‘orders’ or 
‘rules’ on appliances, such as in There solutions, user makes Tasks. Funny and 
confusing enough, Fibaro calls these orders Scenes.

To be able to research the monitoring data and visualisations, we install 
an appliance, that is to say, a lamp with a simple order (or Scene). Building 
the Scenes is almost intuitive and simple, even to me, and this is something, 
in which There can learn from Fibaro. (Buildling Tasks i.e. rules to define au-
tomatic appliance control is not part of my thesis, however, so I don’t get into 
details, here.) With the Scenes Fibaro seems to have a similar approach with the 
tasks of There: Anything is possible, undoubtedly also ‘stupid’ orders that cause 
contradictions (i.e. heating and cooling at the same time) in the worst case. 
After configuring a couple of Scenes, it is hard to get any overview of all different 
Scenes which form the steering.

After a few tries, a Scene seems to work as it should and we start finding 
some consumption visualisations.

Fibaro’s visual style is quite dark, I guess, trying to appeal the technically 
oriented, who want to build some ‘intelligence’ to their home appliances as de-
scribed on their webpage (Fibar Group, 2012). Icons and other visualisations are 
a bit funny, naive and exaggerated with all their three-dimensional details - but 

Pic.	59	(top).	Solar-Log	
provides	a	separate,	
display	with	simple	

graphics	(on	the	
left).	The	computer	

UI	offers	lots	of	data	
about	production	and	
consumption.	(Solare	
Datensysteme,	2013)

Pic.	60	(bottom).	
Fibaro	has	a	phone	

application,	too	(left).	
On	the	right,	the	

feature	of	setting	
rules	for	automation	
(screenshot	of	Home	

Center).
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possibly please the target group. Fibaro doesn’t underline ecological - or even 
economical - aspects at all, in the monitoring features or visual style. The system 
seems to exist to create comfort and security, above all, and perhaps to play a 
bit with it. There are no estimations of savings. Of course, the user can build 
steering to support saving targets if that is what he/she prefers.

Navigating on the complex user interface to find all versatile features of 
the product  is quite hard, to our test group.

Unlike There, Fibaro provides a separate touch screen application (for 
iPhone) about Home Center, which I have downloaded on my phone, for free. 
Without any installations, I still cannot evaluate it very well.

Developing widgets

This week I also develop all widgets according to the software developers’ re-
quirements. This work seems to be endless - there is always something to be 
changed - and the end-result doesn’t get much better in usability point of view. 

I briefly discuss with the lead engineer of the Virtuoso PV, if it would 
make sense to concentrate more on the future improvements, after the first 
release. This would mean the scenes, the balance views, showing savings and 
energy summaries. With the lead engineer, we agree, it is better to launch the 
first version with its limitations, research user experiences and develop the user 
interface accordingly. It is better to concentrate on some features, instead of 
trying to ‘heal everything’. Especially the scenes require lots of design work after 
the first release.

About font size

There has earlier got feedback about too small font, on the user interfaces of 
some previous products. Especially considering our middle-aged target group, 
I think the font size should be enlarged. According to the software developers, 
this is not a simple task, at all (The font size is tied up with the widget size and 
tested in all user interfaces with different languages and buttons to make sure all 
texts fit in their places.).
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Referring to the need for researching Fibaro rule setting features, 
I did end up designing some of the Task setting features, on Virtuoso 
PV, after all. Particularly, I liked the Fibaro-way of indicating cause and 
effect relationships with arrows, when setting rules for automation: 
E.g. ‘If temperature over 28 °C [arrow to right] start cooling’. I utilised 
this feature later.

Making small changes to the UI plan, according to software 
developers requirements, was a never-ending task. First I did it because 
I wanted to make sure the end-result is usable and the original design 
idea remains. However, this kind of ‘small correction work’ started to 
take all my days and I was loosing the big picture of the concept.

Learnings
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Week 17
22nd-26th	April

Preparing for Milan

This week I prepare presentation material for the trip to Italy, next week. It 
requires some changes in the appliance widgets as it is now more defined what 
can be realised in the first release. The aim is to show a clear proposal about the 
first release with a deadline target (in the end of June 2013) and a more open 
suggestion about the future plans. We shall also discuss the schedule plan and 
development. The project owner advices me to clearly mention to Smartdhome 
partners what kind of user research we need to do and what it will require from 
them (e.g. user contacts and arranging site visits at users’ homes).

Learnings

The presentation was both about pitching and defining the features. 
The partner had to be made excited about the suggested solution, 
particularly because the implementation required work from their 
side, as well (e.g. estimating the savings, and selling to the customers). 
On the other hand, promising too much had to be avoided. I prepared 
slides about the future releases, as well, but they where not shown, 
after all. I wanted to discuss if the planned features where desirable, 
but the project owner said, it was better not to show them because it 
is difficult to make the difference between ‘what is feasible right now’ 
and ‘what could possibly be feasible, in the future’. According to him, 
promises are hard to separate from future plans.



Pic.	61.	The	frontpage	is	
getting	quite	loaded	of	

widgets	if	the	current	
format	is	applied	(below).	I	
try	to	speak	for	a	simplified	

frontpage	with	less	widgets	
(above).	Meanwhile	also	the	
balance	view	is	developing.	
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Week 18
29th	April	-	3th	May

Visiting Smartdhome in Milan

This week starts as the project owner, the project manager and me, meet the 
partner representatives at Smardhome office, in Milan on Monday morning. We 
have an agenda for two days:
- 1st Release review with its detailed content and schedule plan
- 2nd Release review (which is not shown, after all)
- Meeting a photovoltaic user at his home
- Visiting Finpro to tell about the plans of There in Italy

We present and discuss the whole user interface and go through details 
carefully. We try to get acceptance to make sure configuring can be started as 
soon as possible.

The CEO and the project manager of Smartdhome give useful com-
ments about use scenarios. Below, I sum up the feedback for the discussed parts 
of the UI (Picture 62).

Balance	now
- Generally seems to get acceptance. ‘This is how they are.’ I guess this means 
similar ways of presenting the balance have been used and hence, for them, the 
visualisations are easy to understand. In addition, the comment can mean there 
is nothing annoying, on the visualisation. No problems found.
- Showing the possible maximum capacity of panels doesn’t enthuse (as we as-
sumed) because it could too easily reveal the true maximum versus the nominal 
maximum, which may have been sold to the user.

Balance	over	time
- Generally OK.
- Smartdhome representatives point out the graph examples do not look real-
istic. In real life, there are more drops and quick rises both in production and 
consumption.

Pic.	62	(right	page).	
Widgets	as	they	were	
suggested.
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Energy	summary
- This widget is not as quick to read. First question is: ‘Is this a week or a day?’ 
although the ‘Day’ is written on the drop down menu. My interpretation is that 
especially the graphic version (for release 2.0) demands more thinking when 
seen for the first time.
- Choosing the ‘Yesterday’ for default view is accepted.
- People want to compare time periods. Comparing features could be better.
- H2O counter is wanted later.
- Estimating the savings is not simple at all, because users have different kinds of 
contracts with energy companies. According to some contracts, a consumer is 
simply paid for the energy he/she produces - no matter how much he/she sells.

Home	page
- Even this page doesn’t evoke resistance, although I think it is visually quite full 
and heavy (Picture 61).

Season
- Cooling & heating button (for home) is apparently OK, as well. (Later, when 
visiting Finpro, I hear there’s a rule, in Milano, that only during certain season it 
is allowed to heat up particular types of houses with gas. Single houses are im-
possible to control but the Italian seem to have a mindset of heating only during 
certain season, according to calendar. This helps us with the button for cooling 
and heating modes, as it seems to fit to the local way of thinking. Perhaps the 
modes could even be automatically changed.)

Home-away	widget
- Away for long feature is important. (Perhaps this feature should already be in 
2nd release.)

Air	conditioners
The project manager of Smartdhome suggests balance-based control should 
change the air conditioners between on and off - not between normal and set-
back modes (i.e. between different target temperatures). He explains he - and 
many Italian - have got used to switch the air conditioner completely off, when 
not at home, and for the night (after falling asleep, with the help of program-
ming). According to him, the Italian users may not accept the ‘setback’ instead 
of switching off because setback anyways consumes some energy.
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I ask what the user does in case there is no solar production (on a cloudy 
summer day) but still a hot weather and sticky conditions inside the house. The 
project manager says the user switches the air conditioner manually on, with 
the remote control and consumes energy from the grid.

This is an issue, because the Virtuoso system doesn’t know the state of 
the air conditioner (or heat pump). That’s why any trigger in conditions (e.g. 
change in balance situation) tells the balance-based steering to switch the air 
conditioner off, again. It is hard to say how quickly the first trigger comes as 
it depends on at least the weather. That’s why the user should detach the air 
conditioner off in the automatic control if he/she wants to use it manually. This 
issue demands more research.

The	issue	of	washing	machine
For Smartdhome, it seems to be important to have the washing machine in the 
first release. According to the CEO, washing machine feature is needed when 
selling Virtuoso - even though it is not the most essential, energy intensive ap-
pliance or very easy to control automatically, at home.

Pic.	63.	The	short	and	
intensive	user	interview	

was	not	like	in	school	
books.	Here	the	user	is	

showing	the	inverter	
and	explaining	his	
experiences	at	his	

garage.
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Visiting a photovoltaic user

On Tuesday we finally get a chance to meet a photovoltaic user (Pictures 63-68)! 
He is a neighbour of the CEO, living in a ‘single house’ which is actually, a part 
of a raw house. He fits quite well to our user profile, has a family and a car. He 
is an engineer, i.e. technically oriented. We go and meet him at his garage (he 
wasn’t willing to let us visit further his home).

My longed-for moment to meet a user is quite comical: There are four 
suit-dressed men plus me interviewing one person - and talking simultane-
ously. Fortunately, I record everything. I try to stay on a track, asking questions 
when getting an opportunity, taking a few pictures and showing some phone 
prototypes of the Balance and Energy summary views to get feedback. I hope 
the interviewee was able to be relaxed and tell about real experiences living with 
photovoltaic panels.

The good thing about having them all there interviewing, is that this 
meeting was possibly an eye-opening situation to realise how some photovolta-
ic-related things that are considered self-evident by any professional, are not 
clear for the user at all. E.g. this user had not really thought of using photo-
voltaic energy for heating with the help of his heat pump - assumably because it 
is generally thought, in Italy, that ‘electricity is always expensive whereas gas is 
always cheap, and therefore heating should be done with gas’.

Below, I list the most important findings from this interview. Some of the find-
ings concern the CEO and his family. He is not yet a panel owner but he has 
some automatic control at his home (basically radiators according to some time 
programme). I consider his experiences valuable in this situation of lacking 
users.

Pic.	64	(left).	Testing	
prototypes	on	smart	
phone	finally	with	a	
real	user.	(Photo	by	
Lounasmaa)

Pic.	65	(right).	Inverter	
display	shows	figures	of	
current	production	and		
production	summaries.
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Main	findings

User #1
Engineer
Wife & 3 kids
PV panels since last summer (10 months now)
House of 220 m2, four floors (part of a raw house)
Car

- He gets profit from the e-company just for any produced PV energy - no matter if he sells 
or consumes it. This means around 1200 e / year. The contract is valid for next 20 
years.
- Panels costed 9 600 €. He’s expecting around 7 years of payback time.

- He uses radiators for heating. They use gas.
- Two air conditioners, one upstairs in the bedroom, another older one down-
stairs in the kids’ floor. The newer pump can also heat but it is used only for 
cooling. No automatic control for pumps.
- Manually operates heat pumps daily. Sets usually on 26 °C and also switches 
off.
- Drying humidity is an important task for the air cond.

- Typical bill in this type of house: 2000 e for gas + 2000 e for electricity / year.
- House is a bit bigger than typical users have: 220 m2. Typical is around 
150-160 m2.
- Bought energy from last two months was approximately half of the total 
consumption, which all used to be bought from the grid, before the panels.
- Taxes and different tariffs (3 prices for different periods of day) make price 
calculation difficult. ‘If you save a lot of energy it doesn’t necessarily mean you 
save a lot in taxes’, says the CEO. This claim requires deeper research. 

Pic.	66	(left).	There	
is	a	brand	new	

photovoltaic	panel	on	
a	neighbourgh’s	roof,	

as	well.

Pic.	67	(right).	The	user	
no.	1	has	a	car.
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- Effect on behaviour: try to consume when there’s PV energy available. Before 
the panels dish washer, washing machine etc. used to be operated during the 
cheap hours i.e. at night. Nowadays rather during the day.
- No special ways of following the weather and PV production e.g. at the of-
fice. Would perhaps be interesting - at least in the beginning. Doesn’t think 
about the panels when sitting in the office - or perhaps in the beginning.

- A bit hard to understand the ‘Purchased’ on the Balance now view. Who is 
purchasing, you or the e-company?
- Hard to notice the time and the fact that it’s online.
- Does not assume his panels would produce the theoretical maximum.
- Savings view demands more time to understand.
- CO2 reductions are important but estimating them on the UI would not be 
very credible.
- Bought the panels first for economical (‘70’) and second, ecological (‘30’) 
reasons.

- The Italian don’t want to use electricity for heating because it’s so expensive, 
about 30 c / kWh with taxes. They rather use gas.
- Still using PV energy for heating with pumps would be interesting because 
selling that doesn’t give much profit.
- Because heating is so expensive the user #1 is interested in controlling it 
(instead of washing machine).
- It wouldn’t be interesting to ‘play around with automatic control’ but instead to 
do real savings based on calculations.
- According to the CEO, it is possible to save 800 e per year just with the help 
of controlling energy consumption automatically.
- Drying is an important task for heat pumps in Milan. Drying the humidity 
can be done any time so it’s a good way to use PV production.
- The CEO uses different tasks in different times, in different rooms in his 
automatic conrol system. E.g. the cleaning lady needs to have good working 
conditions in some rooms during some hours. > This may not perfectly fit with 
the current idea of scenes.

Pic.	68.	User’s	home	is	a	
part	of	a	raw	house	that	
are	many	similar	in	the	
neighbourhood.	There	
are	soon	four	panel	
owners	‘at	the	same	
street’.
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Insights and consideration

Especially the fact how users want to switch air conditioners completely off 
when not needing them, makes me reconsider the concept of scenes and My 
Home Programme. It seems that it is not enough to have the whole house in 
home or away position, but some rooms have special needs. This is one reason 
why user needs for home programming needs to be studied more carefully.

Cheap hours seem to be an effective way to control user’s consumption acts.
There is a new user in the picture, the ‘cleaning lady’ who I haven’t 

considered really, so far.
It seems there is no simple way to define how to count the savings, in 

the first release. The variety of different energy contracts is too large and it is not 
known yet how the energy price is formed.

I was finally told there is hardly no production on a cloudy day.
I was also told that in Italy, the user has to be aware of his / her consump-

tion more carefully than in Finland: In case there is too much consumption (on 
a moment) i.e. the consumption exceeds a limit, set on the energy contract, 
the user needs to pay more for this additional part of energy. If the ‘overcon-
sumption’ continues more than a few minutes the power is cut of in the whole 
house. The user must consider not to have too many energy intensive appliances 
operating at the same time. As I understood, this is not an curio but something 
that needs to be considered in everyday life.

It was also said that energy companies tend to overestimate the energy 
consumption of their customers in case they need some cash. The consumer / 
user pays in advance according to the estimation and is later compensated in 
subsequent invoices. This kind of utilisation is hard to notice by a user / con-
sumer as checking the energy invoice is so demanding.

At this point, I would be curious to actually see an Italian energy invoice. 
How difficult is it actually? Are the different tariffs really so hard to understand? 
When someone is able to count how much to charge the user, is it really so dif-
ficult for There to do the counting, as well? This calculation is anyway needed to 
show the savings on the user interface. If checking the invoice is so hard it would 
give some real value for the user to have someone else analyse the consumption 
in money and then presenting it in an understandable way. 

Pic.	69.	Typical	energy	
bill	from	a	year.
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Visiting Finpro

The Italy trip is finalised by visiting Finpro with the project owner. He wants to 
present the idea of Virtuoso to get some viewpoints of what to consider in this 
particular market. I learn some facts about Italian energy consumption rules 
and habits (e.g. the rule of heating, mentioned earlier in this chapter) but for 
me, the real value of this visit is to listen to the project owner to explain the 
business case of There in Italy and about other possibilities in energy market, 
more widely.

Learnings

‘The away for long’ feature was said to be important by Smartdhome. 
I should have asked why the client thought so. Later, I wasn’t too sure 
about its relevancy in PV control. In general, the ‘why’ question is 
important when replying to the client’s requirements. Too often also 
bad design solutions are justified by referring to what the client has 
asked. If the reason for the demand had been known, perhaps a better 
solutions would have been invented.

The issue of controlling air conditioners made me slowly 
realise how wrong assumption I had about Italian air conditioning 
consumption habits. Discussing 20 minutes with a user taught a lot.

Staying on the track of the conversation when interviewing 
the user was very challenging. Kilowatt hours, euros, energy 
contracts, savings, percents and appliances with odd terminology 
(also in Italian) were just teeming in my brain, and I tried to catch 
the essential. Simultaneously, I was trying to take photos and ask 
questions I had planned. Knowing the technical terminology better 
would have helped me, but I guess this kind of knowledge also comes 
with the work. Anyway, a few months ago I hardly new anything about 
the topic. Without the record, I would have lost more than half of the 
conversations.
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Week 19
6th-10th	May

Balance graph help think how appliances should 
operate

I draw a picture that describes appliance control with balance situation (the 
curves on timeline) to explain the concept. It makes me think we could have 
an exercise of going through the control priorities and different features with 
the help of some ‘real cases’. The Smartdhome representatives showed us some 
graphs of balance history from real installations, in Milan. Utilising those 
graphs would be a good way to test in theory how appliances work in different 
situations, according to our plans. E.g. when a small cloud covers the sun for a 
short moment how do the appliances react? Or which appliance should be oper-
ated first when there is some surplus? I suggest my idea to the lead engineer.

I have a look at the balance over time (of a day) graph with the product 
manager (Picture 70). We notice interesting things with the priority of opera-
tion: Surprisingly the the washing machine should likely be first on the priority 
list as the sun rises and some photovoltaic energy starts to be produced. The as-
sumption applies to a day when users leave home in the morning and no cooling 
or heating is needed before the afternoon. That’s why the morning or midday is 
the best moment to operate washing machine. Later, the boiler (in case it uses 
electricity) would be switched on to heat the water, assuming that the boiler has 
proper insulation to keep the water warm for several hours. Only then is the 
turn of the first air conditioner to make nice room temperature for the hour the 
users arrive back home, later in the afternoon. We only wonder how long the 
laundry stays fresh in the washing machine? Should the washing machine keep 
operating every now and then during the day?

In addition to priority feature, balance over time graph is a good picture 
to consider two other features the product manager introduces to me: The first 
one is minimum on-time. As the minimum on-time is set for the washing ma-
chine, it is made sure the programme will run until the end and there won’t be 
any breaks in the operation that would leave wet clothes standing in place for 
too long (meaning, until the users operates the machine manually, regardless of 
the balance situation).
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The other feature is moving average, which means that short drops in 
production don’t cause sudden breaks in operation. What counts in the control, 
is the average amount of energy surplus from a certain time period (a minute). 
That’s why short breaks, usually caused by clouds, don’t yet make air condition-
ers stop running.

Another important feature is minimum percentage of consumption: This 
means that for each appliance, there is a percentage that defines how much of 
the rated consumption of the appliance needs to be covered by energy surplus, 
before it is switched on. A setting of 80 percent could be used to ensure the 
photovoltaic production is used the most efficiently, according to the product 
manager. Whereas, the setting of 100 percent would mean that even the produc-
tion of 99 percent of the rated power of the appliance, next on the priority list, 
would be fed into the grid instead of utilising it.

I think all these features should be in ‘advanced settings’ on the user 
interface. The installer should have a professional opinion on how to do these 
settings if they are adjustable. The installation can be eased by giving good de-
fault settings, meaning recommendations from the product developers.

The product manager helps me draw more realistic balance graph. The 
changes in consumption are sharper as appliances are switched on and off. In 
addition, the consumption of appliances is rather variable. Typically, the curve 
drawn by the photovoltaic production makes roughly round hills, but looking 
at it closer, there are sharper drops (often caused by clouds). Here, I wanted to 
make the graph quite plain to highlight the essential features, but Virtuoso is 
going to show the same view more detailed.

Pic.	70.	How	appliances	
are	operated	during	a	
day	according	to	the	
balance	situation.
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LearningsPic.	71.	Presentation	
material.	A	home	
with	Virtuoso	PV	

and	the	appliances	
in	the	programme.	

Boiler	(warm	water)	
is	involved	assuming	
it	also	uses	electricity	

in	addition	to	gas.	
However,	radiator	

thermostats	are	not	
included	in	this	version.

Researching different consumption graphs I have understood 
how revealing those graphs are. One doesn’t need to be a detective to 
interpret the consumption curve, e.g. ‘Here the family has likely waken 
up (consumption peak in the morning), at this moment the last one 
has left to school or work (consumption drop), aha! Here somebody 
has unexpectedly been at home (otherwise the curve wouldn’t be 
that high), here doing laundry (a clear peak). Here the last one has 
switched the lights or TV off and gone to bed (small drop before the 
curve gets low for the night).’ The one with an access to consumption 
graphs, has sort of binoculars to what happens in the house, be it a 
family member or an energy company.

This can be a benefit for both stakeholders, but are the 
possibilities of the consumption curve fully understood, particularly 
when the energy company has got the access? I haven’t researched the 
topic very deeply.
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Week 20
13th-17th	May

Definitions to Release 1.0

After the Italy trip, some changes needs to be done for the release 1.0:
Air conditioners will be controlled between on and off, as Smartdhome 

demands. Later, this feature will be reconsidered according to the user feedback. 
The product manager explains why triggers won’t likely interrupt manual set-
tings as I was afraid (see Week 18): Triggers occur likely because of balance 
changes between minus and plus, and these changes don’t happen too often 
(Picture 72).

Washing machine is involved. I am wondering if it works well (also con-
sidering the laundry inside) with the balance-based control. I am told it would 
work with a simple switch-on-off integration (like boiler) and, if the user wants, 
a long minimum on-time could be set to prevent the washing machine from 
stopping in the middle of its programme for long times. Operating the machine 
at day time when there’s nobody in the house should not be a problem, in Italy, 
according to the Smartdhome representatives (29th April 2013). The product 
manager and the CDO agree the washing machine is not the most sensible 
appliance to control but it should be done if it is so important in marketing. 
Adding it to Virtuoso, as a feature, does not require much work by software 
developers.

Planning the rest of the project

As promised to the project owner, last week, I make a proposal of the rest of the 
project. Briefly told, I suggest these steps:
- Developing automatic appliance control with scenes (this is also what the 
project owner suggested). This would require interviews with Italian photo-
voltaic users - mostly in the real use context i.e. at their homes during June. 
August would be for developing the concept basing on the user research. I also 
suggest some design probes could be considered, as the users are so far away 
and their everyday life is hard to observe. I wonder hard what I should recom-
mend for the minimum amount of contextual interviewees. I end up suggesting 
five persons, but I doubt if the release 2.0 should really be cancelled in case we 
get, say, only two persons. Perhaps, in that case, there should be a launch of 
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a ‘beta version’ instead of a ‘finalised product’?
- Researching user experiences from the release 1.0 & suggesting improve-
ments. I wouldn’t use that much time on this task, but if there is a possibility 
to ask user feedback after July (first installations are planned to be done during 
July), that could be done and utilised for the second release.
- July is for holiday and September for the layout of the book.

In addition

I suggest the lead engineer we could use the real photovoltaic balance graphs 
(the product manager sent me last week) to have a look, in theory, how appli-
ances could be controlled according to different priority lists and other rules as 
the production and consumption situation changes. I am not sure if she finds 
the exercise quite as relevant. (See last chapter, Week 19, about utilising balance 
over time graph.)

Visiting Naps Systems

We meet two Naps representatives, the chief technical officer and the Sales 
Manager, with There’s VP marketing at Naps Systems to present our concept 
of Virtuoso PV and to hear some of their experiences from PV market. Naps 
is selling solar electricity systems mainly abroad but also to Finland. The sales 
manager is selling in Finland, so his experience concerns Finnish users.

Having presented the concept I ask them to explain what they see on 
the Balance and Savings graphs. For these experts, the message is clear and they 
even suggest some features that I had designed earlier (but which I had to chang 
because of technical reasons): e.g. the the sold production should be marked as 
yellow (instead of green).

A couple of interesting topics are discussed during the meeting. Here 
are my main insights:

 
Batteries (of 2-3 kWh) are slowly coming to the market, in Germany, even 
though they don’t yet last longer than five years. This is because in Germany, 
there are even limits how much the user is allowed to feed into the grid. 
Batteries are needed in case user cannot find another way to use energy surplus. 
In general, the batteries are still too expensive. It is hard to say how quickly they 
are developing.

 

Pic.	72.	Triggers	that	
would	interrupt	the	

manual	operation	
won’t	likely	happen	too	

often,	because	they	
are	mainly	caused	by	

changes	in	balance	
situation	(energy	deficit	

below	the	horizontal	
line,	surplus	above).	
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Solar panels hardly need any maintenance after installation. The panels usu-
ally have a guarantee of 25 years. It is not sure, however, how long they can really 
be used. If panels are in a leaning position (as they mostly are) they unlikely 
get any dust or dross on them so much it would have any effect on production, 
especially if it rains occasionally. In case there are problems in production, there 
are usually big leaves or a shadow of a tree (or a flagpole!) over the panel. The 
panel, in general, doesn’t break easily, but some other parts of the production 
system, like electricity, can break down.

It is possible to have some radiometers with panels to help make sure 
there is production according to the amount of solar radiation. Also compari-
son to the weather report is possible.

According to this knowledge, however, there is no indispensable need 
for any maintenance alarms in Virtuoso Photovoltaic.

 In Finland, women have started show interest in having solar panels. 
The usual customer is not necessarily a male engineer, anymore. The CTO also 
commented how in Finland, many customers are, in addition to being techni-
cally oriented, also rebel: they dream of self-sufficiency and not needing to ‘deal 
with large electricity companies’. This was a new viewpoint for me, and I wonder 
if it applies to some Italian, as well.

According to the CTO, there is a thumb-rule of motivation to invest on 
panels: as long as the payback time is around seven years or less, customers are 
able to find economical reasons for the investment, otherwise it is more about 
ecology (or rebel).

  In Germany, it has been noticed, once a house in a neighbourhood, 
gets solar panels, soon several neighbours buy panels, as well. In social media, 
a similar ‘diffusion strategy’ could be applied. According to the CTO, Solar-
Log (the German competitor) has a Facebook application of some sort. I think, 
something alike could possibly be used on Virtuoso user interface some day. 
The CTO claims, in general, any displays monitoring the balance or produc-
tion situation on a home wall, are simply there because of ‘showing to friends’. 
People are proud of their panels.

  According to the Naps representatives, there are active and passive 
energy producers: some producers want to follow the production and others 
want to forget it.

Naps Systems is lacking references when marketing panels to new cus-
tomers in single-family houses: good user stories with figures about interesting 
persons with panels. I am thinking, perhaps There could help offer that kind of 
data about any customer with Virtuoso PV or any service alike. 

Pic.	73.	Presenting	the	
unfinished	concept	
to	new	audiences	
calls	for	brief,	visual	
explanations.
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Finally, the energy certificates of residential houses are discussed: in 
case they start to influence the prices of residences, panels will have a good 
market because with micro production, a house is scored higher.

Considering my (thesis) work, the visit at Naps wasn’t too essential. I didn’t get 
any Italy-related knowledge, which is needed, at this point. But a few interest-
ing insights about Germany - and the Finnish market - were discussed. This 
is meaningful considering the future possibilities of Virtuoso PV. In addition, 
knowing something about Finnish users, helps me setting questions about the 
Italian - ‘is this like in Finland, or some other way?’

Learnings

At this point I underestimated the meaning of the Naps visit. 
Some of the findings got later confirmed, such as ‘the rebel users who 
want to be self-sufficient’. Discussing with an experienced salespersons 
is very useful, particularly when there is no access to the end-users.
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Week 21
20th-14th	May

Fine tuning project plan

My week starts with tutor meeting. We discuss the project plan. My tutor rec-
ommends me to do some changes to it:
- I suggest prolonging my contract with There with two weeks to have more time 
to develop the concept.
- More time for writing work is needed (about three weeks).
- All interviewees don’t need to be PV users to find out Italian daily life, which 
should be studied next.
- I should ask help from school to find users: there are contacts to Politecnico 
di Milano and to potential users. (I try my chance and write an email to Tuuli 
Mattelmäki and later via her to her contacts, in Italy.)

The project owner says there will be users to research, and also Finnish 
users should be interviewed. This is because, in the concept, also other markets 
than Italy needs to be considered. I say that, in case we also interview Finns we 
need to have more users, 10 all together would be good (because for more I don’t 
have time, in this project). I am afraid there is now a risk that the final concept 
will be too general to meet any user’s needs - Italian or Finnish. But I also un-
derstand There cannot only think of Italy as a market. Also to me, getting data 
from Finnish users help me addressing relevant questions to the Italian, as well.

On Friday, my plan is accepted by There. Next days’ programme is 
clear now: planning the interviews, presenting the plan and searching for the 
contacts. As I am told, I start from a person from There’s own staff, and arrange 
a pilot interview with him.

Collecting comments from the wall

Since the concept idea of Virtuoso Photovoltaic was presented in R&D (weeks 
ago) I have had the prints of the presentation slides on the break room’s wall to 
collect feedback and arise discussion. There has appeared a few post-its with 
comments (partly because I have written comments that I have heard), but lately 
the wall has rather been forgotten. This week I remove it all and go through all 
comments. Here the notes that are not much considered earlier:
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- Instead of ‘Scenes’ there should be ‘Home control modes’
- ‘Away from home for a long time’ causes confusion: does the programme work 
in the right way if users arrive back home earlier than they have planned and 
defined on the UI?
- ‘Night Scene’ is not very important in PV control because there is no PV en-
ergy surplus during the night.
- Cleaning lady is a user too. Cleaning lady uses particular spaces in the house 
during a couple of hours when the rest of the family is away. Is it good enough 
that the whole house in ‘Home’ state in case only a part of it is used?
- Children arrive earlier than parents back home (finding in Italy).
- In UI, radiators (or thermostats) don’t need an ON/OFF button (unlike on my 
wireframe sketch).
- Balance history view (later Balance over time) should be on the front page.
- On Balance view, percentages could be used.
- Not understandable on UI sketch: the celsius degrees with the view that show 
when an appliance has been on.
- The Italian (my assumption: Smartdhome representatives) also want a) fire 
alarm, b) motion detection, c) door/window detection on the UI
- The manual sign ‘M arrow’ (on the UI sketch) is not very clear.

These comments are useful when planning the interviews to check some as-
sumptions of the user’s needs.

Researching competitors again

I try to research more competitors, and I continue with Noks Elios4You, accord-
ing to the project owner’s recommendation. Unfortunately it seems, it is difficult 
to concentrate on the topic because of sudden new urgent tasks. All I find now is 
a new interesting way to present Balance situation (Picture 75) - a bit late on the 
project - but no sign of any automatic appliance control (4-noks, 2013). I want 
to continue researching this PV product later more carefully. Now I only print 
some competitor user interface views and attach them on the office walls. I need 
to make my work results visible to my work mates, as well.

Pic.	74.	When	planning	
the	project,	I	use	the	

‘method	playing	cards’	
(Vaajakallio,	2012,	

145-146)	that	help	me	
remember	different	

work	approaches	and	
options.	Glancing	and	
organising	the	cards	is	

also	a	nice	change	to	
usual	work	practices	in	

front	of	the	laptop.
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Learnings

Pic.	75.	Elios4You	seems	to	
provide	more	understanding	of	
the	energy	flow	in	the	household	
with	the	help	of	visualisations.	
However,	there	is	no	sign	of	any	
automatic	energy	surplus	control.	
Instead,	the	user	is	advised	to	
do	some	conscious	consumpion	
acts.

In the design process, I was again in the beginning, planning the 
research and searching for users. I had started hunting the users too 
late, and now I was putting more effort to find them. Looking at user-
centred or co-design process descriptions (e.g. van Oosterom’s ‘Five 
steps to service innovation’) it is not pointed out how much time and 
effort (and other people’s help) it may practically demand to find the 
users. I could have used all my time for it, at this phase of the work. 
In these times of developed communication technologies, fast flight 
connections and pretty good knowledge of western habits (which 
we share with the Italians), it was a bit funny to notice how much 
difficulties the physical distance to the end-users caused problems, in 
the design. Providing home automation services for Italian homes in a 
Finnish office is challenging.
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Week 22
27th-31st	May

Guide for user interface style

When defining the brief for this project I have not promised to design finished 
graphics for the user interface. However, some details are worth designing be-
cause it affects the final user interface so much. That’s why I spend around two 
days setting exact colours and font sizes to some elements that are possible to 
change or create.

There are a couple of things I cannot define or change even though I 
wanted to, because implementing would take too much time, according to the 
software developers. Here are the most significant ones:
- Basic font size should be bigger considering the age of our target group. With a 
bigger font sizes also some important words could be highlighted (like the name 
of an appliance with an icon). 
- It would make sense to make a separate icon for the warm water boiler, but 
since it is based on the on-off-switch integration it has a similar icon compar-
ing to other on-off-switch-based appliances. I would like to suggest a ‘tap-icon’, 
instead.

Planning interviews

I plan the interviews for three different groups
a) Finnish users with photovoltaic panels
b) Italian users potentially with photovoltaic panels (fits our user profile)
c) Italian users with panels

I need to consider the potential differences between Italian and Finnish 
users and contexts that possibly impact the product concept: 
- Energy prices (purchased and sold)
- Energy sources (e.g. gas, electricity, wood)
- Availability of photovoltaic energy (not much in Finland during the winter)
- Weather, particularly the temperatures
- Insulation in houses (According to a discussion in There, the insulation must 
be considered when planning the settings in radiator thermostats: generally it 
makes sense to drop down the target temperature even every day in a house 
with poor insulation when there is nobody at home.)
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- Appliances. E.g. Finns often have an underfloor heating system but it cannot 
be controlled by There.
- Appliance models and their features (briefly)
- Behaviour and everyday habits of people (last but not least)

First I plan the interview for the Finnish because I have a pilot interview with 
the There employee on Friday.

My interview includes a pre-task (a sort of electric version of a design 
probe): I send an email where I ask the interviewee to sketch a plan of his/
her house with basic heating appliances (also the fireplace). This is to make me 
anticipate and plan the questions better for each interviewee and focus on the 
most significant things. It should also help the interviewee focus on the topic, in 
advance. I consider adding also other questions to the probe but I avoid making 
the tasks too complicated and time-consuming.

The project owner tells it is important to find users’ motives to have en-
ergy consumption management (smart control) and solar panels, at home. He 
suggests some practical advices how to find the real motives behind decisions. 
E.g. I should ask if any friends, relatives or neighbours have panels or smart 
energy control. He also suggests me to look around, at users’ homes, and see 
if the users seem to have special interests that can give a hint of ‘true motives’.

In the end of the interview, I have a small ‘home energy management 
game’ (Picture 77). With the interviewee, I try to plan some automated control 
of appliances (heat pumps, radiators and warm water boiler) with rules. There 
are supposed to be different rules for home, away and away for a long time states 
of the house. A rule can be e.g. ‘At 9 am. drop the radiator thermostats to 17°C’ 
in ‘Away’ state. 

When there is an appropriate set of rules on the table, we can consider 
different ‘What if…’ cases, e.g. ‘What if your child suddenly needs to stay at 
home alone because of illness?’ (on cards or improvised). In this way, we can 
briefly test the quickly made energy management system with real life scenarios. 

Pic.	76.	Pre-task	for	the	
pilot	interview:	the	
plan	of	the	home	with	
its	heating	appliances.
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The project owner also points out, the game is actually a way to test if the inter-
viewees are able to consider and discuss the automation, at all. For many people, 
home automation is rather a scary thing they cannot control, he says.

Pilot interview

The very first interview goes well, but I notice a recording should have been 
done (against my assumption) because there is so much small details with in-
formation I don’t have time to react on, during the interview. The pilot user is 
not a perfect interviewee as he hasn’t got any panels or even heat pumps, but I 
can test how to discuss the motives and reasons to control energy automatically. 
Here are the significant insights from the interview:
- He and his wife are not very technologically oriented (rather sport-).
- They both consider energy consumption issues and investments.
- Energy consumption has been interesting ever since he has needed to pay for 
it by himself.
- After paying attention to consumption (acts), he maybe noticed some savings.
- Comfort and saving money are the most important values. He is ready to work 
and pay for both (i.e. renovating). In his dream house, he would consider more 
economical (and ecological) energy sources. He and his wife have made the 
current decisions (about heating) by comparing some prices on Internet - not 
making any complicated calculations.
- He follows the energy consumption even twice a week (on his home sofa) 
and adjusts the radiator thermostats every now and then with a user interface 
provided by There.
- He would like to compare consumption with outside temperature to e.g. con-
sider when to use the fireplace.
- He would like to get more detailed information about where energy has been 
consumed.

Pic.	77.	Home	
automation	game	

played	shortly	with	the	
pilot	interviewee.
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- He would like to get reminders of maintaining appliances (of filling gas tank, 
in his case).
- He would like the house to manage energy consumption smartly in the way, he 
wouldn’t need to care about it. 
- He finds There user interfaces a bit hard to use.
- He is not very convinced the home-away button would work in their home, 
but he also didn’t shoot down the idea.

The interview seemed to give valuable knowledge, but I wonder if I could get 
more insights about the control possibilities. It is a hard task because it also 
requires quite much technical understanding about energy management and 
different appliance features. Motives are a bit easier to research, I think.

I also think the interview easily takes more than an hour - especially 
with the game. It is good that I have the pre-task to save some more time on the 
interview.

With the project owner we plan a letter for the Smartdhome CEO to 
commit him to search some interviewees.

Pic.	78.	Different	spaces	
at	home	are	not	used	at	
the	same	time.	Should	
it	be	considered	in	the	
automation?	Here	a	
sketch	of	one	solution.
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Learnings

Referring to the ‘home energy management game’, it was a 
tool, which was supposed to reveal users’ habits, wishes and ways of 
thinking concerning to the appliances in the system. When planning 
the task, I regarded the ‘Make tools’ and design games as loose models 
for my ‘game’. However, this game wasn’t quite similar with ‘Make 
tools’ that are told, by Sanders and Dandavate (1999), to be able to 
reveal user’s dreams and emotions. My research goal was slightly more 
technical: to find out how users would like the appliances to operate in 
different times and situations. Referring also to Vaajakallio’s definition 
of design games (2012, 217-228), my aim was to apply the game as a 
tool and structure, to create dialogue between the interviewee and me, 
and to produce visual material for documentation (playing the game 
would actually produce a map for home automation).

When planning the interviews, I wished there was a more funny 
and playful part in them. Discussing the home appliances has often 
mainly technical aspects, talking of money, kilowatts, power of 
appliances etc., although the motive for the whole technology is also 
to create comfort and wellbeing at home. Quite many users didn’t 
even talk of such emotive issues as environmental effects, although 
they had considered them, as well (which turned out when I asked 
about it). I wanted to create some ‘sprit’ to the UI, and therefore to the 
discussions with the users, as well.

On the other hand, I couldn’t avoid the fact that I really 
needed lots of technical understanding: desired temperatures, times, 
power capacities and so on. I needed to know how to build the 
automation in the way it creates comfort. There were many issues that 
simply needed to be clear before thinking of using any ‘creative tools’, 
considering that there would likely be only an hour for each interview.

In addition, I wanted there to be something tangible, in 
the interview sessions. Simply answering to questions might be too 
boring, I thought. Having at least the game there could help the user 
think in a new way.
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Pic.	79.	Style	guide		
with	colour	and	font	
size	definitions.

Week 23
3rd	-	7th	June

Finalising user interface appearance

I still spend time defining colours for the user interface as I notice the defini-
tions I gave earlier, look a bit different on the real user interface. The work is 
rewarding, however, as I notice it has such a big impact on the view the user 
will see. I don’t draw any new visual elements (such as icons), but already with 
more harmonious set of colours the product looks more credible. Most difficult 
colour is the red alarm sign which is supposed to look alerting and distinguish-
able. I tend to suggest more subtle solutions than software developers want. All 
in all, I think the end-result looks more light and green comparing to many 
competitor product, although it is far away from perfect. (Picture 79)

With the software developers and the project manager, we also have a 
look at some terms on the user interface.

I have suggested terms ‘Balance now’ and ‘Balance over time’ for the 
widgets to indicate the balance situation. I have considered the concept of ‘bal-
ance’ may not be familiar for many users but I also think it is something that 
has to be explained. Balance is not just on the view that shows production and 
consumption, but it is also a significant part of the automatic control. Software 
developers change the widget heading to ‘Micro production balance’. It is a long 
term but, according to my understanding, valid. Anyway, it includes the word 
‘micro production’, which can give positive associations about independent 
energy production.

Inside the Micro production balance widget, there have been terms 
‘Purchased’, ‘Panels’, ‘Sold’ and ‘Consumption’. It is now claimed that ‘Purchased’ 
means too conscious act for getting energy from grid: usually users don’t really 
think they are buying energy but rather paying the invoice. I understand this 
point (even though I actually wanted to point out, for the user, he/she needs to 
pay for the energy taken from the grid). ‘Purchased’ is changed to ‘From grid’.

‘Panels’ get no support from software developers as they want to con-
sider possible future service concepts for other forms of micro production, e.g. 
wind energy. Thus the new term is ‘Production’.

‘Sold’ does not logically match with ‘From grid’, and also it doesn’t give 
the right idea of small feed-in tariffs. That’s why ‘To grid’ is used, instead.

Naturally, the English terms are not in the localised versions, however.
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Missing savings

It is finally noticed showing savings estimations without financial calculations 
doesn’t give much new value for the user. According to the calculation format 
we have considered, the rate in kWh would be the same as ‘Production’. That’s 
why the word ‘Savings’ is changed to ‘Production’ and it is shown on the front 
page to make the message simple and easy to notice. Via the link, on the Micro 
production summary widget (which I was suggesting to be called simply 
‘Energy summary’), user gets more detailed figures about production, from 
grid, to grid and consumption amounts on different time periods. As long as 
the information is as limited as it is in the first release, I don’t see these figures 
highly interesting. The widget is still missing proper comparison features and 
graphs, which should be there, in the future.

I have been lately worried of not getting the understanding how Italian 
energy invoices are counted. Researching the energy invoice is quite not my core 
competencies but I decide to contribute to get knowledge. The project owner 
tells me to ask help from the Smartdhome CEO. The product manager does 
some quick Internet searches and manages to find several Italian webpages that 
offer help counting energy price. I really hope we get forward with the financial 
savings estimations. It would give significant value for economically oriented 
photovoltaic producers.

Problems with Balance over time view

I suddenly need to reconsider the Balance over time view. Configuring the 
graph turns out to be impossible, and one of the software developers has strug-
gled with the problem for days: showing enough ‘points of measurements’ 
(i.e. frequency of measurement points) on the balance graph is too heavy for 
ThereGate. For a while it seems the whole graph needs to be redesigned, but 
fortunately a simpler solution is found in the end: there will be points enough 
to show the balance situations for even every minute of a day, but the feature of 
showing a graph of a week or a month is lost. Still the users can browse the view 
to compare sequential days, and he/she can zoom in to see a view of a few hours. 
To me, this is satisfactory and doesn’t change the widget features too much. 

Pic.	80.	Article	on	
Helsingin	sanomat	
presents	a	Finnish	
energy-aware	
consumer	who	inspires	
me	as	a	potential	trend	
setter.
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Catching trend setters?

On Helsingin sanomat (2nd of June, 2013, pp. C8) I notice an article about Leo 
Stranius with a title ‘Gandhi of Käpylä’ (free translation from ‘Käpylän Gandhi’;  
Picture 80). The story makes me think this person could be in the target group of 
There and energy management services in Finland, although he doesn’t own any 
PV system. Several significant features are mentioned to describe Stranius: With 
daily ecological acts and choices he wants to compensate his environmentally 
incomplete lifestyle. He is ‘energy-aware’ and wants to be as energy-efficient 
as possible. As contrast to his ascetic habits, there are also places for luxury, in 
his daily life (e.g. electric toothbrush) and he admits to be very keen on latest 
technology and also owns new devices.

I see this person is extreme in his consumption habits, but potentially 
a person who could be considered as a trend setter, for other environmentally 
conscious people. I find the article and the description of the person inspiring, 
meaning his urge for simplicity, sophistication, the latest innovations and com-
mon good. Some of the ways of thinking of this person can spread wider and 
affect motives and consumption behaviour of other people. (Pic of the article or 
article photo)

Support for design drivers

During the project I have mapped and created some design drivers for Virtuoso 
PV (which I have attached on the office wall as notes on pieces of paper). There 
are drivers like ‘Savings without effort’, ‘Comfort without effort’ and ‘Sense of 
confidence and control’. These particular three drivers get support from a piece 
of news in Internet. The brief description of a survey suggests ‘Energy efficiency 
is not enough’ and calls for better convenience and control features in energy 
management services. (Picture 81)

Pic.	81.	Design	drivers	
on	the	office	wall.
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‘Consumer	interest	in	energy	efficiency	is	limited.	Greater	convenience	and	
control	will	be	the	true	market	driver	for	energy	management	products	and	
services.	Offering	greater	efficiency	alone	will	not	convince	most	consumers	
to	buy.’

John	Barrett,	Director,	Consumer	Analytics	(Parks	Associates,	2013)

Learnings

Referring to my enthusiasm of some pieces of news, and even 
designing the lay out style, I was keen on creating some character or 
‘spirit’ to the service. What sort of values and ideals should the UI 
express? I thought the service needs to be more than a well working 
automation system to be successful. It should look more than a result 
of great engineering.
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Week 24
9th	-	14th	June

Hunting users

I keep hunting the users this week as the time is running and I am still lacking 
Italian interviewees. So far, I have got one answer from a potential interviewee 
contact via Politechnico di Milano (see ‘Week 21’). I am trying to arrange a 
meeting.

Meanwhile, also the project owner is asking Smartdhome CEO to use 
his contacts to find interviewees.

Testing automation ideas

I have started to search for new solutions for the programming concept (i.e. 
automatic appliance control). I sketch ‘programmes’ for different appliances on 
paper: each appliance has three different ‘lines of programme’, for home, away 
and away for a long time states (Picture 82). I set timers with ‘rules’ for each ap-
pliance (e.g. at 4 pm. plus balance sets air conditioner to cool room temperature 
to 27°C, and minus balance to 29°C). My aim is to check if the appliances with 
their rules make sense together and if a sensible programme is possible to plan, 
in theory.

This plan is slightly different from the one I had earlier: there are no 
separate scenes for night at home and day at home. In addition, all kinds of auto-
matic ‘tasks’ of appliances are included in the programmes. I try to get rid of ex-
tra levels in the programme and make it as simple as possible. No scenes, modes 
or extra timing programmes if possible. The simpler, the easier to understand. 
The ambition to save energy seems to set the limit of simplicity: too simple 
programme requires more active use, or otherwise it is not very energy efficient.

Below, I have an example of a home programme for an air conditioner 
(heat pump). I also discuss with the lead engineer to make sure this kind of rules 
are possible to configure. Fortunately, it is.  
1) switch off at 1 am (because no energy is wanted to use during the night), 
2) switch on at 8 am with a rule to aim at dry mode with plus balance and at 
off with minus balance (because it’s ok to use the surplus photovoltaic energy 
on removing humidity anytime). 
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3) continue staying on at 2 pm with a rule to aim at 27°C with plus balance 
and 28°C with minus balance (because kids come home at 2 pm).

I draw this kinds imaginable programmes for different appliances. I try 
to see if it is possible to build an automatic programme that meets the assumed 
users’ needs. I also try to make it as simple as possible. That is the most difficult. 
My aim is to build a programme concept that is possible to install ‘in parts’, 
something first and later add features and appliances.

What is ‘sensible’ causes troubles for me, of course, as I don’t know too 
much about technical issues. I am often discussing with others in the office 
and also read Internet pages, but I notice there are lots of different opinions, 
and thumb rules are hard to make. E.g. I keep on discussing if it makes sense 
to low the temperature down in a house for a couple of hours, everyday (that 
would fit the idea of home and away states). The product manager points out 
that in Finland, it is difficult to control underfloor heating (with heat storing 
capabilities) daily because the heating system regulates itself slowly. Cooling 
and warming times should be anticipated because otherwise the time of saving 
(the ‘setback’ period) would be too short.  

Pic.	82.	I	draw	sketches	
of	the	programme.

Pic.	83.	I	try	to	simplify	
the	concept	by	drawing	
and	writing	the	control	
priciples.	This	helps	me	
making	clear	questions,	
as	well,	e.g.	‘would	you	
like	to	sell	the	surplus,	
in	case	there	is	nobody	
at	home?’
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There are however differences between Italian and Finnish houses: In 
Finland houses are better insulated - in contrast with Italian houses where it 
likely makes more sense to stop cooling or heating even for few hours. Because 
of that, home-away button may make more sense in Italy than in Finland - or the 
button should to be used differently. 

Stepping aside from the track a bit: ideas to show and 
motivate saving

During my time in There, I have been thinking what, in general, would make 
an energy efficiency service more attractive, for potential users. It seems that 
‘making savings’, in energy or money, is not very appealing topic. How much 
am I considering it in my daily life (apart from my thesis work)? I am thinking 
how to go a bit further with the idea of savings in my concept: In my opinion, 
users should be helped understand what they could do with the savings. This is 
also what banks do very clearly: they put the dream images in front of people’s 
eyes: holiday destinations, beautiful homes, design furnitures, cars, time with 
children and pets, healthy people etc. I suggest There should do the same, of 
course avoiding objects with a clear rebound effect, like cars and far destination 
holiday attractions.

 In user interfaces, the idea of goals in savings could be highlighted. 
How about setting a goal of savings in money per year? It could be shown on 
the user interface, how far you are from your goal and if you are progressing well 
or badly. (Picture 85)

The inspiration for this kind of feature also comes from different 
diet applications for smart phones I have searched lately (Picture 84), as my 
tutor earlier recommended. In such applications the user can follow his/her 
progress continuously and evaluate if the progress is fast enough. Even tips and 

Pic.	85	(bottom).	If	
products	that	promise	

only	savings	are	not	
attractive	enough,	
perhaps	goals	and	

comparison	would	add	
more	interest?

Pic.	84	(top).	Diet	
apps	have	features	
to	set	goals,	follow	

progressing,	get	
encouragement	

and	advice,	and	to	
compare	with	others.	

Screenshots	from		
Samuel	Pont	Training	

and	MyFitnessPal,	from	
App	Store	(iTunes,	

2013).	
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encouragement is given in different situations to reach the target, which is of 
course attractive. 

Developing the saving features is not the main task for me, in this phase 
of the project, but I want to give these ideas once they are quite inspiring and 
clear in my mind.

Meeting a Finnish user

On Friday I interview a photovoltaic user at his home near Tampere. He is a 
new pilot user for some photovoltaic metering with Virtuoso Photovoltaic user 
interface. Meanwhile the installation is done, I interview. It is clear the case is 
different compering to typical Italian users. The aim of the visit is to practice 
interviewing users about the topic and, on the other hand, to map the differ-
ences and similarities between Finnish and Italian users.

This user seems to be a real do-it-yourself man (with two vintage cars in 
garage) and an electricity professional, around 60 years old. He’s got a family, the 
children are grown up. The main energy source for heating is the ground source 
heat pump, while solar thermal and photovoltaic panels are supporting. The 
house is mainly warmed with water heating system. A brand new heat pump is 
waiting for installation for cooling purpose. The project owner suggests using 
the surplus photovoltaic energy on the heat pump.

Most	important	insights	after	the	interview,	below:
- The user is a technical oriented do-it-yourself man.
- Getting solar panels was impulse shopping. Expected payback time is around 
30 years. Solar thermal makes more sense financially.
- The motive for the energy solutions is to have a proper system for the future, 
‘When I am away from here. For anybody who lives here then.’
- He wants to make savings. Ecological values are there too but building and 
adjusting seems to be simply interesting (and fun?).
- No special purposes or goals for savings.
- He wants to have one single place to check the condition of each appliance, 
instead of ‘running around watching different displays’.

Pic.	86-87	(spread).	
UI	prototypes	where	
translated	for	testing	
with	the	Finnish	users.
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- He keeps writing different consumption and production rates down on Excel 
sheets. In this way, he is able to compare different years and time periods.
- On energy summary views, he would like to compare consumption with 
outdoor temperature.
- Balance views are quite understandable but he suggests 1) the sold part to 
be with different colour (my old idea) and 2) to have ‘Ostettu’ (bought or 
purchased) instead of ‘Verkosta’ (from grid) and ‘Myyty’ (Sold) instead of 
‘Verkkoon’ (to grid) even though he is not paid for feeding energy surplus to the 
grid. Without glasses, reading is difficult. (Pictures 86-87.)
- The user is willing to have some home automation to optimise energy con-
sumption. He wants to make the automation rules by himself (i.e. interpreta-
tion: have the control) and then let the heating system work accordingly.
- To him, it makes sense to drop down the room temperature (in heating sea-
son) for a couple of hours during the day, from Monday to Friday. He wouldn’t 
drop more than to 18°C from normal 21°C. His intention is to adjust the ground 
source heat pump, not the thermostats. In this way, the whole house would be 
adjusted, not each room or thermostat separately.
- It wouldn’t matter to him if someone is at home when the temperature is ‘on 
setback’. ‘Let’s make a program and then follow it!’

Learnings

There were now only two weeks left before my summer holiday, 
after which there would be a month for designing the final concept, 
documenting everything and doing the layout design. To try to keep 
this schedule, I should have just finished hunting the users and go 
with the current understanding I had about the them. But this was the 
moment I was getting to the point: to discuss the topic with real users! 
To make the project more meaningful, I absolutely wanted to meet 
them in their homes. I knew I was perhaps a bit late with the hunting 
work, but still I quite didn’t understand how late I actually was.

Discussing with a user in the use context helped me understand 
the meaning of the automation and different technical features 
of appliances from a new perspective, again. Now sketching the 
programme on paper made more sense to me, as I was more able 
to imagine what operating different appliances practically means at 
home.
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Week 25
17th-20th	June

Finding more interviewees

It is still unclear if I am going to interview Italian users next week. I have found 
one family via Politechnico di Milano, two other users are likely interviewed via 
Smartdhome, but two more are still needed to make a visit to Milan reasonable.

I start building a data collage of the main insights from the interviews, 
on the office wall, near my work place. The idea is to tell the ‘results’ in a simple 
and visual way to my work mates: findings with few words and pictures. When I 
have something to add on the wall I can do it instantly. I also want to point out 
the differences and similarities between Finnish and Italian users.

A look at a competitor, Mi Casa Verde

The product manager brings a ‘central unit’ (similar with ThereGate) of an 
American competitor, Mi Casa Verde, to Vallila office. No services are in-
stalled with the product but I research them a bit on their webpages (Mi Casa 
Verde, 2013).

Mi Casa Verde is also providing automated energy management for 
homes. Details of the service are not told very clearly, and also the user interface 
remains quite obscure (Picture 88). I try to get a hint how their energy manage-
ment ‘programmes’ are like. I find out that their thermostat operation is based 
on weather and ‘other changing conditions’ (Mi Casa Verde, 2013). Also lights 
are controlled. They are not telling anything about micro-production related 
services.

I pay attention to the way of telling about the meaningfulness of saving 
energy. In addition to saving money, they make a clear message of having more 
time for spending time with important people (‘Family Package’ and ‘Energy 
Package’) (Picture 89). Estimating financial benefits is helped with a ‘Calculate 
your savings’ function, which can be used with few basic information (like 
monthly consumption) (Picture 90). In an example case (which is told to be 
average), the ‘Approximate price saved annually’ is such a big amount that the 
pay-back time is less than a year. All this is clearly shown, for the user.

I suggest a service (or a function on a webpage) alike could help find 
motivation for the potential users of There, as well.
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Another do-it-yourself type of user

Even Finnish users are a bit hard to get. On Thursday (just before Midsummer) 
I have another interview near Tampere. This user seems to go even further with 
his do-it-yourself skills as the former interviewee (See Week 24.). The user lives 
with his wife, son and dog in a town house. Energy sources, in addition to grid 
electricity, are
- solar thermal, which is used to warm water (around 1/3 of the consumption 
of 750 litre boiler)
- three photovoltaic panels, all together of nominal 1,5 kW. Some panels shift 
according to the sun position. The panels produce 300-1000 kWh each year, 
according to the interviewee.
- a small wind turbine (made by the user, himself)
- a fireplace

According to his estimation, the total annual consumption of the house is 
around 25 000 kWh. He doesn’t get any incentives from the photovoltaic energy 
(nor the wind energy) supplied to the grid, yet.

The house is warmed with electric underfloor heating, electric radiators 
(where wooden floors), a heat pump and the fireplace.

The user appears to be excited about building energy systems by himself. 
He is also professional installer. He claims the motive for his time-consuming 
energy installations is the willing to make savings, first economical and second, 
ecological. My interpretation is that he has also lots of passion for building 
systems of his own. He has quite clear targets for his savings - a list of different 

Pic.	88	(top	left).	Mi	
Casa	Verde		visualises	
energy	consumption	

on	a	tab.

Pic.	89	(top	right).	Mi	
Casa	Verde		proudly	

presents	that	spending	
more	time	with	the	

loved	family	members	
is	the	true	value	of	their	

service.

Pic.	90	(bottom).	Also	
energy,	cost	and	

environmental	savings	
are	estimated	on	the	

webpage.

(Mi	Casa	Verde,	2013)
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things that cause comfort or is otherwise ‘reasonable’. Despite of the ‘miserly 
state of mind’, there are also things like a jacuzzi, a motorbike and typical con-
sumer electronics. Each year, he wants to make enough savings for a ‘trip to 
south’. He tells this is possible by skimping here and there: bargaining prices, 
stopping magazine subscriptions, etc. He criticises the ways energy transmis-
sion companies are doing their business and pricing their services.

My interpretation here is that he is a do-it-yourself-man aiming at 
self-sufficiency.

He has some automatic energy management, made by himself, in 
the house. He has built a logic which utilises the cheapest hours of electric-
ity (usually from 1-5 a.m.) particularly for boiler, dish washer and washing 
machine (Picture 93). In addition he has a home-away-button in the vestibule 
(Pictures 91 & 92). The button is used when staying away for a weekend or more. 
It decreases temperature to 18 degrees. He would like to integrate the ventilation 
to the button as well. He says the ventilation is not much needed when there is 
no one at home. I suggest decreasing the temperature of radiators with a couple 
of degrees each night. This however would not make sense, according to the 
interviewee, because in a house with good insulation, it is reasonable to heat 
with the cheap night electricity, of course.

He says the surplus photovoltaic energy should be used first to boiler 
and second to heat pump.

He would like to follow production and consumption on a separate dis-
play, on the vestibule wall. Also smart phone and tab would be practical (quick 
enough) but computer is too slow and complicated. He would like to follow 
production and consumption every now and then. Now he is doing it once or 
twice a week. 

He reads the balance and energy summary views (prototypes on my 
phone) easily. On the summary view, he finds the ‘Production’ and ‘To grid’ 
sections a bit hard to understand (although they are in Finnish). Also he sug-
gests the ‘To grid’ should be with a different colour comparing to ‘Production’. 
He also says the ‘From grid’ should be with red to point out that it is not a good 
thing to buy energy.

Pic.	91.	Control	devices	
on	the	vestibule	wall.
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Knowing a distinct colour for ‘To grid’ is technically hard to realise, 
perhaps an icon on the colour bar or a diagramme could point out that the ‘To 
grid’ section is a part from ‘Production’.

Learnings

Pic.	92	(left).	There	is	a	
home-away	button	in	

the	vestibule	(the	third	
button	from	left).

Pic.	93	(right).	The	user	
has	programmed	some	

home	automation	by	
himself.

There were all together only two Finnish interviewees, but 
knowing how valuable it was to meet them, I present an overview of 
these users on the following pages. It is quite similar compared to the 
overview I built on the office wall, later.



Pic.	94.	Hobbies.

Minor	changes	wanted	in	
room	temperature.	



‘It	was	an	impluse	buying.’

Pic.	96.	Both	users	had	also	
solar	thermal	panels	(two	
pictures	above).	There	is	also	
a	self-built	wind	turbine	in	
the	yard	(right	below).

Pic.	95	(bottom	left	page).	
Heat	pump	and	boiler	are	
considered	good	appliances	
to	control	energy	surplus.

No	real	economic	reasons	
to	buy	panels.

Motives	to	buy	a	panel:

1.	Economy	+
Self-suficiency	&
Do-it-yourself!
2.	Environment

‘I	want	to	create	a	good	
energy	system	for	the	
people	living	here	now	
and	in	the	future.’



Pic.	96	(top).	Following	
consumption	and	
production	is	not	too	
easy	as	the	energy	
meters	are	located	in	
garage	or	boiler	room.	
However,	the	other	
user	is	writing	a	diary	
(a	table)	of	the	energy	
figures	on	Excel	sheet.

‘Let’s	make	a	program	
and	then	follow	it!’

Pic.	97	(left).	Also	laptop	
is	considered	too	slow	
for	checking	figures	
(left).	Smart	phone	
would	be	better	for	the	
purpose.
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Week 26
23th-29th	June

Preparing for Milan

Still on Monday it am not sure if I am going to Italy this week. I have fixed only 
one interview through university. 

For this interviewee, I make a small ‘electric design probe’ or actually 
just a pre task to help me prepare for their case. I send to my contact person, the 
20-year-old daughter of the family, a mail where I ask her to 1) take photos of 
the appliances that do the heating and cooling in the house and to explain where 
each appliance is located, plus 2) name the energy sources they have. I get the 
answer in two days, so just before leaving to Italy I can consider a bit what kind 
of automation system would be useful in their case (Picture 98).

I was planning to make a more traditional, physical design probe with 
a couple of questions about daily energy consumption during a week. However, 
for this kind of package to prepare, send via snail mail to Italy and back, and 
to conduct the tasks by the interviewees, there is no time. Fortunately, email 
is fast and users have quick and handy cameras in their phones! Of course, the 
material is not as personal and inspiring as a real design probe could give.

The fact that I do get an answer to the pre-task, makes me feel more 
secure about the trip. Now I am not afraid these interviewees would cancel the 
meeting anymore.

The focus of my trip is to research needs and possibilities to different 
features in automatic appliance control. I also want to get feedback on the bal-
ance graphs, plus the energy summary graph draft and the sketches of compari-
son and saving target features. I would like to know, in general, if the users are 
interested in comparing and saving targets.

On Tuesday finally I know I am leaving to Italy on Thursday. There 
should be 3-5 interviews during two days. The project owner and me, we try to 
book more users still on the last moments, but not more is found.

Partner’s point of view

In Milan, just before interviews, the CEO of Smartdhome quickly tells about 
some of his ideas about Virtuoso. He thinks the automation is not such an issue 
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with the users, but rather the fact that ‘they don’t know what’s happening with 
consumption and production’. In addition, he has planned of making a some 
sort of comparing-with-other-producers feature, which, of course, sounds in-
teresting to me, as I have been thinking of the social sides of the product, as well. 
This is a bit outside of my focus now that I am concentrating on the automatic 
control, but I decide to ask some feedback on some of my ideas of comparing 
production and consumption.

How I do the interviews

I have a long list of questions printed on papers to help me go through all im-
portant issues. However, it is important to remember the questions more or less 
by heart, because in the interview situation, I want the discussion to progress 
naturally. I ask the interviewee to tell whatever he/she thinks is essential. I also 
respond to his/her explanations by making more questions when needed. This 
makes the order of the questions change in every interview. The real interview 
situations are so busy that I have to exert myself to keep on mind which things, 
above everything, I need to find out.

To support the interview I use a few visualisations as props: As earlier, 
I have the prototypes of the user interface on smart phone (Picture 100), paper 
prototypes of showing saving targets and comparing with friends, and a few pic-
tures about some use situations I ask about (Picture 99). The latter one is there 
to help imagine the situation - otherwise the discussion may feel too abstract 
and theoretical. I also have the ‘home automation game’ with me, although, 
eventually, I don’t have time to use it, in the interviews. Instead, I plan to use it 
just with myself (or perhaps when introducing my ideas to others, in There) as 
it helps perceive the whole of controlling appliances.

I try to hide the fact that it is me who has mainly designed the graphs 
I am showing them, in order to get more honest feedback. I tell about ‘our 
prototypes’.

After the interviews, checking the record files and photos on my phone, 
I think it would have been nice to get some more interesting visual material 
out of the discussions. In my dreams, I would have had the meetings a bit more 
like small workshops providing interesting ideas. However, it felt like there 
were so many basic issues that simply had to be asked (such as ‘When do you 
use air conditioner?’ or ‘How often do you set your radiators?’) and there was 
not enough time for crafts and visual models in 1,5 hours per interviewee. Or 
perhaps it is just about improving my interviewing skills.

Pic.	98.	Photos	in	
the	pre-task	sent	by	
the	user	helped	me	
prepare	for	the	case	
in	advance.	What	kind	
of	automation	could	
be	considered	in	this	
house?
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Still, I have quite enough time to discuss all topics on my list of ques-
tions, except in the case where the translation takes lots of time. The parents of 
one family that I interview don’t speak English, so my contact person, and the 
daughter are translating. All interviewees reply patiently, show me their homes 
and appliances and even offer a cup of coffee - and in one place, some dinner! 
Actually, my round of interviews starts from a communal party, to which the 
CEO of Ecodhome invites me. I feel really lucky doing this kind of research job 
that takes me to exciting places and situations, meeting new, interesting people! 
Still doing interviews is intensive work as it demands having all senses open 
together with open mind, still being purposeful all the time, in a friendly way, 
not to loose time, which is quite a challenging combination.

Italian interviewees

According to my understanding, the interviewees in Italy do fit to the target 
group: they have a family with children, they live in big apartments, they are 
educated and have good incomes. They also live outside of the city centre - 
Marcallo con Casone is even considered countryside in Italy. All interviewees 
have solar panels.

Pic.	99.	I	used	these	
images	as	props	to	

discuss	some	ideas.
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On the other hand, the group is not perfect: Three of the interviewees 
live at the same street in similar apartments. The CEO’s wife (being one of the 
interviewees) may know a bit too much about home automatisation, although 
she claims she doesn’t. All interviewees live in the area of Milan although whole 
Italy is the market. In addition, the group is quite small considering that the first 
and the last users on the list were interviewed only briefly.

Introducing	interviewees

User #1 (who I interview in the most informal way, at a village party, in a bar)
- Teacher
- Mother of three children at school age, wife of Smartdhome CEO
- Lives in a suburb outside of the centre of Milan.
- Brand new panels.
- Reads all graphs fluently.
- Would not like to compete or compare with others.
- Would like to have saving targets (as shown on the prototype)

User #2
- Engineer in IT company
- Lives with wife and two kids at school age in the same neighbourhood with 
the User #1. 
- Panels for over a year
- Prefers the idea of full automation.

User #3
- Researcher in a company, environment biologist.
- Lives with wife (anesthetist) and two kids, at school age, in the opposite of the 
User #2 family.
- Panels for just a few months.
- Would like to keep the control: manual use when minus balance.
- Has a display that calculates savings in money.
- Was told to be unsatisfied with the panel production (by neighbours). Would 
like to get more understanding of the panels and how they work to get pleased 
with them.

Pic.	100.	There	were	
no	big	changes	in	the	
UI	prototypes,	except	
that	had	one	version	in	
Italian,	too.	The	image	
(left)	is	a	screenshot	
from	the	Release	1.0	
user	interface	-	and	
slightly	different	
comparing	to	my	
design	(right).
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User family
- House wife & Architect and their two children of ages, 20 and 17.
- Lives in a semi-detached house in a village Marcallo con Casone, near Milan.
- Panels for 1.5 year.
- The balance now view is not very easily understood.
- No energy surplus.
- Usually always someone at home, so automation is not necessarily preferred.
- Balance and summary views are interesting information.

User #5
- Business-to-business salesperson
- Lives with her wife (children are not discussed).
- Panels a month before the friends, the ‘User family’ (above).
- No air conditioner, which would make balance based automation difficult.

Findings from the interviews

(These insights I also send to the project owner, the product manager and the 
lead engineer as a summary of my Italian visit. After that I have some holiday.)
Surprising findings are marked with green.

Users
- Good incomes, high education. Children at least in school age.
- Children spend time at home alone, without their parents, in the afternoon. 
Assumably they use the air conditioners by themselves.
- Houses about 200 m2
- Hobbies: Yard/garden work (contrast to IT work), photographing, cinema, 
mountains, kids & their sports, music playing, gym (at home), home interior 
decoration.

Pic.	101.	While	I	was	in	
Italy,	the	Release	1.0	
was	been	finished	in	

Vallila.	This	is	what	the	
Homepage	was	like	as	
it	was	almost	ready	on	

26th	June.
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Installation
- From 3 kW to 4,3 kW
- Users are aware of the difference between nominal and real power. Real power 
can also be bigger than the nominal if the location is good.

Radiators
- 7-13 radiators, using hot water.
- Radiator are controlled via central unit, on wall. Usually weekly programmed.
- Daily change often four degrees (when not at home or night time vs. at home 
during the day) 16-20 °C. Some users start heating 1-2 hours beforehand (be-
fore waking up or arriving home) to reach the goal when the heat is needed. ‘We 
don’t waste energy when we are not at home.’
- Usually off during the night.
- Programming sometimes forgotten or left. A bit complicated task.
- Thermostats are not adjusted.
- The central system controls each radiator at the same time with the same 
temperature limits. Is this like this in all houses?
- User can set a limit temperature when to start heating.

Air	conditioners
- 2-4 indoor units per house. One household (of five) didn’t have any air condi-
tioner because they thought they don’t need it.
- Users are not always conscious about the goal temperature set on the air 
conditioner.
- The goal temperature (if known and set) depends of the temperature outside: 
about 4-5 degrees less is used on the air conditioner.
- Air conditioners are used ‘only if needed’ i.e. only if it’s very hot (over 30°) or 
humid inside.
- Sometimes only drying mode is used because decreasing humidity makes the 
air feel more comfortable.
- Air conditioners are not used when nobody at home. Operation is avoided also 
during the night.

Pic.	102.	Users	prefer	
hobbies	that	are	
‘something	else	than	IT-
work’,	such	as	exercise	
and	garden.	I	assume	
controlling	their	
home	appliances	via	
computer,	tab	or	phone	
should	be	very	fluent	if	
it	is	demanded.
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Other	findings	about	heating	and	cooling
- It depends of the building how long time it takes to heat (1-2 hours) it to reach 
the goal temperature.
- Ground floors are often cold during the winter, and warming is needed there 
more than other levels. On the other hand, also the top floor can get very cold, 
in case there is no proper insulation, in the ceiling.
- Upper floors tend to get hot, during the summer.
- Using gas for heating is allowed during a certain period on calendar. Sometimes 
heating is needed other times, as well.

Boiler
- Water is mostly heated up with gas, not (much) with electricity.
- Different supporting energy sources: dynamic solar thermal with electricity, 
also solar thermal considered.

Supporting	heating	appliances
- ‘Dynamic thermal’ to heat up water = ‘contrary freezer’, works when it’s hot 
outside.
- Fire places
- Pellets are planned and discussed
- Air conditioners seldom: when using gas is not allowed.
- Gas/oil based heaters

Pic.	103.	Radiator	
are		programmed	

weekly	on	a	central	
unit	(above).	Typically	

radiators	are	off	during	
night	and	when	

there	is	nobody	at	
home.	Electricity	is	

consumed	sparingly	
on	air	conditioning	too	

(below	right).	
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Incentives
- Contracts with the energy company vary depending on time they were made. 
The later, the less you get incentives from sold energy.
- Older contracts are more rewarding than the contracts done lately (previous 
months).
- In some cases users can ask the state to deduct 50% of the costs from your taxes 
in 10 years. In that case you don’t get the incentive.

Savings
- After installing the panels, users have started to use washing machine and 
dish washer during the day, instead of the night as they used to do before. 
Programming the appliances is used for this.
- Usually the energy bill has decreased at least with half, after the panels.
- More efficient use of energy could be possible by heating only part of the house 
when needed. With the central unit controlled radiators, this is not always pos-
sible or easy.
- Balance-based control between Normal and Setback, in air conditioners, is a 
good idea during some time of the day. 
- Some users could consider using surplus energy on air conditioners for heat-
ing or cooling a bit earlier than they would arrive home. It depends on the house 
insulation how much earlier it starts making sense.
- Not all the users have the ‘problem of surplus energy’.
- Users don’t think much wasting is happening. But they think they could im-
prove the timing of consumption when there’s PV available.

Motivation
- 1) Economy, 2) Self-sufficiency / personal satisfaction, 3) Environment
- No particular goals of savings.
- Sales person is trusted a lot when estimating the payback time.
- Estimated payback times 7-10 years

Pic.	104.	Changing	
habits:	Users	prefer	
operating	washing	
machine	during	the	
day.	Before	the	panel,	
they	used	to	utilise	
the	cheaper	night	
electricity,	instead.	
Notice	the	boiler,	too.
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Interesting	energy	data
- When installation is new production is checked daily.
- Current displays of the PV monitors show current production but not always 
summaries of production i.e. from different time periods. In case there are 
interesting summaries, the figures are a bit hard to browse.
- Current displays don’t show consumption.
- Current displays are small and simple, showing only numbers and letters, no 
graphs.
- Monitors are in remote, hidden places like garage, attic or backyard.
- Some users say a good place for the display would be on vestibule wall.
- Some users are interested in comparing production and consumption with 
other micro producers, others not (or don’t admit).
- Amounts of production and consumption are a bit hard to discuss because 
users often don’t remember the rates by heart.
- ‘Balance’ is an understandable, yet a new term, which has to be explained.
- On current balance view, the fact that it is current, transitory information, 
must be highlighted more (e.g. ‘Balance now’).
- Balance graphs are answering well to many questions of production and con-
sumption and how to time the operation of appliances. However, summaries 
from different time periods are needed.
- Energy summary graph is a bit hard to understand.
- On Energy summary graph, the temperature would not be so interesting to see, 
as heating it is mainly done with gas, instead of electricity (different in Finland).
- On some contracts, there is a goal of consumption relations for day and night: 
70-30. It is impossible to see if the goal was met.
- One user has a savings estimation (in money and energy) on his monitor.
- Because of the low selling incentives, users would rather use the surplus en-
ergy, instead of supplying it to the grid.

Home-away	switch
- Good idea for some users. One family thinks it wouldn’t be needed in their 
house because there’s nearly always someone home.
- Automated timers for the switch get support.

Pic.	105	(left).	Sales	
person’s	word	counts	

a	lot	when	estimating	
payback	time.	

Contracts	vary.	

Pic.	106	(right).	
Screenshot	of	a	free	

webpage	for	PV	energy	
producers	to	compare	

production	figures	
online.
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Other	notions
- In Italy, households have three types of contracts with electricity provider: 
they can ask a) 3 kW, b) 4.5 kW or c) 6 kW from the grid. The smallest is the 
most typical type of contract. If the limit is passed, consumer needs to pay 
more expensive price for the exceeded part. If the ‘over consumption’ doesn’t 
stop soon, the electricity is stopped. This makes the users aware of their total 
consumption, a bit. Panels solve the problem of ‘exceeding contract’.
- Panels are slowly spreading in neighborhoods and among friends.
- Washing machine, dish washer and hair dryers are considered other energy 
intensive appliances.
- Smallest texts are hard to read, on the user interface prototypes.
- Friends with panels discuss and compare their panels and productions.
- Parents usually arrive home from work at 6-7 pm.

Summary
- Reasons to invest on panels are, above all, economical. Other important rea-
sons are self-sufficiency and environment. Users are worried about the future 
prices and energy resources.
- Users are environmentally conscious but not ascetic, at all, in their consump-
tion habits, i.e. each has car or two and travels on holidays. Mostly comfort is 
valued.
- Also Italian children spend time alone at home in the afternoon.
- The Italian are more electricity sparing than the Finnish, because electricity 
is more expensive there.
- Heating and cooling the house is instant, only done when needed. Otherwise 
appliances are switched off.
- Air conditioner is hardly used for heating.
- Cooling or heating in advance with air conditioner, before users arrive home, 
is a new idea for the users. It depends of the room sizes and insulation if it 
makes sense.
- Radiators are weekly programmed via a central unit, i.e. a monitor on a wall. 
In some homes radiators start warming 1-2 hours before waking up or arriving 
back home.
- More data about production and consumption, easily available, is wanted, 
especially when the installation is new.
- Summaries and saving evaluations are interesting information. Savings in 
money is particularly interesting but hard to evaluate and install because of the 
complexity of different energy contracts.
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- Question: If air conditioners are told to heat, basing on plus balance situa-
tion, should the radiators be told to warm less, on that moment? Or do they 
automatically heat less because air conditioners are doing their job? Do the 
thermostats work so well?

Pic.	107.	View	from	
user’s	skylight.

‘I	go	here	and	smoke	my	cigarettes.’



Motives	to	buy	the	panel:	1.	Economy,	2.	Self-sufficiency,	3.	Environment

Pic.	108.	Comfort	is	valued. Pic.	109.	Also	Italian	children	spend	
hours	alone	at	home	after	school.

‘I	don’t	use	this	device	[air	conditioner]	
so	often.	Only	when	it’s	very	very	hot.’



Pic.	111.	Anticipation	
is	used	with	radiators	
in	some	houses	(1-2	
hours)	to	reach	the	goal	
temperature	before	
waking	up	or	coming	
home.

Pic.	110	(bottom	left	page).	Cooling	
and	warming	with	air	conditioner,	in	
advance,	when	no	one	is	at	home	yet,	
would	be	a	completely	new	way	to	
utilise	energy	surplus.

Pic.	112.	Users	would	
prefer	production	and	
comsumption	data	that	
is	easily	available.

Pic.	113.	Summaries	
and	saving	evaluations,	
particularly	in	money,	are	
interesting.	This	display	
provides	some	cost	saving	
evaluations,	which	the	
user	doesn’t	consider	
credible.

‘They	give	me	zero.’

(Selling	surplus	is	not	much	
supported.)
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Learnings

Referring to the ‘quick probe’ I used, the haste made me apply 
design probes in this new way to me. If I had been sure about the trip 
already a few weeks earlier, I would have had time to prepare more 
decent probes. There were also other reasons to use them (Mattelmäki, 
2008, 58-62), such as getting a change to research user’s everyday 
life from distance and giving time to make instant notes of possible 
perceptions.

Referring to the Week 22, when I was planning the interviews: 
I was afraid of making too boring interviews with only technical 
approach in questions. The reality turned out to be not boring at 
all. I was walking around the interviewees’ homes, observing and 
discussing the appliances and the family’s daily life.

I said before the trip that it would be useful if somebody from 
There could join me in the contextual interviews: a person with more 
knowledge of the technical issues would notice things that I wouldn’t. 
In addition, having someone else observing, taking pictures and 
notes would have helped make more insights. Particularly, it would 
have been useful to discuss with someone right after each interview. 
However, there was no chance to get any work mate travelling with 
me.

I know the recommendation of interviewing around seven users, 
to find out most of the usability problems in a product. I only got five 
different users or user groups in Italy, and two of them I interviewed 
in quite challenging contexts, so two or three more cases would have 
likely confirmed some common habits. Even completely new findings 
could have been made. Also getting evidence about ‘annoying features’ 
of current products would have been useful. The fuzzy energy bill was 
clear, but e.g. how well did the weekly programme of the radiators 
work, to the users?

Later, I got good feedback from highlighting the ‘surprising 
findings to me’. The reason for the green writings was to point out the 
value of the research trip and to show what was my new understanding. 
I also wanted the readers to see what I didn’t know earlier. I am sure, 
a part of these ‘green’ findings were not surprising to everyone else. 
The rest of the text was not pointless either, because it was confirming 
some earlier assumptions. Moreover, I wanted to communicate all 
findings to others. Possibly a big part of this knowledge was already 
existing, in the company, but not documented.
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Week 32
5th-9th	August

Building review of the research findings

Coming back to work from holiday, I start going through my user research 
notes again. I describe new findings on the wall under a new heading ‘PV users 
in Italy’ (Picture 114). Between the parts I write some notes of comparison of 
these two groups to make more clear what’s different and what’s similar between 
them. In addition, I make notes with pictures of the feedback I got for the user 
interface prototypes I showed to the interviewees.

By building the visual wall, I get myself oriented and remember the 
findings again. On the wall, I can easily go back to the most important things 
when considering the programme and the user interface.

I am happy and satisfied with my notes I made very carefully after the 
interviews. Now they are valuable! It’s not usual to me to listen to the records 
of interviews afterwards so well. This time I made it because all the interviews 
were next to each other, and I had no time to write any quick insights between 
them. I also wish my photos were with better quality but I didn’t have time 
to concentrate on taking beautiful pictures with anything else than my phone 
camera.

Sketching concept variations on paper

The rest of the week is to make solutions and variations to the programme 
(home automation). I am not starting from scratch, but continuing from the 
idea I had with the game. I consider different solutions with and without the 
home-away-button, with and without calendar, simple and more complex ver-
sions etc. I aim at suggesting wireframe models of the user interfaces for each 
solution I will show next Wednesday for the project owner.

One interesting feature again is the old idea of calendar-based pro-
gramme. The Italian have got used to set their radiators according to a weekly-
based schedule. Should that fact be utilised on the concept?
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How are economical savings done?

As the economy plays such a big role in the values of the concept, it is important 
to understand how the economical savings are made in the automatic appliance 
control. This applies particularly to the question ‘do users want to sell the energy 
surplus when they are not at home, or do they get the best benefit if they simply 
use everything locally, at home?’. Here, it is essential to know which function the 
energy contract supports.

In the interviews, there was no time enough to have a good look at the 
contracts - and most users didn’t have them available - so I decided to ask about 
them via email, afterwards. I get a useful answer from one interviewee, who 
advices to visit particular webpage to research the variety of different contracts 
(GSE, 2012).

As a summary, the interviewee points out latest contracts don’t support 
feeding the surplus into the grid but, instead, try to avoid solar energy peaks and 
balance the night and day energy loads, in the grid. This is done by supporting 
consumers to use the production locally, at home.

Learnings

Pic.	114.	Findings	
from	the	interviews	in	
Finland	and	Italy	on	the	
office	wall.

Only now I saw how inevitable it was to understand the energy 
contract and the feed-in tariffs. Otherwise there was no chance to 
understand what kind of automation supports cost savings.
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Week 33
12th-16th	August

Drawing concepts and asking feedback

This week I continue drawing concept solutions. Before discussing them with 
the project owner I want to get some feedback from the software and hardware 
developers who sit right next to me. To help understand and explain user re-
quirements, I draw some possible daily schedules on white board, according 
to what I learned in Italy (Picture 115). The schedules show moments like ‘at 8 
a.m. kids leave home’ or ‘at 11-12 p.m. parents go to bed’. I also include some 
exceptional scenarios like ‘after 12 a.m. a kid gets sick and comes home’. In ad-
dition, I need to consider scenarios that happen regularly but not every day or 
week, e.g. ‘a cleaning lady works two hours every second Thursday at 12 p.m.’. 
The intention is to consider all different kinds of scenarios that are likely to 
happen and have an influence on user requirements.

After the schedule task it is easier to explain different rules (for appli-
ances) I have written on the wall, too (This is my ‘home automation game’ now; 
Picture 116). A rule could be ‘at 11 p.m. radiator in kids’ room is switched off ’.

I make two different versions of the programmes of rules: First one fol-
lows the idea of calendar, meaning there are different programmes for normal 
working days and days at home. The user is supposed to be able to create more 
of these programmes and name them, if needed. This is because I cannot as-
sume that e.g. each working day would be similar in all households. I assume the 
concept should be suitable e.g. for users who are doing shift work. 

Another version of programmes is written with the idea that each appli-
ance has different schedules for home and away modes. Both versions have the 
mode for away until… which is for staying away for several days.

Considering these two different versions of programmes, I sketch user 
interface wireframes to see what kinds of solutions there could be to make the 
programming of appliances happen in reality. I notice that if any automation 
is wanted to change the ‘mode of home’ I don’t get rid of the calendar-based 
thinking, completely. Otherwise it seems to be impossible to tell the system 
when to change the mode. The automatic changing needs to be considered for 
the case no home-away button is wanted. This is perhaps the trickiest part of 
the automation. How to make the mode change as fluently as possible? It makes 
me slightly horrified to think of a user who manually wants to change the way 
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the appliances are working, after arriving or leaving home, but he/she can only 
do it via user interface of Virtuoso. Even if the software worked perfectly, it 
must be quite annoying to take the phone or computer to do the task. The fact 
is, however, that the software most likely downloads itself too slowly - and gets 
stuck every now and then - and the user gets frustrated. This is why automation 
is needed if there is no home-away-button.

Second solution could be that the service is only sold to users who want 
the appliances to work in the same way always - no matter if there is someone at 
home or not. A person who has a tariff contract that doesn’t support selling, at 

Pic.	115	(top).	I	drew	
sketches	of	imaginary	
day	schedules	of	a	user	
family.

Pic.	116	(bottom).	
Mapping	rules	that	the	
imaginary	schedule	
would	demand,	in	the	
programme.
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all, could use this kind of version happily in the summer. But when the heating 
is needed radiators demand timers and rules to heat on the right time. In the 
simplest solution the radiators are left out from the concept. The essential rule 
would be: ‘If plus balance, heat to e.g. 20° (heating season) or cool to e.g. 27° 
(cooling season). If minus balance, turn off.’ This rule, in reality, would require 
more manual operation when the user is not satisfied with the off position. The 
key advice, according to the work mates, is to adjust the radiators one tempera-
ture lower than the air conditioners to make sure the air conditioners start do 
the work of radiators, first. In this way, photovoltaic energy is used for heating, 
and it decreases the need to consume gas.

What is reasonable photovoltaic energy usage now, may change next 
year. When interviewing users I have understood how often and dramatically 
the Italian tariff contracts change. In addition, contracts are different in the 
other possible markets. When the batteries are developed and get cheaper 
(perhaps in a few years), a new way of using is required. This possible future 
requirements needs to be considered when doing the first or simple version. 
Changing the whole way of using the service would require a lot work from the 
small software team.

My workmates tend to like more the concept based on home and away 
modes. But one of them says the calendar-based concept is better if home-away 
button cannot be included. In addition, I am explained a fluent calendar is quite 
hard to realise. 

I have forgotten to discuss the display issue. It was mentioned clearly 
by some users that they would rather check the balance and summary graphs 
on a display on the wall. This kind of display is currently not included to There 
product portfolio. Still suggesting it, evoked surprisingly positive discussion 
among the developer team. I wonder if the display could also be used as a home-
away button. At least it would be very visible, offering balance information in 
the easiest way at home. In addition, it would silently tell all visitors there is 

Pic.	117.	UI	paper	
prototypes	and	

comments	written	on	
post-its.
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some automatic energy control in the house, which otherwise is invisible and 
therefore hard to advertise.

Inspired by these facts, I make a quick display prototype on the wall of 
the meeting room that I have booked for my work, lately (Picture 118). There 
is also another quick paper prototype of a home-away-switch. My intention is 
to make it easier to ask (myself and others) if this kinds of appliances would be 
useful or desired. 

Discussing research findings with the project owner 
and the executive team

I have prepared a slideshow about my research insights to make them more 
interesting and visual than a list of bullet points. I have used lots of pictures to 
evoke thoughts and help imagine how italian life at homes really is. With the 
project owner, we go carefully through each picture and discuss the findings. 
Later we present these insights (see the ‘Summary’ under ‘Findings from the 
interviews’, Week 26) to the CEO and the executive team who is forming a big-
ger picture of the photovoltaic concept and its possibilities in different markets.

In the meeting, the product manager points out there is a growing 
number of boilers using electricity in Italy. I am already leaving out the boiler 
from the concept as it seems that electricity is hardly used for heating water. 
With the project owner we agree the boilers needs to be considered as well, but 
only later, if using electricity is getting more common.

A get a clear comment about user’s needs. ‘What is the pain of the cus-
tomer?’, a member of the executive team asks. What the project owner and I 
explain in the meeting is not focusing merely on the ‘pain’, but I think it should 
be sharpened more.

Some nice feedback

This week I am told by one person that I have done good work, also referring to 
the paper prototypes I have done a lot lately. This is very nice to hear as I haven’t 

Pic.	118.	Quick	paper	
prototypes	of	the	
home-away	button	and	
the	display	on	the	wall.
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really been sure if my paper-intensive working methods (Picture 117) have been 
considered reasonable at all. Fortunately, everybody seems to have understood 
the complexity of the service.

Sharpening the target group and users’ needs

The	customer	has	a	pain	and	the	sales	person	needs	to	find	it.	Then	he/she	
pushes	his/her	knife	into	it	-	and	twists.	Then	the	sales	person	says:	‘I	have	a	
cure	for	it’.	

This is what the workmate said earlier when discussing the research findings. In 
the case of Virtuoso PV, what is the pain and what is our cure?

The comment helped consider the target group: If the user has a con-
tract with a reasonable feed-in tariff, is he/she really motivated to buy a home 
automation service like Virtuoso, programme the rules for appliances and then 
keep using it? Anyways, he/she gets some incentives for the energy surplus that 
is not locally used but instead, fed into the grid. 

Whereas a user with a contract of a low feed-in tariff rather uses all 
energy locally - because in that way there is some usage for the energy surplus 
and, in the best case, he/she even gets paid for using the production. This user 
does need automation to address the energy surplus to the appliances. 

The former user doesn’t have a proper pain, but the latter one is wasting 
his/her production, which, by the way, can be seen on the Balance over time 
view clearly. Why not to concentrate on the user with bad feed-in tariff?

Learnings

Explaining the complicated work to team mates was not easy but 
necessary. It helped structuring thoughts and revealed gaps in plans. 
Again it was useful to ask feedback also in informal situations where 
people found it easy to speak out and give feedback on small but 
essential details in the design.
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Week 34
19th-23rd	August

Looking back the project

I use these week for going through my diary and making a draft version of the 
book. I also write generally about photovoltaic energy as a micro production. 
I see my style is quite profound, but it is interesting to see how things have 
developed. I wonder, who will read this all.

Small steps with the concept

I suggest the project owner my idea of concentrating on users with a low feed-in 
tariff, at this point. He says the thought requires considering.

Also the display is briefly discussed. The project owner says it is not a 
new idea but it has been shot down earlier. The operation of a separate display 
has been hard to control by There. He estimates, in a year or so, including the 
display in services is topical as the prices of fluently working displays are de-
creasing rapidly.

I try to study more what is really said about the energy incentives on the 
web site of GSE (2012), that an interviewee recommended me earlier (see Week 
32). I see it doesn’t make sense only to rely on my own understanding in this 
issue, so I ask help from the project owner. Surveying (energy) contracts is quite 
not my core competence.
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Week 36
2nd-6th	September

Clarifying benefits for customer

This week, the CEO points out that in all products now, There primarily concen-
trates on providing economic benefits to the customers. Comfort is supported 
there too (it is not decreased as a compensation for economic benefits), but cost 
savings shall be the key value also in Virtuoso PV.

Cost savings as a main value, highlights the significance of two features 
in the design: 1) Home automation, i.e. the programme should support, above 
all, maximal economic benefit (naturally without decreasing comfort) and also 
2) indicate the savings, if possible. The latter one proves the programme is work-
ing in the way it should. It justifies investing on the panel and Virtuoso.

Cost savings are hard to evaluate, as noticed during the project, and can 
result only to a ‘rough estimation’. But if there is a way to do it, at least it should 
not work against the promise of provid ing savings. So what ever algorithm 
is chosen, it should not either lie, or tell that savings are not gained. My very 
pragmatic approach to the cost savings is: let’s not show the savings in case it’s 
not sure that they are gained.

Learnings

It was important to discuss the values to the user, with the CEO. 
Knowing the key promise, the target of Virtuoso got more clear. So 
far, the product has been thought to manage and solve pretty much 
everything in home energy issues. Therefore it has been difficult to 
define in brief what the product is about - also inside There.
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Week 38
16th-20th	September

Discussing concepts with software team

I have a new round of iteration: I show some user interface wireframes of the 
two concept solutions to my team members (‘calendar-based’ and ‘home-
away-based’ solutions) to get comments again. I also want to know what kind 
of presentation technique would be the most useful for them: do they prefer 
quite exact wireframe models suggesting even particular sizes and proportions 
to different elements (Picture 119), or would it make more sense to make the 
models more sketchy? 

I aim at fitting all widgets on a small phone screen, if possible, because 
I think it is better if also a phone can be used instead of computer alone. Some 
features, however, seem to be impossible to fit on a smaller screen, like the 
widget where all appliances are shown with their ‘rules’ or ‘Tasks’ (Programme).

During the project, I have had some ideas of click and drag features, 
which again feel quite attractive at places when designing the appliance pro-
gramming widget. However, it is explained me clearly, by a software designer, 
why it should not be done (except with some simple buttons) in a large scale: 
Virtuoso is using only HTML5, a web application, instead of a native applica-
tion, suitable for touch screens. In practice, touches are not localised as precisely 
as they should be to make click and drag features work smoothly. A button with 
two different positions moves quite well just by dragging, but more sophisti-
cated dragging movements just don’t work and therefore only irritate user.

Here, the most critical part is the ‘calendar widget’ for the ‘calendar-
based solution’. I am told, my idea of a monthly calendar is problematic, because 
the ‘day-squares’ are too small. I have measured these squares to have similar 
sizes with other well-working buttons on phones, but apparentely, buttons of this 
size and so close to each other, don’t work well on HTML5-based phone screens. 
At least selecting several days, on a monthly view, would not be supported.

Finally, I am suggested I can use any technique to present my user in-
terface ideas. Very exact details are not necessarily needed, as the team anyways 
has to consider the level of realising ideas. As I have heard before, my ideas 
are feasible in general, but some of them would require much work. It will be 
another discussion which suggested features are realised and how.
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Pic.	119.	UI	wireframes	
(not	in	any	particular	

order	or	size	in	this	
picture)	were	discussed	

with	the	software	
developers	on	a	quite	

detailed	level.	

Struggling with the level of the design

At this point my design is getting very detailed as I draw wireframes of the 
UI suggesting links and buttons with features. There are several layers in the 
UI: controls to 1) operate the appliances in the system manually (online), 2) to 
adjust the automation (i.e. the ‘programme’) and 3) to navigate in the Virtuoso 
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pages. I try to visually keep these groups apart from each other, i.e. make them 
look different.

Fortunately I get help from my team mates how to place the elements 
on the UI, to make sure the pages and widgets fit to the current style of the 
products. It seems, however, that my design, in this sense, is not finished. The 
software team would eventually decide about certain procedures. E.g. where to 
use dropdown menu, where not, how big fields to have for figures, which texts 
to use on the buttons (‘Save’ or ‘Save and close’), etc.

Leanings

Since my original brief was not to design any finalised graphics, I 
was planning to make the final suggestions of the UI in the form of the 
most simple wireframes. However, when showing some examples of 
the wireframes to different people, I noticed they were just too boring! 
Eventually, making the UI plans a bit more pleasant to look at, would 
probably enthuse anybody to implement them. 

There are ‘thousands of chances’ to dramatically change the 
suggestion, and even loose the main point and quality in the design, 
in the implementation phase. I am sure there will be new problems 
I haven’t thought of, and my design is likely not completely feasible, 
although I have discussed it with the software developers. It would be 
the best if there was a designer helping with the compromises in the 
implementation.

My experience on the UI design of complicated systems was 
minor. I spent too much time trying to solve different existing 
procedures (because I also wanted to learn them), when there were 
also other difficult features unsolved. I also started drawing wireframe 
models with computer too early, although it took lots of time. I did 
it because it was a way to see dimensions of different elements and 
notice usability issues on a more detailed level. I thought if the gap 
between my design and the implementation is too big, the design idea 
is easily rejected. Finding the ‘limits’ for my work was difficult and 
I paid for it by using lots of working time. The word ‘feasible’ in the 
brief was pressing me! I didn’t promise any graphic design, but how far 
should I have gone with the design?
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Week 39
23th-27th	September

While waiting for a decisions

I face some setbacks in progressing with the concept design. Before doing any 
precise wireframe sketches and describing the concepts, some decisions need to 
be made by the project owner and the (new) product manager.

The most essential is to decide if the radiator thermostats are included 
or not. The concept is about controlling photovoltaic energy in a way that it 
provides cost savings. It is not directly related to the gas consumption (that is 
typically used for radiators) or radiator thermostats. There is, indeed, a connec-
tion between gas and electricity consumption, because it is assumed, using more 
air conditioner for heating, reduces the need to heat with radiators. However, 
including the radiator thermostats, makes the programming complicated, as I 
need to consider when users are at home and awake on different days. 

In addition, it would make sense to have a gas consumption indicator, 
on the user interface, because the product is aiming at cost savings, in general: 
in case there is the benefit of saving also in gas consumption, it is a pity not to 
show it to the user.

In fact, I feel a bit stupid, I haven’t even considered any gas consumption 
meter earlier. Neither has anyone else suggested it, though. I guess nobody has 
wished the concept to get any wider from what it already has been.

I haven’t got any new insight how to calculate the cost savings, and with 
gas, estimating is even harder. Let’s have a look at the energy summary graph 
from particular time period (Picture 120): In case there was no panel, how 
much would you have consumed? There wouldn’t be any production, first of all. 
But because Virtuoso makes air conditioner operate more than with a simple 
manual control, there would be less consumption, too. So the green production 
area shouldn’t be replaced with the blue, purchased energy. In addition, if the 
air conditioner didn’t heat at all, the radiators would do the job when needed. So 
the gas section would be bigger, during heating season without panels. But how 
much bigger - it is hard to estimate.

So far, I cannot find any better solution than comparing the summary to 
days before the panels - or to days without any production. If it is known how 
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much the house used to consume earlier, in a similar season, the current energy 
bill can be compared to the ‘old-kind of days’. I don’t yet know, if this would be 
feasible, at all.

A ‘small’ side task

I am asked to present Virtuoso PV concept to a representative from The Finnish 
Environment Institute (SYKE). The aim is to ask help from SYKE to get a few 
Finnish pilot users for the product. The task is slightly out of my focus (because 
as mentioned earlier, Finland is different and not very big PV market comparing 
to Italy), but it turns out to be useful and surprisingly difficult to consider how 
well the benefits for the Italian users could be realised in Finland. It is not even 
sure if the assumed control model is suitable in Finnish homes. I add the boiler 
to the list of appliances, and remove the washing machine, and the smart control 
program seems to make sense. After all, there are no proper feed-in tariffs, in 
Finland, so all production could be consumed locally.

Preparing the presentation is a useful exercise, assuming the possibility 
to copy the concept model to different markets is an important feature. However, 
I cannot regard Finland as a remarkable PV market for There, during next years. 
According to my understanding, there won’t be enough photovoltaic owners.

My work chamber

Because the project owners are too busy for a proper face-to-face meeting this 
week, I have time to consider all these things, described above. I have a small 
meeting room booked only for myself (Picture 121). I can cover the tables and 
the walls of the room with my sketches and notes of key problems, solution 

Pic.	120.	Sketch	of	the	
energy	summary	of	a	
particular	time	period.	
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ideas and wireframe models. I have to make the questions to the project owners 
as carefully as possible. I cannot waste any time for unessential questions with 
these two busy workmates, and I need the right answers!

User’s pains

Learning from the feedback I got earlier about ‘missing customer’s pain’, I decide 
to use some of my time for pointing out those pains. I draw a picture of each 
pain to evoke more emotions and interest (Pictures 123-124).

Learnings

Pic.	121	(above).	There	
is	plenty	of	space	in	my	

work	chamber	(left).	
‘Keep	it	simple	stupid’	

(right).

Pic.	122	(below).	
Wondering	how	the	

modes	should	be	
called	and	practically	

used	with	the	physical	
button.

It was good that I was able to arrange the time for all these 
considerations, above. Things got more clear, in my head. I was eager 
to see how simple solution would be good enough. However, it was 
also frustrating: Depending on other people’s time to proceed with my 
work was naturally a risk. I was working overtime because I wanted to 
make the right decisions for the design by getting the acceptance from 
the project owners as well. Isn’t that like co-design approach?



Pains	of	the	user	/	energy	company

User
Production	is	wasted.

User
Consumption	doesn’t	
meet	production.

User*
Difficult	topic.

User
Weekly	programming.

*	Particularly	a	user	who	is	yet	
considering	buying	a	panel.
Pic.	123-124	(spread	&	next	page)



User*
Envy.

User*
Future	worries.	Yearning	for	
safety	and	assurance.

User
Ignorance.	Impractical	
energy	data.



User*	&	energy	company
Long	payback	time.

Energy	company
Strain	in	grid.

Energy	company
Fight	for	customers.
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Week 40
30th	September	-	4th	October

Choosing concepts

On Wednesday I finally have the chance to have a look at the concept options 
with the PV project owner and the project manager.

My aim is to go through my interpretations of the main ‘user pains’, the 
key problem that needs to be solved and the ways we are offering solutions in 
the concept. I have the list of questions I need answers to, during this meeting:
- Are gas radiators going to be controlled in the PV concept?
- How could cost savings be counted / estimated? Could the gas consumption 
be involved in the estimation?
- Should gas consumption be shown, as well?
- Which concept a) can be copied to other markets? b) is relevant also in the 
future?
- Which concept is the best? Which concept(s) should be introduced to 
Smartdhome?

The discussion, below, is written afterwards, basing on notes:
PM = Project manager, in this case VP Solutions
PO = Project owner

What	is	the	Key	problem	that	is	solved	with	the	help	of	the	concept?

I claim: Key problem (Picture 125) is the fact that consumption and production 
don’t meet. If we moved the consumption peak on the production peak most of 
the problems would be solved (like production for waste, need to consume from 
grid, strain on grid and long payback time). Producing photovoltaic energy 
would be cheaper.

PO&PM: If this is the key problem, then why to invest on panels? Is 
this the key problem for those who are just about to buy panels? What is our 
one-sentence marketing message for those who are considering buying? Why 
should the user buy the panels with Virtuoso PV?

PO: We should consider two different groups, users with and without panels.
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There is a discussion about the marketing message. It is said that there is 
no possibility to only buy the panels without Virtuoso PV, i.e. Virtuoso will be 
included in the package.

Project manager draws an image of the main value of Virtuoso PV 
(Picture 126). It describes how the appliance control adds utilising the local 
production. A similar picture could be an understandable message to the users. 

How	are	the	cost	savings	practically	done	in	the	automatic	appliance	
control?

I say: The most effective way is to feed the surplus to air conditioners to
- Consume locally to get better incentives.
- Reduce purchasing from the grid (how much, depends on how long the house 
stays cool or warm after operating air conditioner).
- Reduce using gas to heat up radiators.

In addition, in the future or in other markets, also warm water boiler 
can be heated up with PV energy to
- Reduce purchasing from grid.
- Consume locally to gain better incentives.

Also batteries are likely going to be used to reduce purchasing from the 
grid, in the future.
PO: Increasing local consumption by operating appliances even if they were 
really not needed, just to gain better incentives, is a useful feature for the user, 
but in the political economy point of view, not very clever (Picture 127).

I: If cost savings (which is the most important value in the product) 
are done also by decreasing gas consumption, also gas should be included on 
the UI. Gas consumption should be included particularly in the case also gas 
batteries are controlled.

PO & PM sum up how controlling gas radiators is quite not about op-
timising PV energy. But still the radiators do count because they are doing the 
heating work and therefore influence the whole consumption. It is pointed out 
that there are also other heating energy sources like pellets and fire place that 
we cannot count.

However, for the sake of simplicity, PO & PM decide not to include gas 
radiator control in the concept, after all. It is possible that they will be added 

Pic.	125.	Key	problem:	
How	to	make	the	two	
big	mountains	overlap	
each	other?

HOW?
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there some day, but now including the radiator thermostats would mean many 
challenges for the development.

With PM I also discuss the possibility of estimating cost savings. I show the 
‘energy summary graph’ to suggest how it actually is quite impossible to esti-
mate how much more energy (or electricity) would have used without panels 
(Picture 120, see Week 39) Therefore I suggest, a way to estimate savings would 
be to compare the amount of purchased energy to estimations of consumption 
without the panels. Naturally, this kind of calculation would not give right, exact 
figures, but an estimation basing on average figures.

After deciding not to control gas radiators, I explain what reasons there are left 
to have some ‘modes’ in the concept. With the help of ‘modes’ the demand for 
knowing if the users are ‘awake at home’, ‘sleeping at home’ or ‘away’, can be 
managed.
- With the help of modes, it is possible to feed into the grid when users are 
away, if it makes sense (i.e. there are good feed-in tariffs). On the other hand, if 
the feed-in tariffs are very generous, users may not be interested in automated 
control, at all, for the purpose of saving money.
- Modes are useful in case users want ‘full automation at home’, i.e. they don’t 
want to operate appliances manually at all. In this case, it has to be known what 
the desired temperature is also when there is energy deficit. This temperature 
must be different a) when sleeping or away, b) when awake at home.
- Later, using batteries may require modes. I haven’t researched the topic.
- When users are not at home air conditioner can be set to cool or heat more 
than it would be comfortable (in case there is no other reasonable way to use 
the surplus). In this way the cool or warm temperature would remain longer 
for the moment a user comes home. Naturally, this would also add the local 
consumption.

PO & PM add that modes are needed in other products, too, and are 
also therefore interesting.

PO says that batteries are coming there but not during next releases.
In the end, I introduce the four different concepts with wireframe sketches:

Pic.	126	(left).	In	project	
manager’s	sketch,	

it	is	described	how	
with	Virtuoso,	the	

production	covers	the	
consumption	better	

(above),	while	without	
any	control,	more	

energy	is	purchased	
from	the	grid	and	more	

production	is	wasted.	
The	numbers	are	

random.	

Pic.	127	(right).	Is	
supporting	local	

consumption,	as	we	
assume,	sustainable	

approach	at	all?
Could	the	picture	be	a	

probable	scenario?
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1. Simple Solution
2. Calendar-based
3. Home-Away
4. Normal-Eco

At this point, there is no more time for carefully going through all features of 
the user interfaces. Fortunately I have written notes of the strengths and weak 
points of each concept, which helps me present most essential points (more 
about the concepts in ‘Week 33’):

1.	Simple	solution

Includes:
- Energy graphs & figures 
- Control appliances online
- Balance-based control on appliances

Benefits & cons:
+ Simple to configure, easy to understand.
+ Suitable if user wants to control appliances also manually.
+ Suitable for users with low feed-in tariffs and contracts that support local 
consumption.
+ Release 1.0 was very similar, so realising the concept should be fast.
+ Pilot users are almost there. Their user experience can be utilised for more 
advanced versions.
+ No need to install physical buttons for modes.
- The simple rule of automatic control sets limits for copying the concept to 
other markets with different user requirements.

Pic.	128.	Notes	and	UI	
paper	prototypes	on	
‘my	chamber’	wall.
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2.	Calendar-based

Includes:
- Energy graphs & figures 
- Control appliances online
- Balance-based control on appliances according to different day types
- Separate Tasks based on Timers

Benefits & cons:
+ Suitable for users with ‘certain types of days’ because... 
+ ...programming days is simple.
- ‘Day types’ may not meet the requirements of varying days. E.g. there should 
be a particular day type for the day when a cleaner lady comes. How many types 
would be enough?
- Naming the ‘day types’ may feel strange, to the user: ‘how to call Tuesdays 
and Thursdays both with a same name, as the mutual factor is the fact that 
everybody arrives home at seven, instead of normal five?’
- A fluent user experience with the calendar on a small phone display is hard to 
realise and guarantee.
+ No need to install physical buttons for modes.
- If a mode suddenly needs to be changed, the phone or computer UI must be 
used, which may not be instant enough.

Comments from PO & PM:
- Calendar doesn’t have to be usable on phone. (Here we have a small contro-
versy. PO & PM claim it is ok to use the calendar feature only on a computer, 
whereas I think planning next weeks should be possible where- and whenever, 
i.e. on a phone, too. According to, PO & PM, not everybody want to be using 
phone all the time. Instead most users are happy to use a computer on a suitable 

Pic.	129.	Because	the	
calendar	function	
is	essential	in	the	

Calendar-based	
concept,	I	tested	if	it	is	

possible	to	make	the	
caledar	fit	on	a	phone	

screen.	It	seemed	to	
work,	but	HTML5	would	

cause	problems	in	the	
implementation,	I	was	

explained.
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moment. Here, I am afraid taking the computer makes the programming task 
just too complicated and slow, to the user.)
- Calendar is a good concept.

3.	Home-Away

Includes:
- Energy graphs & figures 
- Control appliances online
- Balance-based control on appliances according to Home & Away modes
- Optional Home-away switch
- Separate Tasks based on Timers

Benefits & cons:
+ With the physical button, the mode is easy and quick to change. Understandable 
for almost anyone.
- ‘Automatic mode change’ (compare to calendar view on Calendar-based con-
cept) is challenging to realise in the way it would be fluent to use also phone.
+ ‘Programmes of modes’ allows biggest variety of rules (or ‘Tasks’) for appli-
ances. ‘Full efficiency’ is possible if the users wants to make all complicated 
settings.
- Because of the complexity that allows ‘full efficiency’, understanding the au-
tomatic control can be difficult, for the user. It may feel strange to e.g. set rules 
with timers on Home-programme for different appliances and then set timers 
for the home-away switch. Timings of appliances and home-away button are 
overlapping.

Pic.	130-131	(spread).	UI	
wireframes	of	different	
concepts	are	spread	on	
the	table.	Comments	
are	added	on	post-it	
notes.
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- Complexity means also difficult to configure.
+ There are many ways of doing the programme. If user wants a very simple 
programme, rules for appliances can be very simple without different timers, 
and similar appliances can be grouped together. If the user doesn’t like the 
home-away feature, it can be omitted, and all rules can be done on one mode, 
which never changes.
+ ‘Automatic mode change’ is not mandatory if the home-away button is 
installed.
+ Timing of switching between ‘setback’ and ‘full power’ is easier to edit (on 
‘Automatic mode change’) than on Calendar-based concept (on ‘Programmes’ 
where timers of appliance rules should be changed).

Comments:
- Again: ‘Automatic mode change’ widget doesn’t have to be usable on phone.
- ‘Programmes in modes’ widget would be too complicated to me. I wouldn’t 
make it.

4.	Normal-Eco

Includes:
- Energy graphs & figures 
- Control appliances online
- Balance-based control on appliances according to Normal & Eco modes
- Optional Normal-eco switch
- Separate Tasks based on Timers
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Benefits & cons:
+ Modes match with being awake at home (‘Normal’) and sleeping or being 
away (‘Eco’). > Appliances are operated accordingly at the same time (but same 
mode can mean different rules for different appliances). This makes program-
ming simpler.
- Because of the simplicity, the automatic control is less precise and efficient.
> ‘Extra tasks/rules’ could increase efficiency: e.g. parents’ bedroom radiator 
doesn’t  have to be on all day long the ‘normal’ mode in case nobody is using 
the room.
+ With the physical button, the mode is easy and quick to change.
+ Likewise in the Home-away concept, the physical button is not mandatory.
- Automatic mode change difficult to realise also in this concept.
+ With the physical normal-eco button, the automatic mode change feature is 
not mandatory.
+ Quite simple to add a ‘sleep’ or ‘night’ mode, in the future, if it is needed, in 
addition to ‘eco’ and ‘normal’.
- ‘Normal’ is dull.

Comments:
- Also here ‘Automatic mode change’ widget doesn’t have to be usable on phone.
- There must be a way to create rules for appliances that don’t follow modes, at 
all. This applies to some appliances with on-off-relay integration. This kind of 
appliance has to operate regardless of the mode, simply following its own rules. 
There could be an extra tab for this kind of appliances.
- Suggestions by work mates: ‘comfort’ or ‘active’ instead of ‘normal’.
- This is the best concept. Just pay attention that the automatic change of modes 
works well.

I have to keep on mind that quite many points above are made considering that 
also radiators are included. As mentioned earlier, that may be the case in the 
future, but in the first instance, only air conditioners and washing machine are there.

Pic.	132.	Because	
timing	the	modes	with	
smart	phone	was	an	
essential	feature,	to	
me,	i	tried	to	make	it	fit	
to	a	screen.	According	
to	the	project	owners,	
however,	this	wouldn’t	
be	important.
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As a result of this longed-for discussion, I know now that I have to de-
velop the Normal-eco concept as an advanced concept that follows the ‘Simple 
solution’. I like this, because  Normal-eco was also my favourite.

On Friday at Vallila office, the project owner brings greetings from Milan, after 
having meeting Smartdhome representatives on Thursday. According to him, 
the Italian partner has agreed, the main problem for the user is the fact that he/
she cannot use the production, i.e. a big part of the PV energy is going to waste.

Next steps

After discussing the chosen solution with some of the software team members I 
have some issues I have to consider next:
- Where to set the so called ‘extra tasks’ (tasks/rules that are valid regardless of 
the mode) on the UI? The place should be visible and easy to find.
- I should research a bit more what the real reasons for doing ‘extra tasks’ are. 
What are the tasks like? Could they be included in the mode system, or do they 
really need to be there separately?
- How to show when an appliance is operated manually? How to show the fact 
that the manual operation is overridden when the next mode change happens?
- Perhaps there should be ‘From’ field, in the ‘Longterm away’ mode? In this 
way user could set the longterm-away mode beforehand. With this feature, the 
future longterm away timing should be visible on the ‘Automatic mode change’ 
widget, as well.
- On the ‘Automatic mode change’ widget, there could be always normal mode 
on the background, as default. In this way, the users should only add Eco-modes 
in front of it.

Pic.	133.	UI	concepts	
on	the	table	with	
comment	notes.
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Learnings

The theory studies, a few weeks earlier, had helped me crystallise 
the key problem of the user and the partner who is selling photovoltaic 
systems. Understaning the key problem essentially helped me 
explaining the design story for anyone.

The comments of the software developers are always very 
relevant and usually concern quite small details of features, which, 
however must be designed correctly. Typical comments would be: ‘So 
what would be visible here first, before doing any settings?’ or ‘What 
if the user presses this, what is shown here?’ etc. These questions have 
to be considered.

However, it is obvious, in the final concept, these issues 
won’t be considered too carefully. Gaps between the design and 
implementation will remain. This is because my time is running, and 
I still need to work with the service features on a more general level.
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Week 41
7th	-	11th	October

Drawing user interfaces

Drawing the new user interface pages takes time. I keep on drawing sketches 
with pen on paper, and then make it all with computer to save time. Still it 
feels like I am progressing slowly. New problems appear as I am making more 
detailed design.

Participating user interface and strategy meeting

This week I have an extra task to participate in a whole day meeting to discuss 
the vision and strategy of the user interfaces of There, in Tampere. The meeting 
doesn’t provide much new understanding to my thesis, yet I hear to an interest-
ing history review about the development processes of the products. 

Also the interesting apps are discussed. The demand for having a mobile 
phone or tab application has been heard several times during the PV project 
(and also with other services, according to the participants). The app would en-
able nice features on the UI, e.g. a smooth, well-working drag and drop features 
and a more precise touch identification. However, implementing an app would 
require a lot of work from the small company, and the meeting participants 
are very suspicious about the its value for the users. According to them, There 
products are mainly used with computer. If there is any app, in the close future, 
it would show only a limited part of the user interface, meaning the parts (or 
widgets) the user is supposed to need the most often or in variable situations. 

To me, in Virtuoso PV this could mean showing Balance views, Savings, 
Mode buttons (if needed) and appliance control widgets, on an app, nothing 
more.

Learnings

If directly feasible UI design is wanted, book more time for this 
work phase. This is when the design project easily prolongs!
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Week 42
14th	-	18th	October

The last iteration round for wireframes

I still draw some wireframes this week. I ask the last comments from my work 
mates showing them some printed wireframe images. The comments concern 
some details. 

I also map the service moments for both ‘Simple solution’ and ‘Active-
Eco’ (former ‘Normal-Eco’), to be transcribed later.
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Week 43
21st	-	25th	October

Solving the puzzle

Drawing UI pictures, typically makes me notice new challenges 
(Pictures 134-135). 

When writing good examples of settings on the tabs of ‘Active’ and ‘Eco’, 
I notice the name is a bit problematic: In balance-based control ‘Eco’ is not nec-
essarily about operating appliances less (compare to ‘setback’). Rather it is about 
operating them only in case there is energy surplus available, and otherwise 
avoiding operation. Assuming ‘eco’ is an abbreviation from ‘ecological’, it is not 
referring exactly to ‘operating less’, but rather to ‘consuming less from the grid’, 
or ‘economically efficient’. In consumer products, what does the word ‘eco’ refer 
to, after all? To sustainable consumption?

‘Home’ and ‘Away’ may be more descriptive mode names in case the 
night doesn’t play any role in the programme. The need for defining the night 
time comes mainly from the fact that the users want to stop heating the ra-
diators and switch off air conditioners during the night. Otherwise a mode for 
night may be useless. If this is the case the timetable of modes can be simpler.

Depending on which appliances are controlled in the advanced concept 
with modes, it is also possible that the ‘Away (for long)’ mode is not needed. 
Looking at the appliances on the ‘Programmes in Modes’ widget, it is difficult 
to find reasons why the programme should be different for ‘Away (for long)’ 
comparing to ‘Eco’. It his hard to make any credible settings to the UI images, as 
the reasons to have modes are quite hypothetical (see the ‘Week 40’). Coming 
up with possible settings is useful however, because it partly proves why the 
function is needed.

In case it seems ‘Away (for long)’ is useless, there must be a way to tem-
porarily set a new expiration timer with date for the ‘Eco’ mode (on ‘Mode of 
home’ widget). In this way users don’t need to create a programme for Away, at 
all (on ‘Programmes in Modes’ widget).

Throughout the project, I have considered the term ‘balance’ is essential 
in the product. It is indeed, but it seems that I can get rid of it, on the user 
interface (Pictures 134-135). The concept can also be explained with the help of 
terms ‘surplus’ and ‘deficit’, which seemed to be more familiar to the interview-
ees, as well. 
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When reading a news paper column about Italian energy consumption 
habits (Vala, 2013), I remember again the common feature of Italian electricity 
contracts: in case the user exceeds a certain consumption limit (typically 3 kW), 
she/he needs to pay extra, and finally, the ‘over consumption’ causes an outage. 
To take a scenario of a user having a washing machine on, with a minimum on 
time (let’ say, of three hours): What happens if the production suddenly de-
creases, and there are so many other appliance operated that the consumption 
exceeds three kilowatts? Naturally there will be an outage. A drop in production 
can be caused by such a usual thing as a cloud.

This is another reason that makes the washing machine problematic in 
the programme. I discuss this with the lead engineer. She remarks that washing 
machine is wanted by the partner who is Italian and knows how the feature 
works. Assumably they know what they want. In addition, she assumes the 
Italian users are familiar with the possibility of power outages and therefore 
know how to use the feature. There can also support a feature, according to 
which other appliances are primarily switched off, in case the consumption 
limit exceeds, to avoid power outages.

Pic.	134	(top).	This	is	
how	the	frontpage	
looks	right	now.

Pic.	135	(bottom:	two	
widgets).	Programme	
in	Modes	and	Mode	of	
home	are	the	trickiest	
parts,	at	this	point.
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Week 44
28th	October	-	1st	November

Visualising the customer journey and writing the book

This week I continue drawing service moments to show some examples of  cus-
tomer journeys during a period of time (Pictures 137-138). I also show them at 
the office, where I visit only once this week, to get some comments. The project 
owner suggests showing moments also on a longer time frame, e.g. a month, to 
point out how rarely active use is needed.

When drawing the final images, I can utilise some photos I took in the 
houses of the Italian interviewees. In this way, the situations and environments 
should look authentic (e.g. Picture 147). I also use some images of home inte-
riors, found in the Internet (e.g. Picture 146; Getty Images, 2013; VirtualExpo, 
2013; Well+Good LLC, 2013).

I participate a meeting where next Virtuoso PV features are briefly 
discussed. Otherwise I am writing about user-centred methods.

Some results

When finalising the user interface design, I can utilise the data from the UI of 
a pilot user. This user doesn’t have any balance-based control, but the energy 
graphs and figures are interesting. I am happy to see ‘my design’ provides use-
ful information in the forms of balance graphs and production summaries. On 
Micro production balance view (Picture 136), one can see the ‘key pain’ quite 
well: in the afternoon, most of the production is lost to the grid.
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Pic.	136	(left).	These	
screenshots	are	samples	
from	a	‘real’	Virtuoso	user	
interface.	The	user	lives	in	
Milan.	On	the	first	Micro	
production	balance	
widget	(15:13),	one	can	
see	how	the	users	is	
wasting	the	most	of	the	
current	production.

Pic.	137-138	(next	
two	pages).	Sketches	
of	service	moments:	
how	the	automatic	
control	appears	in	users’	
everyday	life	and	what	
kind	of	active	use	is	
needed.
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There are two concepts presented on the following pages. 
The first one is feasible by its main features. The second 
one offers solutions for a more comprehensive home 
automation product in the close future.

The user interface proposals are not perfect in the 
user’s point of view. Instead, the aim has been to develop 
a concept that is great enough for its purpose and feasible 
with the current techniques and resources in There.

4
Concepts
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4.1 Design drivers

Visualise	energy	flow	into	understandable	form

Seeing energy in figures and graphs makes the user more 
aware of production and consumption, which already 
influences some consumption habits. A quick access to the 
current balance view in any situation, helps understand the 
significance of different consumption acts.

Provide	(cost)	savings	without	effort

The automatic programme, keeps up the efficient use of 
appliances even when the user is not willing to make much 
effort to make savings.

Provide	comfort	without	effort

Virtuoso is there to add also comfort by operating 
appliances according to the current conditions. Energy 
savings are not gained by decreasing the quality of living.

Utilise	production	peaks	locally

Local consumption is supported to get the best economic 
benefit from the panel. In addition, the energy company 
avoids strain in the grid during mid-day.

Create	the	sense	of	confidence	&	control

The user can see, with the help of simple indications, 
what the programme is doing backstage. In this way the 
user knows he/she hasn’t paid for nothing. Using Virtuoso 
online doesn’t require any special technical skills.

Show	the	savings

The savings estimation, particularly in money, makes the 
economical benefit clear, easy to discuss and compare. 
Figures help the user evaluate his/her consumption habits 
and notice if something is wrong. In addition to euros 
and kilowatts, savings can be expressed in percentages, in 
places. In the future, also CO2 emissions estimator can be 
considered, but generally, money is a good consultant in 
energy savings.

Make	proud	of	the	panel	&	spread	the	message

Showing the online user interface is a way to make friends 
notice the panel and Virtuoso, outside of home. A separate 
display indicating production at user’s home, would make 
users and visitors aware of the panel and Virtuoso, without 
any introductions.
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1.	The	appliance	with	
the	first	priority	starts	
running	as	there	is	
enough	energy	
surplus	
available.

2.	The	appliance	
with	the	second	
priority	starts	
operating	as	there	
is	more	
energy	
available.

4.	As	an	appliance	has	
reached	its	target	(e.g.	
the	goal	temperature	
of	the	air	conditioner),	
the	next	appliance	on	
the	priority	list	
starts	operating.

3.	If	photovoltaic	
production	drops,	
or	total	electricity	
consumption	increases,	
the	last	appliances	
on	the	priority	list	are	
switched	off.

Pic.	140.	The	main	principles	
of	utilising	the	energy	
surplus	according	to	the	
balance	of	production	and	
consumption.

Metering	
consumption	&	
PV	production

Balance
Automatic 
control	of	
appliances

4.2 How Virtuoso Photovoltaic Control works

Pic.	139.	The	total	
consumption	and	
photovoltaic	production	
are	measured	to	count	
the	balance.	In	case	there	
is	enough	production	
surplus,	appliances	can	
utilise	it	automatically.

The	role	of	balance

How	appliances	are	controlled	to	utilise	energy	surplus
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1.	Solar	panel

The	photovoltaic	system	
produces	electricity.

4.	Central	Unit

The	‘brain’	of	Virtuoso.	Has	a	wireless	
connection	to	the	consumption	
and	production	metres,	and	to	the	
appliances.	Controls	appliances	
according	to	the	energy	balance.	
Provides	data	to	the	online	user	
interface	via	Internet	connection.

7.	Air	conditioner	/	Heat	pump

Uses	the	photovoltaic	energy	
surplus	automatically	to	heat	or	
cool	the	rooms.

3.	Consumption	metre

Measures	the	total	
electricity	
consumption	of	
the	house.

2.	Production	metre

Measures	the	energy	production	
of	the	photovoltaic	panel.

6.	Hot	water	boiler

Boiler	that	uses	
electricity	(in	addition	
to	gas)	is	a	potential	
appliance	in	Virtuoso	to	
utilise	energy	surplus.

5.	Washing	machine

Is	controlled	via	on-off	
switch.	Can	be	operated	
automatically	when	
there	is	energy	surplus	
available.

4.3 Home with Virtuoso Photovoltaic Control

1

2

3 4

5

6

7
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11



Pic.	141.	Home	with	a	solar	
panel	and	Virtuoso	Photovoltaic	
Control,	presenting	the	physical	
objects	and	their	roles	in	the	
home	automation	service.

10.	Grid

In	case	there	is	no	other	
reasonable	way	to	use	the	
energy	surplus,	it	is	fed	into	
the	grid.	Always,	when	there	
is	not	enough	photovoltaic	
energy	to	cover	the	
consumption,	the	electricity	
is	purchased	from	the	grid.

11.	Online	user	interface

Monitors	energy	production	
and	consumption	figures.	
The	UI	enables	adjusting	
the	automatic	control	of	
appliances.	Also	manual	
online	control	of	appliances	
is	possible.	Accessible	on	
computer,	tablet	and	touch	
screen	phone.

9.	Mode	switch

Is	to	change	home	to	
‘active’	or	‘eco’	state.	The	
switch	is	an	option	in	the	
more	advanced	version	of	
Virtuoso.	It	is	installed	near	
the	outdoor.

8.	Radiator	thermostats

Are	possibly	controlled	in	
a	more	advanced	version	
of	Virtuoso,	that	provides	
a	more	holistic	home	
automation	service.

10



1.	Weekday

4.4 Concept 1
Virtuoso Photovoltaic Control / Simple Solution

4.4.1 Customer journeys

Pic.	142.	Key	features	of	
the	concept.
The	target	group	are	
the	users	for	whom	it	
is	the	most	beneficial	
to	consume	all	
photovoltaic	energy	

locally,	if	it	doesn’t	
decrease	comfort.
Hot	water	boiler	is	a	
potential	appliance	in	
the	system,	if	it	uses	
both	electricity	and	
gas.

Graphs & 
�gures of 

energy

Appliances utilise 
energy surplus

Remote control 
of appliances 
via Internet

€ kW

Control of 
appliances 

according to 
separate Tasks 

1 2 3 4



Pic.	143	(spread).	On	
the	customer	journeys	
1-3,	it	is	shown	how	
different	service	
moments	are	related	to	
the	home	automation,	
on	the	green	line	(in	
the	winter).	Round	
pictures	indicate	‘active’	
use	of	the	service,	while	
square	pictures	show	

2.	Weekend

3.	Active	service	moments	during	a	month

moments	when	the	
user	is	just	enjoying	the	
service.
Usually,	no	active	use	
is	necessary.	Only	
the	season	must	be	
changed	on	the	user	
interface	twice	a	year	
(see	Active	service	
moments	during	a	
month).

*



4.4.2 Service moments

Pic.	144.	User	checks	how	production	and	
consumption	have	developed	during	
the	morning	and	which	appliances	have	
used	the	energy	surplus.	User	gets	the	
best	economic	benefit	from	using	the	
production	locally.

I	see	we	are	
not	wasting	our	

photovoltaic	energy	
by	feeding	it	to	

the	grid.	

At	work,	
11	am

At	work,	1	pm

Pic.	145.	User	
proudly	shows	the	
production	view	
to	his	work	
mate.

See	how	
much	our	

house	is	currently	
producing?



Pic.	147.	After	loading	the	washing	machine	and	
setting	its	programme,	user	presses	the	on-off	
switch	to	off-position.	Virtuoso	controls	the	switch	
according	to	the	balance	situation.	Washing	
machine	will	be	operated	the	next	(sunny)	day.

Loading	washing	machine,	6	pm

Tomorrow	
should	be	

sunny.	This	can	
wait	until	we	have	
some	photovoltaic	

energy.

At	home	after	school,	3	pm

Pic.	146.	It	is	warm	inside	
as	the	young	user	arrives	
back	home.	Energy	surplus	
has	been	used	on	the	heat	
pump	during	the	day.	In	the	
summer,	the	room	would	be	
pleasantly	cool,	thanks	to	the	
air	conditioning.
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Discussing	energy	summaries,	7	pm

Pic.	148-149	(this	page	&	top,	
right	page).	Energy	summaries	

are	compared	and	consumption	
habits	are	discussed.	Users	can	

see	the	value	of	production	
and	consumption	on	selected	
time	periods.	The	value	of	the	

production	so	far,	is	visible	
already	on	the	frontpage	of	

the	UI.	

*

*

Nowadays	
energy	bill	is	

much	smaller	than	
before.

My View MessagesMessages SettingsServices Log outSettings

Energy summary

Month 

February

Consumption (total)T o grid

2015
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Update the prices of electricity in Settings.*
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Update the prices of electricity in Settings.*
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   Consumed (A)
   To Grid (B) 
From grid
Consumption (total) 
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7.6
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525.3

€
34.00 
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Consumption (total) To grid

2015

A B
Production (A+B)
   Consumed (A)
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From grid
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5.0

420.2
510.3

€
21.22
20.72
0.50
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X
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Checking	energy	
summaries,	weekend,	
10	am

Pic	150	(bottom).	
User	notices	the	
consumption	from	
grid	is	close	to	the	limit	
of	3	kW	(and	power	
outage).	He	decides	
to	switch	off	some	
appliances,	wait	until	
the	dish	washer	has	
finished,	and	vacuums	
only	after	that.

As	
the	summer	

comes,	photovoltaic	
energy	covers	more	of	the	

consumption	pie.

Checking	balance,	1	pm

Ops,	we	
have	too	many	

appliances	on!	It	
is	better	to	reduce	

consumption	before	
vacuuming.
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Pic	151.	User	enjoys	
the	comfortable	room	
temperature.	As	there	
is		enough	energy	
surplus,	the	heat	pump	
(air	conditioner)	starts	
heating	the	interior.	
To	make	sure	the	heat	
pump	is	doing	the	job	
instead	of	the	radiators,	
the	thermostats	of	
the	radiators	are	set	a	
bit	lower	(e.g.	one	°C	
degree)	than	the	goal	
temperature	for	the	
heat	pump.

Enjoying	comfortable	
room	temperature	
without	gas	
consumption,	1	pm

On	a	sunny	summer	
day,	the	energy	surplus	
is	respectively	used	
for	cooling	and	drying	
the	air.

Heat	pump	
started	operating!	

How	nice	it	is	to	warm	
up	home	with	my	own	
photovoltaic	energy,	

instead	of	gas!

Now	that	
we	can	produce	

energy	by	ourselves,	it	
won’t	matter	so	much	if	
the	energy	price	rises.	I	

feel	more	secure.
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Messages SettingsMy View
2

Temperatures

Air conditionersEnergy summary

>

More energy summary details

>

Your production so far 538 kWh

147 €

Production now

11:14

2.5
Consump.Production

2.1
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Production over time

Consump.Consump.

Air conditione Livingroom

Washing machine

Air conditioner Bedroom

Air conditioner Kids’ room

Production surplus to appliances

1
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4

Services

Energy summary

Month 

February

Consumption (total) To grid

2015

A B

Update the prices of electricity in Settings.*

Production (A+B)
   Consumed (A)
   To Grid (B) 
From grid
Consumption (total) 

kWh 
152.1 
144.5

7.6
380.8
525.3

€
34.00 
33.24
0.76
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A B
Production (A+B)
   Consumed (A)
   To Grid (B) 
From grid
Consumption (total) 

kWh 
95.1 
90.1
5.0

420.2
510.3

€
21.22
20.72
0.50
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X

Messages SettingsMy View Services

Season X

HeatingCooling
?

Changing	Season	
(autumn)

Pic.	152.	Changing	
home	to	cooling	or	
heating	mode	twice	
a	year	is	the	only	
mandatory	task	with	
the	UI.

Operates	air	
conditioner	
manually,	online

Pic.	153.	User	changes	
the	settings	(Normal	
temperature)	
temporarily	to	27°	C	
degrees	over	Internet.	
The	air	conditioner	will	
follow	the	Programme	
settings	again	after	the	
midnight.	
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Messages SettingsMy View
2

Services

Energy summary

More energy summary details

Your production so far 538 kWh

147 €

Production now

13:14

2.5
Consump.Production

2.1

To grid

0.4

kW

Production over time

Consump.Consump.

Air conditione Livingroom

Washing machine

Air conditioner Bedroom

Air conditioner Kids’ room

Production surplus to appliances

1

3

2

4

Temperatures

Air conditioners

>

>

Services

Air conditioners TemperaturesWashing
machine

Messages

Settings

System
Management

Alarms
Applications
Devices
Manage Widgets
Programme
Season

System settings
Users

About
Help

InfoTheregate

My View

Production now

+ Other Services the user
wants to bring to the view,
e.g. Air conditioners, 
Temperatures etc.

Energy 
symmary

4.4.3 User interface overview

The	overall	structure	
of	Virtuoso	PV	Simple	
Solution.	The	four	parts	
(My	View,	Messages,	
Services	and	Settings)	are	
the	tabs	on	the	UI.	The	
concept	applies	mainly	
to	My	View	and	partly	
Settings	(green	headings).	

User	can	customise
My	View	tab	by	bringing	
widgets	of	different	
Services	into	it.	Production	
now	and	Energy	summary	
are	there	as	default	
widgets.

Shows	to	which	appliances	the	
energy	surplus	is	used.	The	number	
shows	the	priority.	This	view	does	
not	show	appliances	that	are	
manually	operated.	Instead,	it	only	
indicates	how	the	balance	situation	
affects	the	appliances.

Total	production	in	kWh.	The	value	
(€)	is	the	production	that	is	sold	to	
grid,	plus	the	consumed	production	
and	its	assumed	price	from	grid.	The	
time	period,	on	this	widget,	is	long	
enough	to	motivate	the	user	as	the	
figures	are	meaningful.

User	can	pick	Services	
(from	Services	tab)	
to	show	on	My	View.	
Opens	a	widget	on	the	
next	level.

My	View

Pic.	154-155	(this	and	
following	spread).	
Main	features	of	the	
online	user	interface	as	
wireframes.

Structure	of	the	UI
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Production over time

18th Apr 2014 at 9:45. Production 1.8 kW, From grid 0.2 kW, Consumption 2.0 kW

Production surplus to appliances

Washing machine
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Production now

11:58

2.3
Consump.Production

3.2
kW

2.8
From grid

Production over time

Air conditione Livingroom

Washing machine

Air conditioner Bedroom

Air conditioner Kids’ room

Production surplus to appliances

1

3

2

4

!Alarm	/	warn	if	
consumption	‘From	

grid’	gets	close	to	the	
consumption	limit	set	on	
energy	contract	(e.g.	the	

common	3	kW).	Green	tag	
(on	any	widget)	indicates	
the	normal,	desired	state.

‘So	far’	as	default	
time	period	(without	
comparison	period).

Last	two	time	periods	are	
shown	as	default.

Mark	of	alarm	(of	
going	too	close	

the	limit	of	3	kW	
consumption	from	

grid).

Shows	to	which	
appliances	the	energy	

surplus	has	been	
used.	The	order	(from	

up	to	down)	shows	
the	priority	of	the	

appliance.	This	view	
does	not	show	if	

appliances	have	been	
operated		manually.	

It	only	indicates	how	
the	balance	situation	

has	affected	the	
appliances.

To	previous	/	next	period	of	
time.	Zoom	in	/	out:	list	of	

possible	time	frames	in	the	
drop-down	menu.

The	time	underlines	the	
fact	that	the	view	shows	
the	current	balance	
situation.	However,	
phones	and	computers	
typically	have	the	time	
constantly	visible,	so	
showing	it	here	may	not	
be	necessary.
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Air conditioners X

?

Note: The status of the air conditioners 
cannot be viewed here. Only operating 
is possible.

OnOff

NormalSetback

OnOff

NormalSetback

Cool DryHeat

2 31

Normal Temperature

Livingroom

Kids’ room

More controls

27 °C

Setback Temperature

Fan speed

30 °C

Help X

Any control settings here are 
manual, and they override 
Programme settings until 0:00.

In case you want to apply manual 
setting for longer timer, you can 
disconnect the Service from the 
Programme (Programme applied).

Temporary manual setting, 
during which Programme 
does not apply to the 
Service. 

Programme applied

Programme applied

M

M

OnOff

NormalSetback

More controls

An	example	of	a	Service	widget	in	My	View

Widgets	in	Settings	/	System	management

Enable	/	disable	the	
service	to	follow	the	

Programme.

Manual	operation	
sign.

Any	controlling	via	this	widget	is	
manual	and	equal	to	operating	
the	appliance	on	its	own	user	
interface.	In	case	the	appliance	
is	following	the	Programme,	any	
settings	here	is	valid	only	until	
0:00	am.

Change	the	season	
manually.

Season X

HeatingCooling
?
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Programme X

Tasks based on production & consumption

Heating seasonCooling season

Tasks based on timing (relevant regardless of production & consumption)

2

4

Priority

Appliance

If enough surplus available If less surplus

Appliance

Air conditioner
Livingroom

Air conditioner
Bedroom

1000 W

1000 W

Heat to 20 °C

Heat to 20 °C

Heat to 20 °C

Off

1 450 W
Washing
machine

On Off

3 Air conditioner
Kids’ room

1000 W Off

Off

Task TaskMin.
surplus

Day Time Task

?

On by 16:00

Add new Task

Add new Task

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Mon - Sun Description of the task.Appliance x 16:00 - 18:00

Programme X

Tasks based on production & consumption

Heating seasonCooling season

Tasks based on timing (relevant regardless of production & consumption)

Mon - Fri
Sun

2

4

Priority

Appliance

If enough surplus available If less surplus

Appliance

Air conditioner
Livingroom

Air conditioner
Bedroom

1000 W

1000 W

Cool to 26 °C

Cool to 26 °C

Cool to 26 °C

Off

Cool to 27 °C

1 450 W
Washing
machine

On Off

3 Air conditioner
Kids’ room

1000 W Off

Off

Task TaskMin.
surplus

Air conditioner
Bedroom

Day Time Task

22:00 - 23:00

?

On by 16:00

Add new Task

Add new Task

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Tasks	on	two	different	
tabs	can	be	seen	and	

adjusted	regardless	of	
the	ongoing	season. Add	new	Tasks	by	

opening	the	field.

Changing	the	priority	
number	changes	the	

order	of	the	appliance	list	
accordingly.

Enable	/	disable	a	task.

Washing	machine	is	
set	to	start	operating	
by	4	pm	although	
there	was	no	energy	
surplus.

Edit	Task	settings.

On	Programme	widget,	
user	sets	the	Tasks	for	the	
appliances.
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4.5 Concept 2
Virtuoso Photovoltaic Control / With Modes

Pic.	156.	Key	features	
of	the	concept.	The	
target	group	are	the	
users	who	want	a	more	
comprehensive	set	
of	home	automation.	
Different	sets	of	rules	
(Programmes)	are	
needed	when	users	are	
a)	at	home,	b)	sleeping	
at	home,	c)	away	

or	d)	away	for	long	
(travelling).	
The	Programmes	are	
chosen	via	Modes.	
Modes	change	
automatically,	or	
manually	by	switching	
a	physical	or	online	
button.
Modes	are	also	needed	
e.g.	in	case	users	get	

a	proper	insentive	
for	feeding	energy	
surplus	to	the	grid.	
In	general,	Modes	
give	more	options	to	
develop	the	concept	
further	to	meet	more	
complicated	user	
requrements.

Active Eco Away

The	home	is	in	Active	
Mode	when	there	is	
somebody	at	home	
awake.	Appliances	
operate	to	create	
mainly	comfort.

Eco	Mode	is	used	
when	there	is	nobody	
at	home,	or	when	all	
users	are	sleeping.	
With	Eco	Mode,	the	
users	can	aim	at	the	
best	economic	benefit.	
There	is	no	need	for	air	
conditioning	or	heating	
to	instantly	create	
comfort.

Away	(for	long)	Mode	
is	used	when	users	
stay	away	for	several	
days.	In	case	radiator	
thermostats	are	
included,	they	are	
set	to	keep	the	room	
temperature	only	on	
the	minimum	level	
necessary.

The	Away	for	long	
Mode	can	also	be	
utilised	with	other	
home	automation	
features,	such	as	
alerts.	E.g.	if	the	room	
temperature	goes	
below	a	certain	limit,	
the	user	gets	an	SMS.

Graphs & 
�gures of 

energy

Control of appliances 
according to the 

balance

Remote control 
of appliances 
via Internet

€ kW
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Pic.	157.	In	the	
customer	journey,	
there	is	the	new	level	
of	automation,	i.e.	
Modes.	In	this	customer	
journey,	the	physical	
Mode	button	is	
included.		Also	radiator	
thermostats	are	
possible	to	control.

1.	Weekday

4.5.1 Customer journey

2.	Other	service	moments



4.5.2 Service moments 
with Modes

Coming	home	first,	3	pm

Pic.	158.	As	the	child	
comes	home	earlier	
than	usual,	he	needs	
to	switch	to	Active	
mode	manually,	on	
the	physical	button.	A	
manual	Mode	change	
could	also	be	done	via	
the	online	button.

Active

Active

Eco

If	radiator	thermostats	are	
invoved:	Enjoying	the	warmth	
as	the	radiators	start	heating,	
7	am

Pic.	159.	With	the	help	of	Modes,	
radiator	thermostats	can	be	
involved	to	the	Programme.	
As	the	home	goes	Active	in	
the	morning,	radiators	start	
heating.	In	Eco	Mode	they	are	
off	or	adjusted	to	a	very	low	
temperarture.

I	am	
back,	wake	up	

home!
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Travelling	for	several	
days:	Switching	home	to	
Away	for	long	Mode

Pic.	160.	User	sets	time	
for	Away	Mode	as	the	
family	leaves	for	a	
holiday	for	a	couple	of	
days.	During	the	trip,	
the	temperature	of	
radiator	thermostats	is	
set	to	minimum	(e.g.	
8°	C).	In	case	users	get	
a	proper	incentive	for	
feeding	the	energy	
surplus	to	the	grid,	
in	Away	Mode	no	
suprlus	is	consumed	at	
home.	In	any	case,	no	
energy	is	consumed	for	
keeping	the	comfort,	in	
the	house.

AwayActive

No	
energy	will	

be	wasted	at	home	
during	our	trip.

Mode of home
i

Eco

Active

Timing of Modes

Timing of Away for long

from 20 Feb 2015

11:00

to 26 Feb 2015

12:00

Away for long

?

Home Messages Settings Log outMy View Messages Services Settings
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Services

Air conditioners TemperaturesWashing
machine

Messages

Settings

System
Management

Alarms
Applications
Devices
Manage Widgets
Programmes in
   Modes
Season

System settings
Users

About
Help

InfoTheregate

My View

Production now

+ Other Services the user
wants to bring to the view,
e.g. Air conditioners, 
Temperatures etc.

Mode of home Energy 
symmary

Staying	at	home	
exceptionally,	8	am.

Pic.	161.	User	changes	
the	expiration	time	

of	the	current	Mode	
(17:30).	After	the	

expiration,	the	house	
starts	to	follow	the	

usual	Timing	of	Modes,	
again.

Mode of home

Eco

Active

until 17:30

Timing of Modes

Timing of Away for long

Away for long

?

Energy summary

More energy summary detailsYour savings so far x kWh

y €

Production over time

Air conditioner Bedroom4

Home Messages Settings Log outMy View Messages Services Settings

4.5.3 User interface overview

The	overall	structure	of	
Virtuoso	PV	with	Modes	
(includes	some	additions	
compared	to	the	Simple	
Solution).	

On	My	View	tab,	there	is	
also	Mode	of	home	widget,	
in	addition	to	Production	
now	and	Energy	summary	
widgets.

Pic.	162-164	(this	
pages).	Main	features	
of	the	online	user	
interface	as	wireframes.

Structure	of	the	UI
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Timing of Away for long
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to 26 Feb 2015
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Production now
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Production over time
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Eco

Active

until 15:30

Timing of Modes

Timing of Away for long

Away for long

My	View

The	time	field	is	editable.	
After	the	edited	(blue)	time	
has	passed	the	system	
starts	following	the	Timing	
of	Modes	again.

Set	the	time	for	being	
Away	for	a	long	time.

Timing	of	Modes	
on	the	next	
page	>
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Add	a	Mode	and	set	its	
beginning	and	ending	
times.

To	change	the	timing,	
click	and	drag	the	
borders.

The	timing	can	be	
edited	also	by	clicking	
the	name	of	the	
Mode.

Remove	the	Mode.

An	alternative	set	of	Modes:	Home	&	Away

If	night	time	doesn’t	play	
any	role	in	the	automation,	
it	doesn’t	require	changing	
the	Mode	either.	‘Home’	
and	‘Away’	could	be	more	
descriptive	names	for	the	
Modes	in	that	case.
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Heating seasonCooling season

Tasks based on production & consumption

2

4

Priority

If enough surplus available If less surplus

Appliance

Air conditioner
Livingroom

Air conditioner
Bedroom

1000 W

1000 W

Cool to 27 °C

Cool to 27 °C

Cool to 27 °C

30 °C

1 450 W
Washing
machine

On Off

3 Air conditioner
Kids’ room

1000 W 30° C

Off

Task TaskMin.
surplus

On by 16:00

EcoActive Away Always

Tasks based on timing (relevant regardless of production & consumption)

Mon - Fri
Sun

Appliance

Cool to 27 °C
Air conditioner
Bedroom

Day Time Task

22:00 - 23:00

Add new Task

Add new Task

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

?

Air conditioners X

?

Note: The status of the air conditioners 
cannot be viewed here. Only operating 
is possible.

OnOff

NormalSetback

OnOff

NormalSetback

Cool DryHeat

2 31

Normal Temperature

Livingroom

Kids’ room

More controls

27 °C

Setback Temperature

Fan speed

30 °C

Programme applied

Programme applied

M

An	example	of	a	Service	widget	in	My	View

Manual	operation	
sign.	Manual	setting	

is	valid	until	next	
Mode	change.

Each	Mode	has	its	
own	tab	for	the	

Programme.

Widgets	in	Settings	/	System	management

In	Active	Mode,	user	can	
set	a	less	demanding	target	
temperature	for	the	air	
conditioner	when	there	is	no	
PV	energy	available.

Additional	tasks	
can	be	set,	as	well:	
E.g.	air	conditioner	

can	be	set	to	cool	
down	the	bedroom	

to	comfortable	
temperature	when	

the	users	are	at	home	
even	if	there	was	no	

PV	production.

Select	the	season.

Change	the	season	
manually.

Season X

HeatingCooling
?
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Programmes in Modes X

Heating seasonCooling season

Tasks based on production & consumption

2

4

Priority

If enough surplus available If less surplus

Appliance

Air conditioner
Livingroom

Air conditioner
Bedroom

1000 W

1000 W

Cool to 26 °C

Cool to 22 °C

Cool to 22 °C

Off

1 450 W
Washing
machine

On Off

3 Air conditioner
Kids’ room

1000 W Off

Off

Task TaskMin.
surplus

On by 16:00

EcoActive Away Always

Edit

Edit

Edit

Edit

Tasks based on timing (relevant regardless of production & consumption)

Mon - Sun

Appliance

Description of the task.Appliance x

Day Time Task

16:00 - 18:00

Add new Task

Edit

Add new Task

?

In	Eco	Mode,	no	energy	is	
needed	to	create	instant	

comfort.	In	case	incentives	
support	local	consumption	

instead	of	selling	energy,	
user	may	want	to	consume	

surplus	on	cooling	the	
room	temperature	even	
to	e.g.	22°	C	to	keep	the	

temperature	comfortable	
longer,	for	the	moment	the	

family	arrives	home.

No	energy	is	wasted	
for	cooling	in	case	
there	is	not	enough	
surplus	available.

To	the	user

The maximum economic benefit is got out of the 
solar panel. The payback time decreases without any 
extra effort.

User can be sure the photovoltaic system and 
Virtuoso are working  properly, thanks to the clear 
indications on the online user interface.

User has a control on the appliances in the system 
anywhere, via Internet.

Production and consumption are made visible, 
which makes the user understand the energy flow in 
his/her home.

Clear visualisations and figures of energy help 
comparing and trigger discussion.

Comfort is created without extra effort.

Online figures of production help show friends how 
proud the user is for owning a panel.

To	the	energy	company

Local use of photovoltaic energy is supported.

It is possible to get some customer data about 
consumption and production.

By reducing the payback time, selling solar panels is 
easier.

By offering a tool to decrease energy bill, customer 
is made happy. 

4.6 Benefits
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4.7 Features for the future

For	active	users:	Share	production	&	consumption	figures

Pic.	165.	Sharing	your	
production	(and	even	
consumption)	figures	
with	a	closed	group	of	
micro	producers	gives	a	
possibility	to	compare	
and	discuss	the	energy	
topic.	It	can	encourage	

some	competitive	users	
to	get	more	ecological	
in	energy	consumption	
habits.	Figures	could	be	
shared	without	names,	
as	well.
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For	goal	oriented	users:	
Set	saving	targets

Compare	production	&	
consumption	with	weather

Pic.	166.	Setting	saving	
targets	in	euros	or	kWh	
can	help	keep	up	good	
consumption	habits,	
as	the	feedback	of	the	
UI	is	very	clear.	In	case	
the	user	can	‘keep	the	
thumb	up’,	the	payback	
time	estimation	of	the	
PV	system	is	coming	
true.	In	case	the	thumb	
is	often	down,	the	
control	of	appliances	
may	need	fine	tuning.

Pic.	167.	Looking	back	
energy	figures	on	

timeline,	it	is	interesting	
to	compare	particularly	

consumption	with	
outdoor	temperature.	
E.g.	very	hot	weather	

explains	why	there	
has	been	lots	of	

consumption	for	
cooling.

Warning	about	power	outage

Pic.	168.	In	case	the	
consumption	from	
grid	goes	close	to	
the	limit	of	3,0	kWh	
and	power	outage	
(in	Italy),	user	gets	a	
warning	message	to	
phone.	Some	specific	
appliances	are	switched	
off	automatically.
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*

Touch	screen	display	on	the	wall

Pic.	169.	It	is	easy	to	
check	the	current	
consumption	and	

production	figures,	
when	they	are	always	
visible	on	the	screen.	

No	separate	accession	
procedures	are	needed.

Pic.	170.	User	sweeps	
the	screen	and	presses	
the	house	to	Eco	Mode	

as	she	leaves.

Pic.	171.	Also	friends	
notice	there	is	a	
clever,	yet	invisible,	
automation	system	in	
the	house,	and	a	small	
power	station	on	the	
roof.
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Advanced	user	interface

Pic.	172.	UI	wireframe:	
advanced	Virtuoso	PV	
service	provides	an	
application	for	touch	
screen	phone	and	
tablet.
			On	a	simlified	user	
interface,	user	doesn’t	
need	to	care	about	
seasons.	He/she	just	
sets	the	minimum	
and	maximum	
temperatures,	and	lets	
the	air	conditioner	

(heat	pump)	operate	
accordingly.	When	
there	is	energy	surplus	
available,	the	target	
temperature	is	more	
demanding,	comparing	
to	the	situation	when	
energy	is	needed	from	
the	grid.
			On	this	view,	the	
pointers	can	be	
dragged	directly	to	
different	temperatures.
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4.8 How to proceed with the user interface
The design should be ‘checked and improved’ using at least minimum resources. 
Time and money can be saved by implementing only carefully tested features, 
knowing that many features take lots of effort from the software team. I suggest, 
in brief, carrying out at least the following: 

In case there are (pilot) users who have experience in using the product 
(i.e. the 1st release), their feedback should be asked, if not by interviewing, then 
e.g. via mail.

Consider what features on the UI are wanted and possible to implement. 
Define the changes that are needed to make the UI feasible.

The UI design should be tested with the help of prototypes. Consider 
using paper as material. The UI should not look too ‘real’ and implemented in 
order to encourage giving feedback. Improvements can be suggested already 
while testing with the help of paper and pen. If there are no real PV energy 
users available to be test persons, anybody, approximately similar with the target 
group (age, ability to use computer and smart phone etc.) and not too familiar 
with the concept, can be in the role instead.

In the UI plan, ‘Production now’ and ‘Production over time’ are the most 
tested widgets. However, following features and widgets should be tested before 
implementation:

E-summary,	particularly	graphs
Consider how to update the changing energy prices, in practice. Would it re-
quire too much effort from the user? (Is there any chances to make the energy 
price updates automatic in the user’s perspective?)

Programme	views
Does the user a) find the widget, b) understand the content? Is the user able to 
edit the settings? Is there a copying feature needed to make it easier to define the 
Tasks (particularly in the widget with Modes)?

Manual	operation
Does the user understand how manual operation is indicated on the Service 
widget (the white M on blue dot)? Does the user understand how manual op-
eration works?
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Season
Does the user find the widget? Is an extra link needed on My View? Is any 
reminding needed?

Mode	of	home.
Are the Mode options relevant? Which Modes are needed? Are the Mode names 
descriptive and good?

Timing	of	modes.
Is the UI fluent to use? Is it enough, to the user, if the widget is usable only on a 
big screen, or should the day frames form on the top of each other on a phone 
screen?

In addition, translations are important. An Italian speaker could at least give 
comments on the translated texts, on the UI. It is better if this person is not too 
familiar with the product, but instead, more like a ‘common PV user’.

I also recommend to have the UI finalised by a graphic designer. A polished 
and stylish appearance would give some credibility and attraction to the whole 
product.



5
Summary of the 

learnings
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5.1 Summarising learnings from the project: 
things to pay attention to, in real life

5.1.1 Adopting usability design approaches and 
processes

As I accepted the project in the end of 2012, I expected that I would not be 
able to utilise the design processes and methods that I knew, as such. As my 
assumption turned out to be true along the project, the practical work, in this 
sense, did not surprise me. What Woolrych et al claim about usability work in 
practice (2011, 941) - how methods are complemented and adapted - was true, 
in my case, too.

To me, it is definitely good to know a large variety of different methods 
and approaches and understand what kind of knowledge you can get by apply-
ing them, even though you wouldn’t be able to utilise them ‘by the book’.  Less is 
possibly enough, or at least, more is often too expensive to realise. 

In this chapter I reflect the design work in the project, to the usability 
theory presented before the diary. However, which approaches and processes 
get support in this project, depends on my skills and experience, too - just as 
Woolrych et al claim the experience and competence of the practitioners to 
influence the outcomes of the work (2011, 961). It is the most useful, if one 
has studied the methods in practice and not just by reading books. Because the 
brief was challenging and the schedule mostly tight, more secure and familiar 
approaches were used instead of completely new experiments. I had some 
quick glances on design literature, used the ‘method playing cards’ (Vaajakallio, 
2012, 145-146) and even browsed some old course presentations to remember 
approaches I had used earlier. Still I think I chose the methods basing more 
on my intuition rather than systematic evaluation and consideration utilising 
heuristics that e.g. Hyysalo presents (2009, 214).

Because the usability research is often done insufficiently, one has to 
be prepared for surprising data along the project. Essential information, that 
should have been learned in the beginning, can appear later, in the project, 
which then brings you back to the beginning to modify the concept require-
ments. E.g. one can hear of a significant new competitor product or technology 
any time. But again, iteration belongs to many usability approaches.
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Contextual Design process, as described by Beyer and Holtzblatt (1999) 
was perhaps ‘the most impossible process to apply’ from the examples that I 
present in the chapter ‘Design approaches and processes’. Although it has been 
planned for designing computer systems, it is apparently too schematic with 
its seven phases in waterfall, where each phase has to be properly conducted 
before moving to the next one. It requires continuous contribution by techni-
cally oriented team members and end-user participation from the beginning 
on. In addition, I had only partly practical experiences from the phases of the 
process. Contextual Design remained distant model, to me. Referring to e.g. the 
phase ‘Work redesign’, I assume, the process is more suitable in cases where the 
end-user is an employee whose task is to perform work as efficiently as possible 
when contributing a complicated information flow.

Instead, I can say, van Oosterom’s ‘Five steps to service innovation’ was 
loosely followed: Particularly the Discovering business and experience phases, 
even the Concepting phase, although the interviews were conducted quite late. 
I also drew the customer journey description that has some elements from the 
service blueprint, which is recommended by van Oosterom. I made even some 
effort to plan the look-and-feel, although finalised graphic design was beyond 
the brief. The Building phase is carried out by others, in There, and I am not 
much involved in that. Moreover, Implementing goes more for the partner in 
Italy. In general, all the phases overlap each other and they were (and are) not 
carried out exactly in the described order. What van Oosterom says ‘we do 
not think that the end-user is the starting point of any realistic service design 
project’, describes quite well the realities of my project too. I started my work 
by studying the current products, technical possibilities, the intended service 
idea that were scattered around in several documents and knowledge of There 
workers. I did begin ‘with the client’ as van Oosterom suggests too. (Miettinen 
& Koivisto, 2009, 168)

In many models, I notice the idea generation is placed only after the 
starting (‘tuning in’) phase. I think it is good to start sketching design ideas 
from the very beginning on. In the beginning, design ideas are often clear and 
intuitive, not trying to respond to all requirements. Besides, often when starting 
a project, the designer hasn’t got any idea of the complexity of the brief, which 
can make idea generating easier. Moreover, sketching ideas from the start, re-
moves pressure of ‘start making great design ideas’ when they are truly needed. 
Sketching also evokes essential, concrete design questions.

ISO 9241-210 standard, as described as a figure (Jokela, 2011) held true 
in my project. When reading the diary, I notice I was already in the iteration 
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phase during the first two-three weeks. After that, the iterative process repeated 
countless times.

Sanders and Dandavate describe Make tools (1999), and Mattelmäki 
presents carefully considered probes (2008) as innovative and empathic design 
approaches to research the latent emotional aspects in usability. In this project, 
however, understanding even the basic technical things (e.g. ‘how and why to 
heat the house in the typical Italian home context?’) took so much effort that 
there was not much time left for particular methods to research emotions. Here, 
I would highlight the value of the contextual interviews. I think even an inter-
view can give a lot of understanding of user’s dreams and emotions, particularly 
when it is done in user’s home, in the middle of personal, everyday objects. The 
interviews should be quite informal and conversational to support this aim. The 
skills to interview are difficult to study on books and project descriptions. It 
demands experience, sensitiveness, situational awareness, empathy and good 
concentration to fully utilise the great chance to discuss with a user. 

I thought it was important to ‘bring some spirit’, a bit of character to 
the product, to support the design values. In order to compete in the consumer 
market, the users should be really made fall in love with the product. I am not 
sure if this goal can be reached yet just by polishing the graphics on the user in-
terface wireframes. I give some (future) ideas of desirable features, in this book, 
but to develop them further, or to come up with some more advanced ideas, 
some innovative methods could be used, e.g. probes. Again, involving co-design 
sessions with users, as Sanders and Stappers present (2008, 12-14), would likely 
be too complicated to arrange. Instead, I would test new design ideas with some 
users with the help of prototypes.

In the project, I was working without any team mates who would share 
the design brief with me. I noticed some design methods are very work-con-
suming. Accomplishing practical tasks related to a method, took much more 
time in this project that they did at school because I mostly had to do all by 
myself. There was nobody helping with visualisations, prototypes, reporting etc. 
First of all, I was missing a design-oriented person to spar me - someone to 
discuss, criticise and argue with.

After school projects, I had to get used to the practice of making meet-
ings, at work. Everybody had to hurry carrying out their own tasks, so they 
wouldn’t spend much time, instantly, for considering PV issues. 

On the other hand, particularly co-design supports the fact that every-
body can give useful thoughts and come up with good design ideas (Sanders & 
Stappers, 2008). Possible solutions should be discussed often, and according to 
my experience, also outside of meetings.
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‘Haste’ and ‘tight schedule’ are interesting concepts in this project. In the 
beginning it was clear that there was not much time for usability research, be-
cause the release of the product was supposed to be in April 2013. The fact that 
the season was eventually ‘lost’ and no final product was sold during the sum-
mer 2013, postponed the commercial release to the next season. Understanding 
and accepting this earlier (i.e. the complexity of the concept), more careful 
usability research could have been done. This even means that design processes 
could have been applied more carefully. As the goal was too optimistic, there 
was in actual fact no reason for haste in design. This is perhaps a typical story 
in today’s companies.

It is challenging to estimate the workload of designing and implement-
ing a new complicated concept, such as Virtuoso PV. If I had understood the 
complexity in the beginning, I would have suggested narrowing my brief earlier. 
Probably, I should have spent less time on considering e.g. widgets for different 
appliances. On the other hand, understanding the whole, would have required a 
more profound research on the structure of the product.

5.1.2 My role in the project

I thought my role was to bring some design point of view to the company - in 
the form that I was able to give. I suggested and applied different ways to design 
a successful product.

I am aware that my strengths as a designer are rather on a more general 
level service concept design, i.e. defining what sort of features are needed in a 
product, rather than very detailed-level user interface design. In this project, 
both skills were needed, and I was happy to go beyond my comfort zone. 
Learning new things demanded some time, however.

In practice, I did what ever I could to make the concept successful, 
regardless of any descriptions of designer’s role. This meant e.g. trying to solve 
‘the secret of the Italian energy bill’ and finding out what the energy contracts 
are like (also in the economic point of view). Setting rules for home automation 
was also quite not on my comfort zone, but i thought I just must know how to 
do it before I could design any user interface. No one else was doing these tasks 
for me either. Of course I asked help in technology and economy-related issues, 
and in most cases, also got some. I was, indeed, searching missing information 
and making decisions ‘in the absence of complete information’ like Sanders and 
Stappers describe (2008, 14-15) the role of a co-designer.
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My role was to be the one who collects the visions and ideas of the prod-
uct, considers and tests them, varies them, adds something to them and finally 
presents them as a coherent service story. This means that many features in the 
product were not new, but rather considered several times in the company. Only 
now there was someone who had the time to consider everything carefully. 
Again, this is not far from the designer’s assumed role in co-design, as Sanders 
and Stappers define it (2008).

Filling gaps between the design suggestions and implementation de-
manded lots of compromises (e.g. the ‘balance views’). Here, I still considered 
my task was really to design a feasible product. My solutions were moderate, 
because I was required to produce some feasible design already for the spring 
season 2013. As the deadline got postponed, the demand for feasibility did not 
disappear. There wanted new customers in Italy - the sooner the better.

I think this kind of designer role is slightly different comparing to an 
external designer, who can better concentrate on producing desirable visions 
and images of products, without taking much part in implementation. The 
beautiful visions can be very inspiring, though. I was sometimes wondering 
how to make There-people excited about some design ideas. If the suggestions 
were too wild they naturally got objections, and what was considered feasible 
enough, wouldn’t always please me. However, images and stories of desirable 
future products can also inspire people to come up with new solutions how to 
implement them even if it was difficult. Therefore internal marketing skills were 
needed.

Righi and James explain how designers are often brought to the design 
process when the main functionalities and interaction design are already defined 
(2007, 62). Also in the case of Virtuoso, many features on the user interface 
had already been agreed with the client. This meant that some features would 
be implemented even if my assumptions of user requirements supported other 
kind of solutions (E.g. in my opinion, there were too many widgets on the main 
view.). The fact that certain features were decided to be there on their places, 
set nice frames to my design work. On the other hand, it was difficult to design 
the user interface as good and simple as possible, to my opinion. In a way, the 
client’s word would set the level for the design, as eventually the client told if the 
suggested user interface was good enough.

The work was not, strictly speaking, what Sanders and Stappers say 
about emerging design practices (2008, 10-11), but rather refers to ‘traditional 
design’ that is centred around product or technology. If a feature is already exist-
ing, and it has been agreed on with the client, in a way, it is wise to utilise it. To 
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‘design for a purpose’, as Sanders and Stappers describe the emerging design 
practices, required more justifying, negotiating and implementing effort.

I often felt like I am a person with only requirements for the software 
developers. It is important to remember that the software developers are actu-
ally realising design (It is a kind of magic!). It is better to be happy and show it to 
others when your sketch becomes real! To me, the balance views are examples of 
this kind of realisation. I was satisfied as I noticed I was able to get some relevant 
user data by following an implemented balance view of a pilot user, online. That 
was rewarding.

5.1.3 Excellent communication demanded

Working with professionals from different fields and backgrounds, it was pos-
sible to utilise different skills, experiences and points of views. This felt great 
after school where I had mostly co-operated with other designers.

Naturally, there were also challenges particularly in communication: 
e.g. staying on the track of software developer’s work was difficult. Being not 
too deep in the implementation work possibly helped me come up with new, 
unexpected design ideas, ‘out of box’, but then again, listening to the feedback, 
it was hard to deduce which design suggestions were feasible and which de-
manded too much work. Building common ‘language’, understanding and trust 
demands time.

Listening, in the first place, is necessary. Instant, direct feedback is some-
times hard to get, but you keep hearing different points of views and opinions 
all the time. Everybody has to be listened to, but what to believe? Sometimes 
understanding the relevancy of a comment took weeks! During the research, 
I several times noticed somebody had actually mentioned a ‘research finding’ 
earlier. I just had to find it by myself, too, to be able to believe it (This concerns 
e.g. some habits of the Italian users, about which Smartdhome partners had 
told earlier. Later the interviewees told similar things.). Did that prove of good 
designer skills? However, I wanted to confirm claims I heard.

When working with the busy project owner and product manager, I 
needed to study how to sharpen my messages. When getting a chance to briefly 
discuss with the busiest work mates, I usually had a list of (difficult) questions 
written down, but only a few minutes time to ask them. Therefore I needed to 
decide which questions to ask primarily and how. The simpler questions the 
better. That demanded careful preparing. When planning workshops (or meet-
ings of any kind), I had to consider that they could be postponed, interrupted 
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or just cancelled any time. Therefore it wasn’t very rewarding to plan any time-
consuming workshop tasks. Problems were often complicated, and usually they 
had to be cut into pieces and managed as parts.

Van Oosteroms suggests that a designer should study the organisation’s 
culture in the very beginning of a project (Miettinen & Koivisto, 2009). The 
quick turns are typical for a small and young company, but also the fact that 
there actually isn’t any strong culture existing yet. I could say my (new and 
weird) approaches were accepted and tolerated quite well in this changing 
environment. On the other hand, different strong opinions were competing. 
E.g. some work mates would like my visual style of presenting ideas and find-
ings, while others where missing written documents already in the beginning. 
According to Hyysalo, it is useful to report research and design results in differ-
ent forms, to avoid misunderstandings in the implementation phase (Hyysalo, 
2009, 258-261). I was aiming at this ‘richness in style’ with the help of all visual 
material of the final concept, in this book, but also e.g. by occasionally adding 
visual notes about the unfinished work, on the office walls, to make my work 
visible and to arouse discussion.

Skills to present ideas in an understandable way (for anyone), briefly, to 
get comments and help, are needed at work. Moreover, it is good to explain the 
benefits (for different stakeholders) of any feature in a short, understandable 
way, to make clear, your issue is important for the client. 

5.1.4 Catching users

According to my experience, the fact that users are sometimes hard to reach for 
research is often ignored in different user-centred or co-design models. In this 
project, I spent a lot of time hunting user contacts and ended up having few of 
them. Referring to Miettinen’s overview of similar factors in different service 
design processes, the user was definitely not (against the ideal) participating 
all the time as I was working according to the business realities (Miettinen & 
Koivisto, 2009, 13-14). 

In case there are no user contacts and it is known that they are 
needed (like I did), one should start searching for them in the very beginning. 
Workmates and partners should be made convinced that the user contacts are 
important to get. Naturally, consulting companies can also help reaching users, 
but in many cases it is too expensive.

When users are hard to reach, alternative research approaches should 
to be applied, too. This means e.g. testing user interface ideas by utilising 
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any relevant person nearby. Even this kinds of ‘incomplete’ methods reveal 
shortcomings in design ideas and can generate better solutions. Moreover, the 
designer can also discuss with experts, read online discussions and read papers.

According to my understanding, a company takes a risk if it starts to 
design products or services to a market without having a proper contact to 
the assumed users. The gap between the company and the users can be simply 
physical (i.e. geographical), but also cultural. Moreover, there can be other 
stakeholders between the company and the users, which makes the contact 
tricky. But ‘Risk’ is the middle name of any start-up (and life is dangerous)!

5.1.5 Sustainable trends identified?

Responding to varying and changing user requirements is challenging. Besides 
the rapidly developing technology, there are different energy contracts and 
incentive models, in the Italian market. Particularly when providing financial 
benefits to the user, these factors should influence the product and how it is 
updated. If There aims at new markets in Europe, there will be new incentive 
models to consider and adapt to. The suitability to copy the product - or parts 
of it - is however an asset.

The design would have a firmer ground, if some sustainable trends in 
the incentive models of photovoltaic production were identified. My assump-
tion is that local consumption will be supported in Italy in the near future. At 
least high feed-in tariffs (compared to the price of electricity from the grid), 
used earlier in Spain and Germany, will likely be avoided. This would mean that 
automatic control that maximises local consumption and stores the produced 
energy in different ways will be successful in the near future.

5.1.6 Writing as a ‘way of thinking’

In the end, I want to say that writing the story of this project has been both 
painful and rewarding. It has taken lots of time - particularly the ‘academic part’, 
which I mainly did in the end of the project. Then again, having a thorough 
documentation of the project has made it possible to look back and evaluate the 
work. In some cases, I have been horrified about my thoughts (e.g. my assump-
tions of some energy consumption habits, in the beginning). Still quite many 
times I have even got surprised how well different aspects have been considered.
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I have to admit the weekly writings have helped me notice some impor-
tant issues along the project. Writing has been a way to structure my thoughts 
in this challenging and most interesting project. I consider using it, to some 
extend, as a ‘design approach’ also in future design projects.

Pic.	173	(right	page).	
Project	overview	shows	
briefly	the	phases	of	
the	project.
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Jan

Dec

Nov

Oct

Sep

Aug

Jul

Jun

May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Interviewing 
There workers

Researcning 
PV usage on 

literature

De�ning use 
scenarios

Mapping use 
cases & required 

features on the UI Intial ideas of the UI

Listing design 
requirements

Interviewing expert

Checking main 
use cases & user 
pro�le with the 

partner

Designing the UI
De�ning key 

features of the 
concept

Presenting the 
concept idea in 

There

Planning releases 
& key features of 

the concept

Summer holiday

Researching 
competitors & 

similar solutions

Visiting Smartdhome 
in Milan

& interviewing Italian 
user

De�ning Release 1.0 Planning rest of 
the project

Preparing user 
interviews

Hunting users

Interviewing 
Finnish users

Interviewing Italian 
users in Milan area 
& reporting main 

�ndings

Reporting main 
insights from the 

user research Writing ‘theory part’ 
to the book

Sketching concept 
variations

Drawing customer 
journey & service 

moments Choosing concepts

Sharpening user’s 
pains

Writing project 
summary

Designing book 
layout

Release 1.0 
launched

5.2 Project overview on calendar
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WHAT IS SEARCHED FOR
- Experiences from using PV energy.
- Motivation to buy the panels (now that no good incentives 
anymore)
- What sort of info needed and what is already used.
- Interest to have smart control
- When is energy wasted, i.e. possible saving moments
____
ASK / MENTION
I have a list of questions but, please, feel free to tell anything 
you think is important and comes to your mind.
Can I take photos? OK to record for notes?
Can I use photos for my thesis? Is it OK to show faces?
‘Faces and notations are not used in thesis in a way that they 
could be connected.’
‘In Theres photos and other material from the interviews are 
only used to develop the concept, not for marketing purposes. 
OK?’
‘The purpose of the interview is to help us understand what 
kind of service would meet the users’ needs and wishes. We 
are not testing your knowledge anyhow.’
____
BASIC INFO
Name.
Address.
Who are living in the house? Who others are using it? (Family 
members, guests, pets, cleaner etc.)
Education & profession? Spouse’s education & profession?
Which things are you interested in, in general? What are your 
hobbies? How about the spouse?
a) Technology
b) Environment, environmental issues
c) Society
d) Home, garden, fixing home
e) Something else?
What is your home like? (Type, squaremetres, rooms, plan, 
building year) Is it your own, or are you renting it?
____
HEATING / COOLING
How is heating & cooling done in the house? Do you use the 
new air conditioner for heating?
- Heating is with radiators. Also possible to use air conditioner 
for heating.
- Cooling is with air conditioners. How many splitters?

Appendix: Example of interview plan

Do you have a fireplace? Do you use it for heating (or just for 
atmosphere?) Please, mark the appliances on the plan.
How do you heat the water?
Why did you choose this types of heating and cooling 
systems?
How do you normally set your air conditioner / heat pump? 
Why? How? Is it easy? Is it easy for all who need to use it (e.g. 
children)? Are you satisfied?
Do you have any smart control / home automatization in 
the house (e.g. appliances switch off and on automatically at 
particular times or circumstances)?
How often do you set your radiators? Why? How? Is it easy? 
Are you satisfied?
Do you need to manually set the boiler? How often? Why? 
How? Is it easy? Are you satisfied?
What temperatures do you prefer (and why?)
a) in the living room / kitchen / other rooms where you spend 
time? 1) in the summer 2) winter
b) in the bedroom during the night and during the day when 
not using it? 1) summer 2) winter
c) bathroom when using it and when not? 1) summer 2) 
winter
d) other spaces?
How do you adjust the temperatures in these rooms?
Are you satisfied with the current conditions?
What kinds of (temperature) conditions are needed in the 
house 
a) during the day when no one at home,
b) when the family is not at home for several days? E.g. is it ok 
to leave the rooms as hot or cold as they naturally get?
On what kind of moment have you been unsatisfied with 
home temperature conditions? What did you do?
How do you leave your house if you go away for a longer time 
(several days)? What kinds of settings do you make and why? 
Do you have any security alarm?
When you are away from home, do you tend to check your 
home condition? How? Would you like to?
Do you have any general ‘rules’ or guides for heating and 
cooling in Milano or Italy? Do you follow them?
____
MOTIVATION & SAVINGS
Do you know the current price of the energy? What do you 
think it is? How do you know?
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What kind of contract do you have with the energy company? 
What is the company? Are you able to supply the surplus 
photovoltaic energy to the grid? Do you get any kind of 
incentive? If not, how do you use the surplus? Are you 
satisfied? 
Why did you buy the panels? Did you have some of these 
values (What was most important?):
a) economical?
b) ecological?
c) comfort?
d) technology?
e) self-sufficiency?
How does the most important value affect your daily 
behaviour / habits (e.g. consumption, free time, friends, 
style…)?
Ask if the other values counted or not: e.g. Do you see any 
economical reasons for the panels? 
Did you do some kind of calculations or estimations to help 
make decision? What kind of?
Does you friends or relatives have panels? Before or after you?
In your daily life, do you aim at saving energy? How?
If you do try to save > Do you have a some sort of target, on 
your mind, for your savings? If you had, would it inspire you 
save energy? How much money / year would be interesting 
enough to encourage you to make saving acts of some kind? 
100 e? 200 e? More?
How about following your savings, on the user interface? 
Would it be interesting? > Show proto of savings. Would you 
like to see the ‘Savings so far’ easily? Or is some other time 
period more interesting? Why?
____
Lately, was there any moment/situation you knew it wasn’t 
‘sensible way of using energy’? How would it have been 
possible to correct the situation?
If you cool your house down during the afternoon, how long 
does the temperature stay low? Do you see it would make 
sense to cool your house down with surplus PV energy 
when there is nobody at home before evening (like a normal 
day)? If you cool the house at 1-3 pm, does it help keep the 
temperature comfortable during the evening, as well?
Do you like the idea of using the heat pump automatically? 
(At certain times a day, heat pump would cool / heat 
automatically. When cooling / heating is not needed at certain 
times, the heat pump wouldn’t operate.)
____
Do you follow the photovoltaic production somehow? How? 
What would you like to know about it? Show prototypes of 
balance. Is this answering to your questions? What else would 
you like to have here? 

Balance over time. What do you see here? Can you see how 
much it has been sold at [some o’clock]?
How do you understand the term ‘balance’?
Do you follow consumption? How? How often? (E.g. metres, 
energy invoices etc.) Is it easy? How would you like to get the 
info? In which situations?
Would you prefer mobile phone, tab or computer for 
following it?
Show the energy summary prototype. What do you see here? 
Do you think this information is interesting? What kinds of 
time periods would you be interested in?
Would you like to compare consumption (in the past) with 
outdoor temperature?
(Would you be interested in comparing your consumption 
with others, e.g. an anonymous group of other households? 
Show prototype.)
____
Show Home/away button picture. Do you think a Home/away 
switch at home door and user interface would be useful and 
practical? (It would switch the whole house to ‘eco’ mode 
when Away.)
Show the idea of balance-based automatization. Do you think 
it would make sense? Would it be comfortable? Practical? 
Would you be interested in it? 
Would you like to have as full automatization as possible or 
rather a system that you can control by yourself, often? Would 
you like to use appliances manually a lot?
Show an image of the real user interface and ask opinion. 
Pretend you have nothing to do with it.
____
ENERGY EFFICIENCY GAME
What sort of ‘timetables’ do you normally have at home? 
When do people come and go? What kinds of circumstances 
are required?
Do you believe, with the help of this smart energy system, 
savings and comfort would be gained?
____
Would you like to be pilot users for the service? In case you 
want to be a pilot user for this service we will be in contact 
with you. Contacts, please?
With EcoD’Home, we decide which houses (propably 10) can 
be pilot households. There are some terms & requirements 
(which I don’t know exactly) but, anyways you wouldn’t need 
to be afraid of costs.
Does it make sense to cool down an Italian house when there’s 
no one at home, even if there was some photovoltaic energy 
available? Is it better to sell?


